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The problem of self-gravitating, isolated systems is undoubtedly an im-
portant and intriguing area of research in General Relativity. However, due
to the involved nature of Einstein’s equations physicists found themselves
unable to fully explore such systems.
From Einstein’s theory we know that besides the electromagnetic spec-
trum, objects like quasars, active galactic nuclei, pulsars and black holes
also generate a physical signal of purely gravitational nature. Now scientists
involved in the Laser Interferometric Gravitational Observatory (LIGO)
project are feverishly trying to build an instrument that will detect it.
While the theory of gravitational radiation has been developed using
sophisticated mathematical techniques, the actual form of the signal from a
given source is impossible to determine analytically. The need to investigate
this and related problems has led to the creation of the field of numerical
relativity.
Immediately two major approaches emerged. The first one formulates
the gravitational radiation problem as a standard Cauchy initial value prob-
lem. The advantage of this approach is that it is able to handle regions of
space-time where strong fields are present and caustics in the wavefronts
are likely to form. But it suffers from some inherent disadvantages when it
comes to the prediction of gravitational radiation waveforms.
Another approach is the Characteristic Initial value problem. This
method is unable to treat regions of space-time where caustics form but it is
uniquely suited to study radiation problems because it describes space-time
in terms of radiation wavefronts.
The fact that the advantages and disadvantages of these two systems
are complementary suggests that one may want to use the two of them
together. In a full nonlinear problem it would be advantageous to evolve
the inner (strong field) region using Cauchy evolution and the outer (ra-
diation) region with the Characteristic approach. Cauchy Characteristic
Matching enables one to evolve the whole space-time matching the bound-
aries of Cauchy and Characteristic evolution. The methodology of Cauchy
Characteristic Matching has been successful in numerical evolution of the
spherically symmetric Klein-Gordon-Einstein field equations as well as for
3-D non-linear wave equations. In this thesis the same methodology is
studied in the context of the Einstein equations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The investigation of general relativistic astrophysical
systems
Self gravitating isolated systems represent an interesting and challenging
area of physics. The Einstein equations describe how the presence of mas-
sive compact objects like quasars or black-holes change the geometry of
space-time. On the other hand, the exterior of these objects is free of mat-
ter and is affected to a much lesser extent by the interior dynamics of these
systems.
These objects are too remote to allow for direct observation of their
structure. Instead, physicists and astronomers can build various antennae
designed to detect the electromagnetic and the gravitational signals emitted
by these isolated systems. One of these antennae is LIGO, the Laser Inter-
ferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory, built by scientists at Caltech
and MIT, with funding from the National Science Foundation. LIGO con-
sists of a pair of high-precision laser interferometers. The laser beams are
contained in an L-shaped vacuum installation, with 4 km long arms. Each
arm contains mirrors that cause the laser beam to bounce back and forth
between them hundreds of times before it interferes with the beam from
the other arm. As gravitational radiation passes, the structure of space-
time between the mirrors changes. This change amounts to a change in
the distance between the mirrors. Thus the propagation of the laser-beam
between these mirrors is perturbed, causing a change in the interference
pattern. The change in distance between these mirrors, however, could be
as little as one part in 1000 of the size of a proton. This illustrates the
difficulty physicists face when trying to detect gravitational radiation by
direct methods.
The existence of gravity-waves was hypothetical until J. H. Taylor and
R. A. Hulse detected them indirectly in 1974. Using the radio telescope
at Arecibo, Puerto Rico, they made a series of precise measurements of
radio pulses emitted by two neutron stars orbiting around one another.
They found that the orbital of spin these objects was increasing. They also
showed that the rate of this speed-up confirmed the predictions of general
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relativity for massive stars shedding orbital energy in the form of gravity
waves. For their discovery, the two scientists were awarded the 1993 Nobel
Prize in physics.
A correct interpretation of the gravitational signals requires understand-
ing how they propagate and interact with the antenna. One also needs to
know how these signals are generated. The strongly nonlinear character of
the Einstein equations prohibits us from solving them analytically except in
the weak field limit and for some highly symmetrical configurations. Thus
approximation techniques are used.
One of the most promising ways to tackle the field equations of Gen-
eral Relativity is the simulation of curved space-time via a finite-difference
approximation. This proceeds as follows:
• Choose a coordinate system suitable to describe the physical system.
• Define an initial surface with respect to the coordinate-choice. The
initial surface represents a 3-dimensional subset of the 4-dimensional
space-time to be simulated. The fourth dimension defines the direc-
tion in which the numerical simulation proceeds to evolve space-time.
• Represent the three-dimensional initial surface by a discrete grid-
structure. Evolution in the direction of the fourth coordinate is done
via small, discrete “time-steps”.
• Represent the field equations by a finite-difference evolution algo-
rithm. When doing so, the partial differential operator ∂ is approx-
imated by finite a difference operator D∆. The finite difference ap-
proximation is consistent if lim∆→0D∆f = ∂f .
Although the methodology might sound straight-forward, the real life
situation is much more involved. In general relativity there are no preferred
coordinate systems. The coordinates must be adapted to the system. In the
case of the propagation of gravitational radiation a natural coordinate sys-
tem is defined by the characteristics of space-time – the curves along which
disturbances propagate. The characteristic approach has been successful
in numerical simulations of highly dynamical space-times. Furthermore,
with use of radial compactification techniques, the evolved space-time re-
gion can be extended to infinity where the antennae are effectively located.
However, Einstein’s equations imply that in certain circumstances the light
rays (characteristics) refocus. Thus a coordinate system that is based on
characteristics may become singular.
Another approach is based upon the Cauchy problem for general rela-
tivity. It provides initial data on an arbitrary space-like surface and then
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evolves space-time as a function of an arbitrarily defined time-coordinate.
The Cauchy approach avoids the focusing problem but it has its own draw-
backs. One is the choice of the right coordinates, where “right” means
“one that works,” i.e. does not encounter singularities. Another is that
the Cauchy problem suffers from structural disadvantages when evolving
gravitational radiation. Since the observer is practically at infinity with
respect to the gravitational source, the Cauchy grid must be extended to
infinity as well. This is not possible in any finite computational tool, be-
cause compactification cannot resolve the waveform of the radiation. Since
radiation propagates along light-like characteristics, grid-points distributed
in a spatial direction are not efficient.
Another major problem in numerical relativity is the choice of evolu-
tion equations. The Einstein system, although written in a beautifully
compact form, cannot be used in their original form for numerical sim-
ulation. Instead, one has to use combinations of various components of
the Einstein tensor as numerical evolution equations. Ideally one wants
to recast the original Einstein system in a first-order symmetric-hyperbolic
form since those systems have well understood mathematical properties
which can be well-handled in a numerical context. However these first
order forms become quite complicated, with a large number of auxiliary
variables and equations. Even today’s supercomputers are slow when sim-
ulating space-time via those systems. Thus it is preferable to trade a first-
order symmetric-hyperbolic system for one with less variables, but with
mathematical properties which are harder to understand. The evolution
equations for the characteristic initial value problem, as first provided by
Bondi [1], form a set of equations well suited for numerical simulation.
From the many available Cauchy systems we have adopted the Arnowitt-
Deser-Misner (ADM) system [2, 3] which is based upon the Hamiltonian
formulation of general relativity.
1.2 Cauchy-characteristic matching in general relativity
Given the complementary strengths and weaknesses of the characteristic
and Cauchy formulations, the strategy we pursue in this thesis is that of
Cauchy-Characteristic Matching, where the strong-field region is described
by Cauchy evolution, the weak-field region is described by Characteristic
evolution and the interface between the two domains is handled by Cauchy-
Characteristic Matching (CCM).
CCM has been successfully applied to the problem of nonlinear scalar
waves propagating in a 3-D Euclidean space [4], CCM has been used to
evolve the spherical collapse of a self-gravitating scalar field onto a black
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hole [5].
In order to be able to build a routine that interfaces the boundary of
two evolution systems, one needs to make sure that the the finite-difference
representation of the field-equations is numerically stable in both domains.
Furthermore, one needs to assure that these numeric field-equations are able
to handle the matching boundary conditions properly. These conditions are
not satisfied if physically spurious exponential modes are generated. The
characteristic code is a robustly stable evolution algorithm, which is able to
handle boundaries. However, the ADM system needs an appropriate treat-
ment of the boundary in order to avoid spurious exponentially growing
modes. At the boundary one must prescribe the radiation degrees of free-
dom and then use an appropriate set of boundary equations that determine
the remaining components of the metric tensor.
Furthermore, since the coordinates of the Cauchy system are arbitrary
while the coordinates of the characteristic system are based on the light-
cone structure of space-time, one needs to perform a non-trivial coordi-
nate transformation when matching the characteristic and Cauchy evolu-
tion equations.
At the end of this thesis we lay out a problem for future research. Specif-
ically, although we have identified a stable way of applying boundary con-
ditions with the linearized ADM equations in Cartesian coordinates for the
case of a boundary aligned to the spatial grid-structure, application of a
spherical boundary (a prerequisite of the CCM) for a Cartesian ADM code
is non-trivial.
1.3 Preview
The contents of this thesis is outlined as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a brief description of the Cauchy and Characteristic
formulations of the equations of General Relativity. At the end of the
chapter the concept of Cauchy Characteristic Matching (CCM) is briefly
presented. Next, in Chapter 3, the Pitt Null Code is described. First the
underlying physics is presented, i.e. the characteristic slicing, the spin-
weighted metric functions and the equations describing the evolution of
space-time. The end of the chapter shows how one can use characteristic
evolution to numerically evolve black-hole space-times.
Chapter 4 defines the concept of Cauchy Characteristic Matching first
for a spherically symmetric scalar wave, next for a 3-D scalar field. Then
the same concept is outlined for the case of general relativity. To make
the understanding of the details easier, first a geometrical description is
given. Chapters 5 and 6 describe the two modules of CCM (extraction and
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injection) in detail. Along with the presentation of the matching modules,
calibration tests are provided to show proper second-order accuracy for a
number of test-beds.
Next, in Chapter 7, we study the stability properties of CCM. As it
is shown, the numerical noise of the individual modules do not excite any
short-time instabilities. However, in order to analyze the long-term stability
properties of matching, one needs to assure that both the Cauchy and the
characteristic evolution codes are able to deal with the discretization error
that is inherent to numerical boundary algorithms. This issue is addressed
in Chapter 8. As it is shown, the characteristic code is able to deal with
constraint violating boundary modes of high frequency without signs of nu-
merical instabilities. However, as shown in the same chapter, the Cauchy
code using the ADM equations is numerically unstable unless the boundary
conditions are treated properly. A major contribution of this thesis is that,
in the context of linearized gravitational theory, Cartesian coordinates, we
have elucidated the appropriate boundary conditions on the faces of a cube
for the coupled set of partial-differential equations that form the principal
part of the ADM equations. In particular, one should not specify bound-
ary values for six metric components but provide boundary data for the
two radiation degrees of freedom and use a set of boundary constraints to
determine the remaining four components of the spatial metric tensor.
The stability of the injection module requires a spherical boundary con-
dition for the Cartesian Cauchy code. As discussed in Chapter 9, for the
ADM system this implies use of boundary constraints in spherical coordi-
nates. The question of spherical boundary constraints applied to a Carte-
sian grid is a complicated problem.
1.4 New developments in this thesis
The work presented in this thesis is the result of the work of a number
of people. It is not easy to separate the individual contributions. Jef-
frey Winicour had a most significant role in this work. Besides him Joe
Welling, Roberto Go´mez, Philip Papadopoulos, Luis Lehner, and Nigel
Bishop had important contributions as well. The formalism and the code
used in Cauchy-Characteristic Matching (CCM) is based on the work of
these people.
The years that I was present in the Pittsburgh numerical relativity group
were marked by a close collaboration with Roberto Go´mez. During our
collaboration, Roberto has taught me much about the physical background
of our work, scientific programming as well as code-optimizing on various
supercomputer platforms.
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When I started to work in the group most of the code developing of the
extraction module was already done. My contribution to the extraction was
the calibration of the module. This work included the development of Maple
algebra scripts that provided the analytic results needed for convergence
tests.
The injection module in its current form was was developed by Roberto
and myself. To assure the proper convergence rate for the various interpo-
lation routines involved as well as for the whole module, I used a number
of test-beds.
The stability runs of CCM had been the subject of our work for years.
Although Roberto had a significant input to the question of stability of
CCM, the experiments described in Chapter 7 were designed and performed
by myself.
Another area of collaboration was the numerical study described in
Chapter 8. Here Roberto’s part was the development of the linearized
Cauchy evolution codes for the various evolution algorithms. My part was
the analysis, design and implementation of the boundary routines as well
as the test-runs that concluded in a stable boundary-algorithm for the lin-
earized ADM system. These are the first robustly stable Cauchy evolutions
of a bounded gravitational system. This is my major contribution to the
work described in this thesis.
I also made some contributions to the development of the formalism
used in the study of axisymmetric event horizons and of the characteristic
code itself.
2. AN OVERVIEW OF NUMERICAL RELATIVITY
2.1 Introduction
Since Einstein first wrote down the equations of general relativity (GR) in
1916, only a limited class of analytical solutions have been found. The first
solution, the space-time metric of a “point charge” was written down not
by Einstein but by Schwarzschild about one year after the field equations
were defined.
As always, when exact analytic approaches become too cumbersome,
approximations are used to further investigate the space of solutions. Ap-
proximations on an analytic level give perturbative solutions around known
exact solutions. On the numeric level one can approximate the space-time
continuum by a discrete set of points, write down the field equations as a
set of finite-difference equations and use computer power to evolve regions
of space-time.
Perhaps the first crisp definition of numerical relativity was given by
Charles Misner in 1957 [6]:
First we assume that have a computing machine better than
anything we have now, and many programmers and a lot of
money, and you want to look at a nice pretty solution of the
Einstein equations. The computer wants to know from you
what are the values of gµν and ∂tgµν at some initial surface.
Mme. Foures [Y. Choquet-Bruhat] has told us that to get these
initial condition you must specify something else and hand over
that problem, the problem of the initial values, to a smaller
computer first, before you start on what Lichnerowicz called
the evolutionary problem. The small computer would prepare
the initial conditions for the big one. Then the theory, while
not guaranteeing solutions for the whole future, says that it will
be some finite time before anything blows up.
Still, more than forty years after this statement, when one wants to build
a general relativistic code, several problems arise:
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• First of all one has to determine whether the field equations are well
posed or not, i.e. Does it make sense to treat the system as a set
of coupled evolution equations with some suitable initial data, with
boundary-values to be provided at the edge of the evolution zone? Or
does the system have attributes similar to an elliptic equation where
“evolution” as a function of “time” makes no mathematical sense?
• Next one has to rewrite the original field equations in a form that
is suitable for numerical evolution. This question is related to the
previous one in the sense that if one recasts the equations as a first-
order symmetric-hyperbolic system of equations, then the numerical
implementation becomes a lengthy but straightforward problem.
• Another related problem is that, despite their exponential growth,
computer resources are still a limiting factor and so one might want
to trade a system with a large number of variables and clear math-
ematical properties to one with six or maybe twelve variables, but
with mathematical properties yet to be understood.
• A fourth issue that appears when doing finite-differencing is the ques-
tion of numerical instabilities. This problem, if not studied carefully
for the adopted discretization scheme, might give rise to non-physical
exponential modes which eventually make the physical content of the
numerical simulation worthless. As it will be seen, the stability prop-
erties of a code depend not only on the evolution scheme being used
but also on the treatment of the boundary.
Despite the difficulties that arise there have been great successes at-
tached to the domain of numerical relativity which motivate further search
for development. One discovery, which had not been anticipated purely
by analytic approaches, is the critical phenomena found when simulat-
ing spherically symmetric gravitational collapse. On the analytic side,
Christodoulou made a penetrating study of the existence and uniqueness of
solutions to the characteristic initial value problem [7, 8, 9, 10]. He showed
that weak initial data evolve to Minkowski space asymptotically in time,
but that sufficiently strong data form a horizon.1 In the latter case, he
showed that the geometry is asymptotically Schwarzschild in the approach
to I+ (future time infinity) from outside the horizon. What this analytic
tour-de-force did not reveal was the remarkable critical behavior in the
transition between these two regimes, which was discovered by Choptuik
[11, 12] using computational simulation.
1 For a definition of the “horizon” of a black hole see Section 3.4.
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Another major result of numerical relativity was the numerical simu-
lations of axisymmetric space-times that enabled evolution of dynamical
black holes [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Grid-sucking (gridpoints falling into
black holes), the importance of the right choice of time slicing, numerical
instabilities, and the question of boundaries are just some of the issues that
demanded attention.
Besides these (and many other) numeric results of mainly theoretic sig-
nificance there is another reason why numerical relativity can have a sig-
nificant role in our understanding of the fundamental laws of our universe.
There is a good hope that through the building and use of laser interferom-
eters (LIGO, VIRGO, etc.) gravitational radiation will be detected. This
data needs to be confirmed and interpreted, at least in part, by numerical
simulations. The events most likely to be detected are rotating black holes
inspiraling into each other – a problem that requires full 3-dimensional
treatment. There are post-Newtonian approaches [19, 20] on the analytic
side that provide approximate information for some phases of the inspiral,
but the full picture is unlikely to be completed without the use of accurate
3-D numerical simulation.
The question of evolution equations also demands attention. If one
counts the number of equations or field components, at first sight it seems
that there are ten components of the symmetric, 4×4 Einstein tensor to be
solved, a number that fits perfectly the ten “independent” components of
the metric tensor. The obvious solution, then, would be that one should do
numerical simulations solving for all components of the Einstein equations.
This approach, however, does not take into account the different quantities
involved in the Einstein system. As it will be seen in subsequent sections,
certain degrees of freedom in the space-time metric correspond to gauge
choices (choice of coordinates) which have neither physical meaning nor
associated evolution equations. The equations governing these gauge de-
grees of freedom are constraints, which if satisfied in some 3-D subspace of
the space-time manifold, will be satisfied throughout the whole space-time,
provided the rest of the Einstein equations are satisfied.
Thus the issue of coordinates and the related question of separating the
Einstein equations into evolution equations and constraints are the first
questions that will be addressed in the following sections.
2.2 Coordinates
In general relativity the arc-length between two points in space-time can be
computed using the 4-metric. In the case of two infinitesimally close points
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A and B the four-distance ds2 can be computed using
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν (2.1)
where gµν is the 4× 4 symmetric metric tensor and dxµ = xµ(A)− xµ(B).
(Here and throughout this thesis Greek indices run from 0 to 3, while
lowercase Latin indices correspond to spatial dimensions and they run from
1 to 3.) The distance between these two points is called spacelike, null,
or timelike if ds2 is positive, zero, or negative. This definition can be
extended to coordinates as well: keeping three of the four coordinates fixed
and varying one leads to a positive, zero or negative value of ds2, defining
spacelike, null, and timelike coordinates. Vectors fall in similar categories
with respect to the sign of their length-square
vνvν = gµνv
νvµ. (2.2)
The lack of physical meaning associated to the coordinates implies that
there are no restrictions in their choice – a freedom that can be helpful
or, at times, confusing. The simplest form of the metric tensor gµν at a
given point corresponds to a coordinate system where gµν is diagonal, but
this cannot, in general, be done locally in the neighborhood of a point.
In other words, at each point in space-time there is a Minkowski frame
(in which space-time is described by the Minkowski metric) but, except
for the trivial cases, there is no analogue of inertial coordinates in the
neighborhood of the point. However, the number of positive and negative
elements of the diagonalized metric is an invariant global property of the
space-time manifold. This defines the signature of the metric which in our
convention is [−,+,+,+].
2.3 The Cauchy formulation
2.3.1 The “3+1” slicing of space-time
In the numerical simulation of a time-dependent system, one evolves some
set of physical quantities as a function of time, i.e.
• provide some initial (Cauchy) data at t = 0
• use the evolution equations to determine the fields at any point of the
evolution domain at a later time t.
One of the problems of setting up the equivalent problem for the Einstein
equations is that the notion of time is coordinate-dependent and has no
unique physical meaning. One chooses it in some suitable manner and then
sets up the Cauchy problem. For this reason we do the following [21]:
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Fig. 2.1: Illustration of the “3+1” slicing.
• pick a function t and a vector field tµ such that the surfaces, Σt, of
constant t are spacelike Cauchy surfaces satisfying tµ∇µt = 1;
• choose evolution equations based upon the choice of (t,Σt);
• provide initial data on Σ0;
• compute the metric fields at later times t > 0 via the evolution equa-
tions.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the resulting “3+1” slicing approach.
In the coordinate system {xµ}, with x0 = t, the Einstein and Ricci
tensors Gµν and Rµν are given by
Gµν = Rµν − 1
2
gµνR (2.3)
Rµν = −1
2
gαβ
{−2∂β∂(νgµ)α + ∂α∂βgµν + ∂µ∂νgαβ}
+Fµν(g, ∂g), (2.4)
where Fµν(g, ∂g) is a non-linear term in the metric and its first derivatives.
As it can be seen from Eqs. (2.3) - (2.4), the field equations involve up to
second time derivatives of the metric. For this reason initial data consists
of specifying the metric gµν and its time-derivative ∂tgµν on Σ0.
Let nν be the unit normal to the Σt surfaces. The equations
Gµνn
ν = 0 (2.5)
contain no second time derivatives of any of the metric components, i.e.
they are fully specified by the initial data. These four equations (or any
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combination of them) can be viewed as initial value constraints. As a
consequence of the Bianchi identity
∇µGµν = 0, (2.6)
if the constraints are initially satisfied and the spatial components of the
Einstein tensor vanish everywhere, then the constraints are also globally
satisfied.
Since four of the ten components of the metric tensor can be fixed by
the choice of gauge, it is a perfect match that the six remaining components
can be evolved by requiring that the six spatial components of the Einstein
tensor (or some combination of those with the constraints) be satisfied.
As already stated on page 8, when trying to “evolve” a system of equa-
tions one might face problems of well-posedness. It is a classic result of
Choquet-Bruhat [22] that the “3+1” splitting described above gives rise to
a well-posed initial value problem in harmonic coordinates (i.e. in coordi-
nates xµ that satisfy the wave equation ∇ν∇νxµ = 0).
Given a t = constant surface Σt, its normal vector n
a, and the 4-metric
gµν , the 3-metric
(3)gµν of the surface Σt is given by
(3)gµν = gµν + nµnν . (2.7)
The evolution proceeds in the t-direction, tangent to the “evolution”
vector tα satisfying tα∂α = ∂t.
The lapse α and the shift vector βµ are defined by
tµ = αnµ + βµ, (2.8)
i.e. the lapse is equal to the projection of tµ onto the unit normal nµ to
Σt, while the shift is the projection of t
µ onto the Cauchy surface Σt.
Next we must choose the evolution equations. Given the “3+1” slicing,
one natural choice would be the spatial components of the Einstein tensor.
However, as seen from numerical experiments presented in Chapter 8, these
Einstein tensor components do not provide a set of evolution equations
suitable for numerical evolution. A more suitable choice, referred to as
“Standard ADM” system, comes from a Hamiltonian formulation of the
theory [2].
2.3.2 The “Standard ADM” system
The ADM evolution equations are a first-order in time, second-order in
space system, defined by
∂t
(3)gij − Lβ (3)gij = −2α (3)Kij , (2.9)
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∂t
(3)Kij − Lβ (3)Kij = −DiDjα
+ α
(
(3)Rij +
(3)K (3)Kij − 2 (3)K li (3)Klj
)
. (2.10)
The symbol Lv stands for Lie-derivative along a vector field vρ. For a
tensor field Tµν it can be computed using
LvTµν = vρ∂ρTµν + Tρν∂µvρ + Tµρ∂νvρ. (2.11)
The covariant derivative D is defined as the three-dimensional derivative
operator with respect to (3)gij .
Equation (2.9) defines the extrinsic curvature of the Cauchy slice Σt
according to
(3)Kij =
1
2
Ln (3)gij . (2.12)
The Hamiltonian and the momentum constraints are defined by
C = (3)R− (3)Kij (3)Kij + (3)K2, (2.13)
Ci = Dj
(
(3)Kij − (3)gij (3)K
)
. (2.14)
Although the evolution equations (2.9) - (2.10) appear to be compact,
their explicit forms are lengthy expressions. The number of variables (six
metric components (3)gij and six extrinsic curvature components
(3)Kij) is
appealing for numerical simulations but the system cannot be put into a
first-order symmetric-hyperbolic form. Thus its mathematical properties
are difficult to understand. Chapter 8 contains a study of the linearized
ADM system from a numerical point of view.
2.4 The characteristic formulation
The gauge freedom inherent in the “3+1” formalism can be extremely use-
ful or, in some cases, confusing. The spacelike surfaces can be chosen to
facilitate the description of general relativistic objects such as black holes,
etc.
As an alternative, the Characteristic Formulation uses a foliation of
space-time by null hypersurfaces which facilitates the description of waves.
This section gives a brief description of the choice of the coordinates and
the form of the metric. More detailed discussion can be found in [1, 23, 24]
as well as in Chapter 3.
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2.4.1 The null foliation of space-time
The construction proceeds as follows:
• Choose a spacelike, closed, convex 2-surface.
• Choose some angular coordinates, say (θ, φ), that uniquely describe
the points of the 2-surface.
• Transport the 2-surface along a timelike vector field to obtain a 3-
surface referred to as the timelike world-tube Γ.
• A “2+1” slicing of the world-tube (similar to the “3+1” method)
provides a time-coordinate u on Γ.
So far the parameters (u, θ, φ) describing the 3-surface Γ have been
established.
• Unless caustics or other topological “defects” are present, the out-
going null-rays emanating from the world-tube associates a unique
point to any space-time point in the exterior. This provides a natural
extension of the coordinates (u, θ, φ) to the exterior space-time.
• Finally, choose a radial coordinate by requiring that the metric of
surfaces u = constant, r = constant have form r2hABdx
AdxB , with
det(hAB) = det(qAB) where qAB is the unit-sphere metric.
2 The
coordinate r is sometimes referred to as the surface-area coordinate.
Much of the gauge freedom of general relativity is fixed in the charac-
teristic formulation by geometric choices. In fact the only gauge freedom
present in this formulation is the choice and parameterization of the world-
tube, i.e. the coordinates (u, θ, φ). The only drawback of the characteristic
approach is that the formalism is difficult to adapt to the description of
space-time regions with caustics.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the null foliation of space-time.
2.4.2 The metric and its interpretation
With coordinates described in Section 2.4.1 the space-time metric takes the
Bondi-Sachs form [1, 23, 24]
2 Here and in subsequent expressions of this work capital Latin letters A,B, C, . . . are
used to indicate angular coordinates.
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Fig. 2.2: Null Foliation of space-time.
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ds2 = − (e2βV/r − r2hABUAUB) du2 − 2e2βdu dr
−2r2hABUBdudxA + r2hABdxAdxB . (2.15)
Because the construction of the coordinates is based upon the lightcone
structure of space-time, quantities built out of the metric components have
geometrical meaning. Six real field variables appear in the metric: V, β, UA
and hAB. The symmetric 2-tensor hAB represents the conformal geometry
of the surfaces defined by dr = du = 0. The requirement det(hAB) =
det(qAB) reduces hAB to the two radiative degrees of freedom. The scalar
field β measures the expansion of the light rays as they propagate outward.
The function V is the analog of the Newtonian potential, and its asymptotic
expansion contains the mass aspect of the system.
Further understanding of the metric components (including the gauge
functions UA) stems from the intrinsic metric of the r = constant surfaces,
γijdx
idxj = −e2β V
r
du2 + r2hAB
(
dxA − UAdu) (dxB − UBdu) . (2.16)
The “2+1” decomposition of the world-tube is used to define the coor-
dinates (u, θ, φ) and identifies gAB = r
2hAB as the metric of the 2-surfaces
of constant u which foliate it. The square of the lapse is e2βV/r while the
2-dimensional shift vector on the world-tube is given by (−UA).
2.4.3 Field equations
The vacuum Einstein equations Gµν = 0 divide into three categories, as
pointed out by Bondi [1]. The equations corresponding to the Ricci tensor
components Rrr, RrA and h
ABRAB contain no derivatives with respect to
u. These equations involve the metric only within u = constant hypersur-
faces, which motivates calling them hypersurface equations. The equations
RAB − hABhCDRCD/2 contain first derivatives with respect to u as well
as second radial and angular derivatives. Their solution at a space-time
point involves use of the metric components in a 4-dimensional neighbor-
hood of that point. They are called evolution equations and describe the
propagation of gravitational radiation. They correspond to the general-
relativistic version of the scalar wave equation in retarded spherical coor-
dinates (u, r, θ, φ). The third category consists of conservation equations
which contain no second radial-derivatives. These are the analogues, with
respect to an r-foliation, of the traditional constraints in a Cauchy formal-
ism (see page 12). Bondi used the Bianchi identities to show that one of
them, the conservation condition Rrr = 0 is automatically fulfilled by virtue
of the other equations. He further showed that the remaining conservation
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equations
Rru = 0, R
r
A = 0 (2.17)
are satisfied on a complete outgoing null cone if they hold on a single
spherical cross-section. Explicit expressions for the hypersurface equations
the evolution equation and the conservation laws can be found in [25].
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the description and applications of the Pitt
Null Code, a numerical implementation of the characteristic formalism.
2.5 Alternative formulations
In recent years various systems of hyperbolic equations deduced form Ein-
stein’s equations have been proposed by Abrahams, Anderson, Choquet-
Bruhat and York [26, 27], Bona and Masso [28], Choquet-Bruhat and Rug-
geri [29], Friedrich [30], Frittelli and Reula [31], Iriondo, Lequizamon and
Reula [32]. Mixed elliptic and hyperbolic systems have also been formulated
by Christodoulou and Klainerman [33], Rendall [34], Choquet-Bruhat [35],
Shibata and Nakamura [36]. For the Baumgarte-Shapiro system (derived
from the ADM equations) see [37]. Other hyperbolic systems related to
[37] have been discussed by Alcubierre, Bru¨gmann, Miller and Suen [38],
Frittelli and Reula [39], and Friedrich and Rendall [40]. Hu¨bner has imple-
mented numerical evolution based upon a hyperbolic formalism for global
Cauchy evolution of compactified space-time [41, 42, 43, 44]. (Please note
that the list is intended to be informative rather than exhaustive.)
While on a mathematical level the properties of first-order hyperbolic
systems are much better understood than those of higher-order non-hy-
perbolic ones, there are considerably more variables and equations to be
evolved. This issue might eventually be solved as available computational
resources increase.
2.6 Cauchy-Characteristic Matching (CCM)
As portrayed in the previous sections, the Cauchy and the characteristic ap-
proaches have complementary strengths and weaknesses. Cauchy evolution
has promising ability to evolve strong field regions of space-time but it is
limited to a finite spatial region, which introduces an artificial outer bound-
ary. Characteristic evolution, if used with a compactified radial coordinate,
allows the incorporation of future null infinity within a finite computational
grid. However, in turn, it suffers from complications due to gravitational
fields causing focusing of the light rays. Unification of both methods seems
to be a promising way of taking advantage of each formalisms’ strengths.
The methodology called Cauchy-Characteristic Matching (CCM) utilizes
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Cauchy evolution within some prescribed timelike world-tube, but replaces
the need for an outer boundary condition by matching to a characteristic
evolution in the exterior of this world-tube. This provides a global solution
and allows calculation of the gravitational wave-form reaching future null
infinity [24, 45, 46, 47].
The methodology of CCM has been successful in numerical evolution of
the spherically symmetric Klein-Gordon-Einstein field equations as well as
for 3-D non-linear wave equations [48, 4].
A detailed description of the full 3-D CCM for the case of Einstein
equations will be provided in chapters 4-7.
3. THE CHARACTERISTIC CODE
This chapter provides a description of a 3-D characteristic code known as
the Pitt Null Code. The code was developed over a period of fifteen years
by the Pitt numerical relativity group. The final version was completed
by Luis Lehner, whose thesis [25] is used as primary reference throughout
most of this chapter.
3.1 The physical algorithm
3.1.1 Coordinates
The choice of coordinates is based on the characteristic foliation of space-
time as described in Section 2.4.1. Although some of the coordinate freedom
is fixed by geometric considerations, the choice of the angular coordinates
on the world-tube is arbitrary. Furthermore, radial compactification is
employed to describe space-time out to future null infinity.
Angular coordinates
Since both the topology of the world-tube Γ and the topology of future
null infinity I+ are S2, it is natural to adopt a spherical coordinate system
(θ, φ). However, this does not provide a smooth covering of the S2. Our
solution is to use two stereographic coordinate patches to cover the sphere,
an approach that has been successful in several applications [4, 49]. This
removes the singularity at the poles but, since the two patches overlap,
there is a problem of consistency between the two patches.
Let θ and φ label the points on the sphere in the usual way. The two
angular degrees of freedom are combined into a single complex stereographic
coordinate ζ = q + Ip, defined on the north patch by
ζN = tan
(
θ
2
)
eIφ, (3.1)
with I =
√−1. The coordinate ζN provides a smooth description of the
sphere everywhere except at the point θ = π. Analogously ζS = 1/ζN
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provides a smooth coordinatization except for the north pole. The patches
described by ζN , ζS are sufficient to cover the sphere, with some overlap
region.
Now let Ψ be a smooth scalar field on the sphere. The consistency
condition that Ψ(ζ, ζ¯) (and its derivatives) be equal on the two patches is
ΨN
[
ζN , ζ¯N
]
= ΨS
[
ζS(ζN , ζ¯N ), ζ¯S(ζN , ζ¯N )
]
, (3.2)
in the overlap region.
Radial compactification
Asymptotically flat space-times can be given rigorous interpretation in the
limit r →∞ along a null hypersurface (holding u constant) with the use of
compactification techniques [50]. The surface area coordinate r is mapped
into a finite range by the transformation [51]
x :=
r
r + 1
. (3.3)
Space-time fields are globally defined in the interval x1 ≤ x ≤ 1, where x1
denotes the location of the inner radial grid-boundary. Future null infinity
(I+) is described by x = 1.
3.1.2 Equations
The eth formalism
Spin-weighted fields
With the coordinates defined as described in Section 3.1.1, one could write
out the Einstein equations in terms of partial derivatives of the metric
functions. However, the equations can be written more conveniently using
the (eth) ð-formalism [52, 53, 54, 49].
In this formalism tensor fields on the sphere are replaced by spin-
weighted fields. The result is a compact and efficient manner of treating
tensors on a sphere as well as their derivatives.
The distance squared between two infinitesimally close points on a unit
sphere can be written as
ds2 = qABdx
AdxB , (3.4)
where the 2-metric qAB is defined by the choice of angular coordinates:
qAB = diag
(
4/(1 + ζζ¯)2, 4/(1 + ζζ¯)2
)
. (3.5)
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One can rewrite qAB in terms of a complex basis vector qA (dyad) as
qAB = (qAq¯B + q¯AqB)/2, (3.6)
where qA satisfied qAqA = 0 and q
Aq¯A = 2.
1 A possible choice of qA (on
the two patches) is given by
qAS = (1 + ζS ζ¯S) · (δA2 + IδA3 ), (3.7)
qAN = (1 + ζN ζ¯N ) · (δA2 + IδA3 ). (3.8)
In the overlap between the patches the two dyads qAN and q
A
S are related by
qAN = e
IαqAS , where e
Iα = −ζ¯S/ζS .
Having introduced a complex basis one can represent any vector field
on the sphere in the form v = qAvA. In the overlap region the vector
transformation law between the two basis qAS and q
A
N translates into vN =
eIαvS . Furthermore, any tensor field vA1...An can be represented by 2
n−1
different complex scalar fields of the form
v = tA1 . . . tAn vA1 . . . vAn , (3.9)
where tA stands either for qA or q¯A. Assuming that in Eq. (3.9) the dyad
qA occurs p times (and its complex conjugate, q¯A occurs n− p times), the
transformation law of the complex scalar v between the two patches is given
by vN = e
IsαvS , where s = 2p− n. The spin-weight of the field v is given
by the integer s.
Spin-weighted derivatives
The technique used to express tensor fields in terms of spin-weighted fields
extends to covariant derivatives, since a covariant derivative of a tensor is
another tensor. Given a spin s quantity F the eth operators ð and ð¯ are
defined by [55]:
ðF = qADAF = q
A∂AF + ζ s F, (3.10)
ð¯F = q¯ADAF = q¯
A∂AF − ζ¯ s F. (3.11)
The spin of ðF is s+ 1 while ð¯F has spin s− 1.
Spin-weighted equations
In order to use the formalism described in the previous section we introduce
the complex spin-weighted quantities J = hABq
AqB/2, K = hABq
Aq¯B/2
1 Here we depart from other conventions [53] to avoid factors of
√
2.
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and U = UAqA. In addition, we exchange the real variable V with the
functionW = (V −r)/r2. The determinant condition det(hAB) = det(qAB)
translates into 1 = K2 − JJ¯ , which determines K in terms of J . The spin-
weight of J is 2, and the function U has spin-weight 1, while K, W , and
β have zero spin-weight. Complex conjugation of a spin-weighted quan-
tity gives a spin-weight of equal magnitude and opposite sign. Thus, for
example, the spin-weight of U¯ is −1.
The vacuum Einstein equations Gµν = 0 can be decomposed into spin-
weighted terms as well [56, 57, 55]. As described in Section 2.4.3, these
divide into hypersurface equations, evolution equations and conservation
equations.
Hypersurface equations
The Ricci tensor component Rrr = 0 implies
β,r = Nβ, (3.12)
where Nβ contains quadratically aspherical terms, i.e. terms that are
quadratic in the deviation from spherical symmetry [46]. For reference
we give the full non-linear hypersurface equation for β (see [55], Eq. (A1)):
β,r =
r
8
(
J,rJ¯,r − (K,r)2
)
. (3.13)
The equations RrA = 0 imply
U,r = r
−2e2βQ+NU , (3.14)
(r2Q),r = −r2(ð¯J + ðK),r + 2r4ð(r−2β),r +NQ, (3.15)
where Q is used as an intermediate variable to eliminate second radial
derivatives of U and the quadratically aspherical terms are included in NU
and NQ.
The equation for W is given by RABh
AB = 0, i.e.
W,r =
1
2
e2βR− 1− eβðð¯eβ + 1
4
r−2(r4(ðU¯ + ð¯U)),r +NW , (3.16)
where the quadratically aspherical terms are included in NW . The quantity
R is the curvature scalar of u = constant r = constant surfaces and it is
computed using
R = 2K − ðð¯K + 1
2
(ð¯2J + ð2J) +
1
4K
(ð¯J¯ðJ − ð¯JðJ¯). (3.17)
The hypersurface equations (3.12) - (3.16) contain angular and radial
derivatives but no time derivatives of the metric functions. Given J on
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a u = constant hypersurface, these equations propagate β, U,Q and W
along the radial direction, in terms of integration constants on an inner
world-tube.
Evolution equations
The evolution equations RAB−hABhCDRCD/2 together with the determi-
nant condition det(hAB) = det(qAB) result in the equation for J
2(rJ),ur −
(
r−1V (rJ),r
)
,r
= −r−1(r2ðU),r + 2r−1eβð2eβ
−(r−1W ),rJ +NJ , (3.18)
where the quadratically aspherical terms are included in NJ .
Conservation equations
For a world-tube given by r = constant the conservation equations take the
form [55]
β,u = Kβ , (3.19)
Q,u = −2ðβ,u − qAKA, (3.20)
where Kβ ,KA are purely null-hypersurface terms (composed out of β, UA, V
and hAB and their r and x
A derivatives). They determine the evolution of
the integration constants on the inner world-tube.
3.2 The construction of the code
The Pitt Null Code is a general relativistic code solving a discretized version
of the Einstein equations in the context of a null foliation of space-time, as
described in Section 2.4.1. In this section we outline the finite-difference
implementation of the Pitt Null Code. For further details see [58, 25].
3.2.1 The structure of the numerical grid
The compactified radial coordinate x is discretized as xi = x1 + (i− 1)∆x
where i = 1 . . .Nx and ∆x = (1 − x1)/(Nx − 1). The point xNx = 1
lies at null infinity. The point x1 has to lie on or inside the world-tube,
2
2 Most of the time, when running the characteristic code by itself, the innermost radial
gridpoint will lay on the world-tube. However, as it will be seen in Chapter 4, in the
framework of Cauchy-Characteristic Matching, the world-tube may have a location that
changes with respect to the characteristic grid structure during the code evolution, but it
is always outside the innermost radial gridpoint. In this chapter we make the assumption
that the innermost radial gridpoint is on the world-tube Γ, i.e. x1 = x|Γ.
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i.e. x1 ≤ x|Γ.The stereographic coordinate ζ = q + Ip is discretized by
qj = −1 + (j − 3)∆ and pk = −1 + (k − 3)∆, where j, k = 1 . . .Nζ and
∆ = 2/(Nζ − 5). The evolution proceeds with time-step ∆u subject to the
Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) condition which states that the numerical
domain of dependence of the finite difference equations must contain the
analytic domain of dependence of the original equations.
The fields J, β,Q, and W are represented by their values on this rect-
angular grid, e.g. Jnijk = J(un, xi, qj , pk). As first shown in [51], sta-
bility requirements suggest that the field U is represented by values at
the midpoints xi+ 1
2
= xi + ∆x/2 on a radially staggered grid (so that
Unijk = U(un, xi+ 12 , qj , pk)). In addition the variables must be chosen such
that they are regular functions of x throughout the whole numerical grid,
including the outermost gridpoint. This requires [59] thatW (x) be replaced
by W˜ (x) = r−2W (x) in the numerical scheme.
3.2.2 Boundary values
The boundary data to be supplied on the timelike world-tube are the met-
ric functions J, β, U,W . Furthermore, one needs to supply J on the first
null hypersurface (initial data), which can be provided free of constraints
in the null–timelike boundary problem. The world-tube data must satisfy
conservation laws. Numerically one can either provide constrained bound-
ary data or, to test the robustness of the numerical algorithm, one can
put any data onto the world-tube and see whether the code handles the
constraint-violating modes.
3.2.3 The eth module
Computing the action of ð and ð¯ on various fields involves angular deriva-
tives. For the sake of clarity we illustrate how the module works for the case
of computing ðU , with U given on all angular gridpoints on both patches.
First one computes the necessary partial derivatives using second-order cen-
tered finite difference expressions, e.g. U,q =
Uj+1−Uj−1
2∆ + O(∆
2). These
are computed everywhere except at the edges of the angular grid. Then one
constructs the quantity ðU up to O(∆2) accuracy throughout the angular
grid except for the edges. The missing values at the grid boundaries are
obtained from the values computed on the other patch, using the appro-
priate spin-weighted transformation rule combined with a 2-D quadratic
polynomial interpolator. The width of the overlap region between the two
angular grid patches is designed specifically so that this interpolation can
be done properly.
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3.2.4 Hypersurface equations
Having eliminated second radial derivatives with the use of the intermediate
variable Q, the radial discretization of the hypersurface equations becomes
straightforward. In the following we shall give explicit finite-difference ex-
pressions for the radial algorithm of the hypersurface equations in the qua-
sispherical approximation [55, 25]. The additional terms that enter when
solving for the full 3-D problem do not introduce any qualitatively new
terms.
1. Equation for β: In the quasispherical approximation β remains inde-
pendent of r. Thus, its value is completely defined by its boundary
value:
βi = β|Γ. (3.21)
2. Equation for Q: Re-expressing radial derivatives in terms of deriva-
tives with respect to x, one obtains the rule for propagating Q
2Q+ x(1 − x)Q,x = −x(1− x)(ð¯J + ðK),x − 4ðβ, (3.22)
where the quadratically aspherical terms are omitted. Replacing
x-derivatives with their second-order finite-difference approximation
and the value Qi−1/2 by the average (Qi + Qi−1)/2, one obtains an
expression that involves values of Q, J,K and β at the points xi and
xi−1:
Qi + Qi−1 + xi− 1
2
(
1− xi− 1
2
) Qi −Qi−1
2∆x
=
−xi− 1
2
(
1− xi− 1
2
)(
ð¯
Ji − Ji−1
2∆x
+ ð
Ki −Ki−1
2∆x
)
−2ð (βi + βi−1) +O(∆3), (3.23)
which can easily be solved for Qi. After a radial march that proceeds
from Γ to I+, the global truncation error in Q is O(∆2).
3. Equation for U : In the quasispherical approximation, in terms of the
variable x, the hypersurface equation for U is
U,x =
e2βQ
r1x2
, (3.24)
where r1 is the location of the innermost radial gridpoint in terms of
the coordinate r. The discretized rule for updating U is
Ui = Ui−1 +
e2βiQi
r1x2i
∆x+O(∆3) (3.25)
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for all points except the point x 3
2
, lying just outside Γ. At that point
U , is written as a Taylor expansion around the world-tube:
U1 = U|Γ + U,x|Γ
(
x1+ 1
2
− x|Γ
)
+O(∆2). (3.26)
The algorithm provides values of U with O(∆2) global error.
4. Equation for W : In terms of W˜ = W/r2 and its x-derivatives, the
equation for W within the quasispherical approximation reduces to
x2W˜,x + 2
x
1− xW˜ =
1
2
e2βR− 1− eβðð¯eβ
+
1
4
x2
(
ðU¯ + ð¯U
)
,x
+
x
1− x
(
ðU¯ + ð¯U
)
. (3.27)
The corresponding finite-difference rule for propagating W˜ is
x2i− 1
2
(
1− xi− 1
2
) W˜i − W˜i−1
∆x
+ xi− 1
2
(
W˜i + W˜i−1
)
=
1
2
(
1− xi− 1
2
)(1
2
e2βiRi + 1
2
e2βi−1Ri−1
−2− eβiðð¯eβi − eβi−1ðð¯eβi−1
)
+
1
4
x2i− 1
2
(
1− xi− 1
2
)(
ð
U¯i − U¯i−2
2∆x
+ ð¯
Ui − Ui−2
2∆x
)
+xi− 1
2
(
ðU¯i−1 + ð¯Ui−1
)
+O(∆3). (3.28)
In carrying out the radial march the error in W˜ is O(∆2) except
for the outermost radial gridpoint where a numerical analysis implies
that the error is O(∆2 log∆).
3.2.5 Evolution equation
The numeric implementation of the evolution equation for J is based on an
algorithm that has proved successful in the axisymmetric case [51, 60].
Let Ψ be a scalar field with a source on a flat background. In spherical,
retarded-time coordinates, the scalar wave equation ✷Ψ = S can be written
as
✷
(2)ψ = −L
2ψ
r2
+ rS, (3.29)
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Fig. 3.1: The null parallelogram.
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where ψ = rΨ, L is the angular momentum operator and ✷(2) is the (flat)
2-dimensional wave operator intrinsic to the (u, r) plane. The operator ✷(2)
can be written as
✷
(2)ψ = 2ψ,ur − ψ,rr = ψ,uv, (3.30)
where v = u+ 2r.
Next a null parallelogram A is built out of a set of two outgoing null
geodesic segments (PQ,RS), lying on two null cones that are ∆u apart,
and two incoming null geodesic segments (RP, SQ) that are ∆r apart. In-
tegration of Eq. (3.29) over A gives
ψQ = ψP + ψS − ψR + 1
2
∫
A
du dr
[
−L
2ψ
r2
+ rS
]
. (3.31)
To extend the null-parallelogram algorithm to the case of the gravita-
tional evolution equation [58, 25] we first rewrite Eq. (3.18) in the form
e2β✷(2)(rJ) = H, (3.32)
where ✷(2) is now the 2-D wave operator in the curved space-time
✷
(2)ψ = e−2β
[
2ψ,ru −
(
V
r
ψ,r
)
,r
]
, (3.33)
and
H = −r−1 (r2ðU)
,r
+ 2r−1eβð2eβ − (r−1W )
,r
J +NJ . (3.34)
Integrating Eq. (3.32) over the null parallelogram A one obtains
(rJ)Q = (rJ)P + (rJ)S − (rJ)R + 1
2
∫
A
du drH. (3.35)
Since the segments (RP, SQ) are ingoing null geodesics, their orientation
with respect to the fixed numerical grid vary as the background metric
changes. This means that one cannot construct the parallelogram A with
corners lying on numerical gridpoints. Numerical analysis and experimen-
tation show [61] that a stable algorithm results by placing this parallel-
ogram so that the sides formed by the incoming rays intersect adjacent
u-hypersurfaces at equal but opposite x-displacement from the neighboring
gridpoints. The values of rJ at the vertices of the parallelogram are ap-
proximated to second-order accuracy by linear interpolation between near-
est neighbor gridpoints on the same outgoing characteristic. The integrand
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is approximated by its value at the center C of the parallelogram. The
resulting equation is
(rJ)Q = (rJ)P + (rJ)S − (rJ)R + 1
2
∆u (rQ − rP + rS − rR)HC . (3.36)
After the appropriate interpolations, the value of rJ at the i-th gridpoint
is updated according to the finite-difference expression [25]
(rJ)n+1i = F
[
(rJ)n+1i−1 , (rJ)
n+1
i−2 , (rJ)
n
i+1, (rJ)
n
i , (rJ)
n
i−1
]
+
1
2
∆u (rQ − rP + rS − rR)HC , (3.37)
where the symbol F is a linear function in the (rJ)’s and J is given at all
gridpoints at level un and at gridpoints x1 . . . xi−1 at level un+1. In the qua-
sispherical approximation the expression Eq. (3.37) provides an explicit al-
gorithm for updating (rJ) via an outgoing radial march. However, with the
quadratically aspherical terms included, the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.37)
contains J,u which requires the unknown value J
n+1
i when computing F
in the center of the computational cell. Thus an iterative approach is used
[58]:
1. First the value Jni is copied into J
n+1
i . This provides an initial guess
value in the point (n+ 1, i) with an error of O(∆).
2. Next the function F is computed at the center of the computational
cell. As already stated, this requires use of Jn+1i .
3. Using Eq. (3.37) a corrected value for Jn+1i is computed.
4. Points (2) and (3) are repeated a sufficient number of times to ensure
convergence.
On level un the finite-difference stencil contains the four points xi−2 . . .
xi+1; on level un+1, the three points xi−2 . . . xi. The use of four points
at level un introduces dissipation which cures non-linear instabilities that
otherwise would occur. In order to obtain an accurate global discretization
at infinity, the evolution variable Φ = xJ is used. For further details please
refer to [58, 25].
3.2.6 Stability and accuracy tests
The code was tested for stability and accuracy. A harsh stability test was
performed by providing random initial and boundary data of O(∆2 · 10−6)
and running it for 2000 “crossing times,” where one crossing time is the
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time it takes light to go across the world-tube in a flat background. The
code showed no signs of instability [62].
To check the accuracy of the code runs were performed with larger and
larger grid-sizes, using the same physical parameters. The numeric results
were compared to the analytic solution. The following test-beds were used
to check convergence:
• Quasispherical waves. A linearized solution of the quasispherical
equations (involving a spherical harmonic with angular momentum
ℓ = 6) was run with a very small amplitude (|J | = 10−9). The inner
boundary was set to r1 = 1 and the wave was evolved numerically
between ui = 0 and uf = 0.5.
• Boost and rotation symmetric solutions. A family of non-linear so-
lutions called SIMPLE, with exact boost and rotation symmetry [51]
was also used. The field variables are
J =
(1 + Σ)4 − 16
8(1 + Σ)2
, (3.38)
β = log
(1 + Σ)
2
√
Σ
, (3.39)
U = −a
2 rΛ
Σ
, (3.40)
W˜ =
1
r
(
−1 + 1
Σ
)
+ a r2
(2 Ξ− 1)
Σ
, (3.41)
where
Σ =
√
1 + a2 r2 Ξ, Λ =
2 ζ
(
1− ζζ¯)(
1 + ζζ¯
)2 and Ξ = 4ζζ¯(
1 + ζζ¯
)2 . (3.42)
Because of its cylindrical symmetry this solution is not asymptoti-
cally flat, but it is used to construct an asymptotically flat solution
by smoothly pasting it to asymptotically flat null data outside some
radius R0. The resulting solution provides a non-linear test inside the
domain of dependence of the analytic (unmixed) solution.
• Schwarzschild in rotating coordinates. In a null frame that rotates
with angular velocity ω according to φ→ φ˜ + ωu, the Schwarzschild
metric can be written as
ds2 = −
(
1− 2m
r
− ω2r2 sin2 θ
)
du2 − 2 du dr
+2ω r2 sin2 θ du dφ+ r2qAB dx
A dxB . (3.43)
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The test was performed with the choices r1 = 3m, ω = 0.5, m = 1.
The metric fields were evolved numerically between ui = 0 and uf =
0.5.
These tests show that the code is second-order accurate. See [25] for details.
3.3 The news
As mentioned in Section 2.1, a prime motivation for numerical relativity is
the prediction/interpretation of waveforms for laser interferometer detec-
tors of gravitational radiation such as LIGO, VIRGO, etc. So far we have
discussed the construction of a code that evolves the gravitational radia-
tion to future null infinity I+ if appropriate boundary data is given on an
inner timelike boundary Γ. One needs to connect quantities evolved by this
code to data that the detectors will actually measure. In short, the effects
of gravitational radiation on experimental apparatus can be understood as
follows:
Consider linearized gravitational waves propagating through a flat, empty
region of space-time. Let (t, x, y, z) be Cartesian coordinates, with metric
gµν = ηµν + εhµν . As a further restriction, require that hµν satisfy the
“TT” (tracefree-transverse) gauge constraints, hTT0µ = 0, δ
jkhTTij,k = 0, and
δijhTTij = 0. A gravitational plane-wave propagating in the z-direction is
defined by the functions [63]
hTTxx − hTTyy = ℜ
(
A+e
−Iω(t−z)
)
, (3.44)
hTTxy = h
TT
yx = ℜ
(
A×e
−Iω(t−z)
)
. (3.45)
Consider a ring that, in absence of gravitational fields, is a perfect circle.
Both polarization modes transform the ring into ellipses. The length of the
axes of the ellipse oscillate according to the oscillating metric components
(3.44), (3.45). The main axes will be along the Cartesian x- and y-directions
for the “+” mode and at an angle of π/4 from the x- and y-axis for the
“×” mode. Figure 3.2 illustrates the effects of the two polarization modes.
Even though in a flat background gravitational radiation can be de-
scribed analytically, one faces difficulties in a general relativistic context.
In classical mechanics energy is defined as the quantity whose conservation
is related to the homogeneity of time [64]. In electromagnetism, radiation is
defined as a phenomena that carries energy-momentum. Since time in gen-
eral relativity has no unique physical meaning, one faces difficulties when
defining energy. The problem was solved by the definition of asymptotically
flat space-times [50]. Space-times are referred to as asymptotically flat if an
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y
Fig. 3.2: The “+” and the “×” polarization modes of a gravitational plane-wave
propagating in a flat background along the z axis.
appropriate boundary representing the “points at infinity” can be “added”
to the space-time in a suitable way. At these “points” the induced metric
is in fact flat and quantities like the energy carried away by gravitational
radiation, and the notion of total energy, can be defined unambiguously.
The formalism of calculating the gravitational radiation and a descrip-
tion of the numerical module that does this is described in [65, 59, 66, 49,
55, 25]. An important module of the Pitt Null Code provides the waveforms
detected by a gravitational radiation antenna.
In the case of gravitational radiation antenna such as LIGO or VIRGO
the test object used to measure the effects of gravitational radiation is not
a sphere but a set of mirrors and laser beams. Specifically, in the LIGO
detectors, one uses a pair of 4 km long laser-beams that are at right angle.
These beams define the x and y axes of the reference frame. Thus if a “+”
mode is present, it causes a change in the relative lengths of the arms of
the detector. Although this change is typically orders of magnitude below
the size of the proton, a precise interferometer might be able to detect the
effects of the radiation. Furthermore, using data from the two LIGO sites
and from the other similar detectors from Europe, Japan and Australia, the
background noise can be filtered out in a very effective way. Comparing
the time-delay between the signals as detected at the various sites, one can
also determine the position of the source of the gravitational radiation.
3.3.1 Sources of gravitational radiation
Although the universe contains a countless number of sources of gravita-
tional radiation, most of them cannot be detected because of the weakness
of the gravitational signal that reaches the Earth. However, dynamic astro-
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physical systems such as coalescing compact binaries are good candidates
for emitting gravitational waves which can be detected by an observer on
earth. These systems consist of either two neutron stars, two black holes
or one of each. Due to their small size (∼ 20 km in case of a neutron star),
they can orbit each other at close range and a high orbital frequency (up to
∼ 500 Hz). In these coalescing binaries gravitational waves are emitted with
a high efficiency. Thus, for instance, a double neutron star system which
is 500 km apart radiates away most of its potential energy within min-
utes. The rate at which gravitational radiation is emitted increases as the
co-orbiting objects approach each other. The typical waveform produced
during this accelerated inspiral is a chirp signal [67] (see Figure 3.3). To
first order the chirp signal can be described by the change of its frequency
over time f˙ and by its amplitude A:
f˙ ∝ M5/3c f11/3 +
(
relativistic corrections
M1,M2, S1, S2
)
(3.46)
A ∝ korbitM5/3c
f2/3
r
(3.47)
with Mc the chirp mass
Mc =
(M1M2)
3/5
(M1 +M2)
1/5
, (3.48)
f the orbital frequency, M1,M2, S1 and S2 the mass and spin of the two
compact objects, respectively, korbit a constant accounting for the inclina-
tion of the source orbital plane and r the distance of the detector to the
source. The details of the exact waveform of the inspiral event provide
further information about the system itself such as the eccentricity of the
orbit, the spin and the mass of the objects (see, for example, [69]).
While the coalescence of two neutron stars can be described by analytic
approximations, the case of two black holes poses a much more complex
problem. The coalescence of the binary black-hole system is roughly divided
into three phases [70]:
• During the first phase, the inspiral, the two black holes are well sepa-
rated and the waveform of the emitted gravitational waveform can be
determined via post-Newtonian approaches (see, e.g. [71, 72, 73, 74]).
During this phase the gravitational radiation reaction time-scale is
much longer than the orbital period. The inspiral ends when the
binary orbit becomes relativistically dynamically unstable at an or-
bital separation of r ∼ 6M , where M is the total mass of the binary.
[75, 76]. The gravitational waves from the inspiral carry encoded
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Fig. 3.3: Chirp waveform from an inspiral event of a compact binary system [68].
On the right the dependency of the waveform of the orbital eccentricity
e and the orbital inclination ı is shown.
within them the masses and spins of the two black holes, some of the
orbital elements of the binary, and the distance to the binary [77, 78].
• Towards the end of the inspiral, the black holes make a gradual transi-
tion from a radiation-reaction driven inspiral to a freely-falling plunge
[75, 79, 80]. This phase is referred to as the merger. Gravitational
waves emitted during this process are expected to be rich in informa-
tion about the dynamics of relativistic gravity in a highly nonlinear,
highly dynamic regime. This is the phase in which numerical relativ-
ity has an important role, since the highly non-linear character of the
merger prohibits use of perturbative approaches.
• In the final state the system settles down to a stationary Kerr state.
Thus the nonlinear dynamics of the merger gradually become more
and more describable as oscillations of this final black hole’s quasi-
normal modes [81, 82]. The corresponding emitted gravitational waves
consist of a superposition of exponentially damped sinusoids. This
phase is often referred to as the ring-down phase. The waves from
the ring-down carry information about the mass and spin of the final
black hole [83, 84].
In order to obtain a rough estimate of the amplitude of the observed
strain (relative length-change) h = ∆L/L caused by a gravitational wave
from a typical astrophysical source one can use a dimensional argument
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together with the approximation that gravitational radiation couples to the
quadrupole moment only. Denoting the quadrupole of the mass distribution
of a source by Q, we write [85]:
h ∼ GQ¨
c4r
∼ G(E
non-symm.
kin /c
2)
c2r
(3.49)
with G the gravitational constant and Enon-symm.kin the non symmetric part
of the kinetic energy. Setting the non-symmetric energy equal to one solar
mass
Enon-symm.kin /c
2 ∼M⊙,
and assuming that the source is located at inter-galactic or cosmological
distances, one obtains a strain estimate of order
h . 10−21 Virgo cluster, (3.50)
h . 10−23 Hubble distance. (3.51)
For a detector with a baseline of 104m the relativistic length changes be-
come of order
∆L = hL . 10−19m to 10−17m. (3.52)
This is a rather optimistic estimate. Most sources will radiate significantly
less energy in gravitational waves.
Similarly, one can estimate the upper bound for the frequencies of grav-
itational waves [85]. A gravitational wave source cannot be much smaller
than its Schwarzschild radius 2GM/c2, and cannot emit strongly at periods
shorter than the light travel time 4πGM/c3 around its circumference. This
yields a maximum frequency of
f .
c3
4πGM
≃ 104Hz M⊙
M
. (3.53)
The rate at which black-hole coalescences occur is discussed, for in-
stance, in [70]. For solar mass binaries with total masses in the range
10M⊙ . M . 50M⊙ the rate of coalescence in the Universe is expected
to be about 1/100, 000 years in our Galaxy, or several per year within a
distance of 200Mpc [86, 87, 88, 89, 90]. For intermediate mass black hole
binaries, with total masses in the range 50M⊙ . M . (a few) × 103M⊙,
there is little observational evidence. Still, even if the coalescence rate of in-
termediate mass black-hole binaries is ∼ 10−4 that of neutron-star binaries
(which is thought to be ∼ 10−5yr−1 in our Galaxy), the black-hole sources
would still be seen more often by LIGO than the neutron-star sources, and
thus could be the first detected type of source. As regard as supermassive
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black hole binaries, there is a variety of strong circumstantial evidence that
supermassive black holes, in the mass range 106 − 109M⊙ exist in quasars
and active galactic nuclei. Also, ∼ 25% − 50% of nearby massive spiral
and elliptical galaxies are expected to harbor quiescent supermassive black
holes. A main scientific goal of space-based gravity wave detectors, such as
LISA, is to detect various phenomena related to such black holes. These
include capture of compact stars [91, 92, 78, 93, 94], the formation of super-
massive black holes [91, 92], as well as the collision of these in the context of
Galaxy mergers [95, 77, 91, 92, 78, 96, 97]. Such events would be detectable
throughout the observable universe with large signal to noise ratios [92, 78].
The overall event rate for these phenomena is uncertain, but could be one
or more events per year.
3.4 Black hole evolution
Consider a space-time containing a singularity. According to the cosmic
censorship principle the singularity is hidden by an event horizon that
causally disconnects the singularity from future null infinity I+. The region
delimited by the event horizon is called a black hole. Inside the black-hole
horizon the lightcones are tilted inwards so that no light ray can escape.
The issue of black hole evolution is one of the most demanding prob-
lems in numerical relativity. As it was first suggested in [98], in order to
avoid the singularity, one can excise its neighborhood. Recently [5, 99] it
was shown that the black-hole region can be evolved by a characteristic
evolution based upon ingoing null cones. These null cones are truncated at
an inner boundary (see Figure 3.4).
The construction of the ingoing null coordinate system is the analog
of the outgoing case (see Section 2.4.1) except that after the construction
and coordinatization of the timelike world-tube one uses ingoing null rays
(instead of outgoing ones) to coordinatize the space-time region inside Γ.
The space-time metric takes the ingoing Bondi-Sachs form
ds2 =
(
e2β
V
r
+ r2hABU
AUB
)
dv2 + 2e2βdv dr
−2r2hABUBdv dxA + r2hABdxA dxB . (3.54)
The analytical and numerical toolkit used for the outgoing formulation can
be refurbished for the incoming case via the substitution [5]
β → β + Iπ/2. (3.55)
The black hole is contained inside the timelike world-tube Γ. In order
to perform black-hole simulations, in addition to initial and boundary data
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 constant
Fig. 3.4: The space-time region surrounding the black hole as described by an
ingoing null foliation. The region close to the singularity is excised from
the computational domain by means of locating a trapped surface, as
described in Section 3.4.3.
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one needs an excision algorithm that locates an inner boundary such that
the code avoids the singularity.
3.4.1 Outer boundary data
As stated in Section 3.2.2, the characteristic code needs the values J, β, U,W
(as well as U,r) at the outer boundary Γ. In a number of cases the space-
time metric is known in Cartesian coordinates but not in Bondi coordi-
nates. A global coordinate transformation from Cartesian to Bondi coordi-
nates requires knowledge of the light-cones emanating from Γ, for the given
space-time. In most cases this is complicated. Here we use an alternative
approach. With the Cartesian metric provided around the world-tube Γ,
a numeric module – the extraction module (see Chapter 5, also [46, 47])
– is used to perform the coordinate transformation locally, computing the
characteristic boundary quantities J, β, U and W around Γ.
The space-time metric of the Kerr (spinning) black hole in Cartesian
Kerr Schild coordinates takes the form [100]
ds2 = −dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 + 2Hkµkνdxµdxν , (3.56)
where kµ is tangent to an ingoing congruence of twisting light rays and H
is a potential given by
H =
Mkr
3
k
r4k + a
2z2
, (3.57)
with
x2 + y2
r2k + a
2
+
z2
r2k
= 1. (3.58)
The parameter a defines the angular momentum of the spinning black hole.
The Schwarzschild metric can be obtained by setting a = 0.
Boundary data for a Kerr black-hole simulation is constructed by using
the metric (3.56) as input for the extraction module and using the output
as boundary data for the characteristic code.
Alternatively, for the case of the Schwarzschild metric, a gauge transfor-
mation (t, x, y, z)→ (t′, x′, y′, z′) is first performed where the primed frame
(t′, x′, y′, z′) wobbles, rotates, or is boosted with respect to the unprimed
frame (t, x, y, z). Then the extraction module computes the coordinate
transformation locally (around Γ) from the primed Cartesian coordinates
to Bondi coordinates. It should be noted that the physics described by the
primed Cartesian frame is the same as for the unprimed Cartesian frame.
The gauge transformation amounts to making the world-tube wobble, ro-
tate, or boost with respect to the singularity.
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For the wobbling case the coordinates x′α are defined by
t′ = t, z′ = z, (3.59)
x′ = (x+ b) cosωt− y sinωt, (3.60)
y′ = (x+ b) sinωt+ y cosωt. (3.61)
A very similar coordinate transformation gives the space-time metric of
a black hole in rotating coordinates:
t′ = t, z′ = z, (3.62)
x′ = x cosω(t+ rc)− y sinω(t+ rc), (3.63)
y′ = x sinω(t+ rc) + y cosω(t+ rc), (3.64)
with r2c = x
2 + y2 + z2. In this case the null metric quantities are known
analytically:
J = 0, β = 0, (3.65)
U = Iω sin θ eIφ, (3.66)
V = −r + 2Ms. (3.67)
The boosted frame is defined by
x′ = x, y′ = y, (3.68)
z′ = z coshα− t sinhα, (3.69)
t′ = t coshα− z sinhα. (3.70)
When using the gauge conditions (3.68) - (3.70), the world-tube Γ is boosted
with respect to the singularity. Thus one must stop the characteristic evo-
lution before Γ reaches the horizon of the black-hole.
3.4.2 Initial data
In addition to boundary data on Γ, the characteristic evolution needs initial
data, i.e. the constraint-free function J on the initial null-hypersurface.
Since the black hole is either rotating or moving with respect to Γ the
initial null-hypersurface is not necessarily spherically symmetric and initial
data cannot be given analytically. Let the incoming null vector na and the
complex spacelike vectorma span the tangent space to the null hypersurface
(see Figure 3.5).
In constructing the initial data for a moving black-hole we require
that the Weyl tensor component Cabcd n
ancmbmd (corresponding to Ψ4 in
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n
mα
Fig. 3.5: Section of an ingoing null hypersurface.
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Newman-Penrose terminology [101]) vanish on the initial (non-symmetric)
null hypersurface [99]:
(
r2J,r
)
,r
− 2β,r
(
r2J
)
,r
− r
2
2
J
(
J,rJ¯,r −K2,r
)
= 0. (3.71)
In the linearized regime this corresponds to the condition that the outgoing
radiation is set to zero. Combining this condition with the hypersurface
equation (3.13) for β one obtains
r2
(
r2J,r
)
,r
− 2β,r
(
r4J
)
,r
= 0, (3.72)
an equation that can be solved numerically in terms of boundary values for
J and J,r on the world-tube.
We set J = 0 to prescribe initial data for a rotating black-hole space-
time (see Eq. (3.62) - (3.64)) in which no gravitational radiation is present.
In the case of a Kerr (spinning) black hole, construction of characteristic
data on the initial null-hypersurface is more complicated. One approach
is to give Kerr boundary data on Γ and let the initial null hypersurface
describe a space-time region containing a distorted Kerr black-hole with
some radiation. The characteristic evolution causes some of this radiation
to fall into the black hole and some to propagate outward. The radiation
that hits Γ is reflected since the world-tube corresponds to a stationary
Kerr space-time. Eventually all (initial) radiation falls into the black hole.
3.4.3 Singularity excision
Given the boundary data and initial data, the ingoing characteristic code
still needs an inner boundary algorithm, when evolving black-hole space-
times. This algorithm is necessary so that the evolution code does not reach
the singularity.
Since singularities are causally disconnected from I+, one can cut out
a space-time region inside the black-hole horizon without introducing un-
physical effects on the phenomena outside the horizon. This is called sin-
gularity excision [98] – a technique that has become standard in black-hole
simulations.
Normally for a convex, topologically S2 surface the light rays emitted
in the outward normal direction form a divergent beam. However gravita-
tional lensing can refocus light rays so that in special circumstances (such as
the neighborhood of singularities) the outgoing light cones from the surface
converge. Such a surface is called trapped. In the limit in which the outgo-
ing light cone neither expands nor converges we obtain a marginally trapped
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surface (MTS). Under reasonable physical circumstances these trapped sur-
faces always lie inside black-hole event horizons. Thus (marginally) trapped
surfaces are a guide for determining the region of space-time to be excised.
For a given slice S of an ingoing null hypersurface Nv, defined by r =
R(v, xA), the divergence Θl of the outgoing null normals is given by [5]
r2e2β
2
Θl = −V − 1√
q
[√
q
(
e2βhABR,B − r2UA
)]
,A
−r (r−1e2βhAB)
,r
R,AR,B + r
2UA,rR,A. (3.73)
The slice is marginally trapped if Θl = 0.
Solving for Eq. (3.73) is numerically difficult. Alternatively [25] one
can identify the largest r = constant slice of Nv that satisfies the algebraic
inequality Q ≤ 0 where
Q = −V + r
2
√
q
(√
q UA
)
,A
. (3.74)
This surface is either trapped or marginally trapped, and is called the Q-
boundary. Solving Eq. (3.74) is computationally more efficient but the
Q-boundary makes less efficient use of gridpoints then a MTS. Both ap-
proaches were implemented for the characteristic code. For details see [25].
3.4.4 Results
In all the above test cases the characteristic code proved able to stably
and accurately evolve dynamic space-time regions containing a single black
hole. The tests show not only that the evolution code can handle highly
non-linear space-time dynamics, but they also indicate that the extraction
module is able to provide the necessary boundary data in a time-dependent,
non-linear regime. For further details see [102, 99].
3.5 The binary problem
Section 3.4 discusses simulation of single-black-hole space-times via charac-
teristic evolution. However, the binary problem is still unsolved. The light-
cone structure of the space-time region between two spinning, co-orbiting
black holes is far from trivial. It is not possible to adapt the characteristic
code to handle the caustics and crossovers that are formed during the coa-
lescence. Still, one could use characteristic evolution matched to a Cauchy
evolution such that the Cauchy code does not have to deal with excision.
(See Figure 3.6.) The characteristic code can solve both the outer and the
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Fig. 3.6: A possible scenario for early stage binary evolution.
inner boundary problems. The missing element is a matching algorithm
between the Cauchy and characteristic codes, as described in chapters 4-7.
There is another scenario in which characteristic evolution can be used.
As first demonstrated for the axisymmetric case [103] and then for more
generic cases [104], horizon structures for black-hole merger can be con-
structed as stand-alone items with almost no assumption about the sur-
rounding space-time. The time-reversed picture gives a white-hole horizon
that in the remote past is asymptotically in equilibrium as a Kerr white
hole. An initial perturbation of the white-hole is amplified and causes a
fission of the horizon, the time-reversed scenario of a black-hole collision.
The binary horizon structure obtained by these analytic means is consis-
tent with the numerical results in [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 105, 106]. The
construction of such event horizons is outlined in the following section.
3.5.1 Construction and structure of binary event horizons
A black hole event horizon is a special null hypersurface with light rays
emerging from an initial caustic-crossover region, where the horizon forms,
and then expanding asymptotically to a constant surface area. The caustics
that play a role in generic horizon formation correspond to elementary
caustics studied in catastrophe optics. Caustics are 2-dimensional surfaces
where focusing of light rays results in infinite intensity. In the case of event
horizons the intensity is finite on the crossover set, where distinct light rays
traced back on the horizon collide. Please refer to Figure 3.7 (left) for an
illustration of a black hole event horizon.
In the case of an axisymmetric head-on collision of two black holes
(see Figure 3.7, right), the event horizon has the shape of a trouser where
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Fig. 3.7: On the left: a single black-hole event horizon. On the right: head-on
collision of black holes.
the legs represent the holes before collision. In the vacuum case these
extend forever into the past, although their cross-sectional area becomes
vanishingly small [103, 107]. In a different scenario, gravitational collapse
of a rotating cluster leads to formation of a torus-shaped horizon which
eventually closes up forming an asymptotically spherical black-hole. The
toroidal phase is also present in generic black hole mergers. A sequence of
3-D slices of a generic merger horizon can be seen on Figure 3.8.
In [103] such axisymmetric horizons are constructed as stand-alone ob-
jects, without prescribing the properties of the surrounding space-time. In
a following paper [104] the methodology is extended to the case of more
generic event horizons. In these papers the direction of time is reversed,
thus providing geometries of white-hole horizons. As stand-alone objects,
white-hole horizons correspond to black-hole horizons, the difference being
the orientation of the time-coordinate axis. Black hole horizons have an
ever increasing area while the surface area of white-hole horizons is con-
tinuously decreasing. The geometric optics construction outlined below is
based on the caustics and the crossover sets that determine the formation
of event horizons.
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Fig. 3.8: Space-like, 2-D slices of a generic merger event horizon. The slice on
the bottom shows a late, toroidal phase.
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Fig. 3.9: The effect of re-mapping u = u(uˆ).
Let S0 be a smooth convex surface embedded in Minkowski space at
constant time tˆ = 0. Let Hˆ− be the null surface described by a light beam
that comes from past null infinity, crosses S0 perpendicularly, and pinches
off to the future of S0. By convention Hˆ− ends at points where two light-
rays cross each other. These endpoints consist of a set of caustic points C,
where neighboring rays focus, and a set of non-focal crossover points X ,
where distinct null rays meet.
Let γˆab be the degenerate metric of the 3-dimensional null surface Hˆ−
coordinatized by (uˆ, θ, φ). A conformal metric γab = Ω
2γˆab is constructed
which describes the intrinsic geometry of a null hypersurface H− with an
affine parameter u along its null rays. The dependence u = u(uˆ) is defined
by the requirement that the projection of the Einstein tensor onto H−
vanishes. (Here the projected Einstein tensor is computed viewing γab as
the metric of H− in the frame (u, θ, φ). In addition the conformal factor Ω2
is chosen such that the resulting conformal null hypersurface H− is smooth
and its radius R has a finite limit R∞ as u → −∞. Once Ω is chosen the
remaining gauge freedom in u can be fixed by setting u = uˆ = u0 on S0. The
interesting feature of this mechanism is that in this new parametrization of
H the caustic points C will not be reached by any null rays before u→ ∞
while crossover points belonging to X at any finite distance from the caustic
points will be reached by null rays at a finite u. As it can be seen on
Figure 3.9, a trouser-shaped null hypersurface is generated that represents
the event-horizon of a fissioning white hole. In the reversed time-direction,
it is a horizon of two merging black holes.
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3.5.2 Evolution of exterior geometry
A prime application of the conformal horizon model is the calculation of
the radiation emitted by colliding black holes [107].
The time-reversal of the bifurcating white-hole horizon H− is a horizon
of colliding black holes, H. This 3-dimensional null hypersurface serves as
inner boundary for a characteristic evolution. The evolution is carried out
along a family of ingoing null hypersurfaces Jv which intersect the horizon
in topological spheres. The evolution is restricted to the period from merger
to ring-down, or else the inner boundary would be intersected by ingoing
null hypersurfaces in disjoint pieces. The evolution proceeds backward.
The first ingoing null hypersurface J+ intersects H+ in S0, as illustrated
in Figure 3.10. Locating S0 at a late quasi-stationary time implies that
the ingoing null hypersurface J+ approximates I+. Thus the conformal
model of the horizon of a black hole collision can be used as characteristic
initial data to construct a vacuum space-time covering a very interesting
nonlinear domain from merger to ring-down.
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Fig. 3.10: Space-time evolution from merger to ring-down via a time-reversed
characteristic evolution.
4. CAUCHY-CHARACTERISTIC MATCHING
The characteristic description of space-time has proven to be a very appro-
priate framework for evolving gravitational radiation from some timelike
world-tube Γ to future null infinity I+. The drawback of the approach is
in its inability to treat space-time regions where refocusing occurs for the
null geodesics that define its coordinate system. By implication, the prob-
lem of two coalescing black holes will not be solved by solely characteristic
evolution. In a Cauchy algorithm, coordinates are chosen arbitrarily so
that caustics do not necessarily present a coordinate problem. However, a
Cauchy algorithm based upon a spacelike foliation cannot be defined glob-
ally and requires an outer boundary where an artificial boundary condition
can introduce spurious back radiation that contaminates the evolution.
The methodology of Cauchy-Characteristic Matching (CCM) adopted
here is one that is very much proper to general relativity: that of describing
space-time with multiple coordinate patches. CCM is designed to handle
the interface between a Cauchy and a characteristic patch [108, 45] in a
scenario where the black-hole dynamics is described in the interior of a
timelike world-tube Γ by a Cauchy code while the radiation is carried from
the world-tube Γ to future null infinity I+ by a characteristic code.
CCM has been successfully applied in a number of instances. The first
of these was the problem of non-linear scalar waves propagating in a 3-D
Euclidean space [4]. Performance for the matching algorithm was compared
with local and nonlocal radiation boundary conditions proposed in the com-
putational physics literature. For linear problems CCM outperformed all
local boundary conditions and was about as accurate (for similar grid reso-
lution) as the best nonlocal conditions. In terms of computational expense
CCM has far outperformed the nonlocal approaches. The same holds true
with regard to accuracy in the non-linear regime, where CCM turned out
to be significantly more accurate than all other methods tested.
In another instance, a two-fold version of CCM has been used to evolve
globally the spherical collapse of a self-gravitating scalar field onto a black
hole [5]. The black hole (with excised singularity) and its surrounding re-
gion were described by an ingoing null foliation. This patch was matched
to a Cauchy region, which in turn was matched to an exterior, outgoing
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characteristic code carrying out the radiation to I+. Although it has spher-
ical symmetry, the model has shown the fitness of the multi-patch approach
(including CCM) to deal with singular space-times.
The Southampton group has worked out the formalism of CCM for the
case of Einstein equations with axial symmetry [109, 110, 111, 112, 113].
However, a numerically stable implementation of the axisymmetric general
relativistic CCM is yet to be borne out.
In the following sections the principles of CCM are described – first for a
scalar field [4], then for the case of general relativity [47]. The two modules
of the general relativistic CCM – extraction and injection – are described
in further detail in the following chapters.
4.1 Cauchy-characteristic evolution in a flat background
Let Ψ be a smooth solution of the scalar wave equation. In Cartesian
coordinates (t, x, y, z) it satisfies
∂ttΨ = (∂xx + ∂yy + ∂zz) Ψ. (4.1)
In stereographic spherical coordinates (r, q, p) (see page 19) and a retarded
time coordinate u = t− r the field equation (4.1) takes the form
2∂urψ = ∂rrψ +
P 2
4r2
(∂qq + ∂pp)ψ, (4.2)
where ψ = rΨ and P = 1 + q2 + p2. In CCM, Eq. (4.1) is evolved up to
some radius Rm using a Cauchy algorithm, while a characteristic algorithm
integrates Eq. (4.2) for r ≥ Rm. The matching procedures ensure that,
in the continuum limit, Ψ and its derivatives are continuous across the
spherical boundary r = Rm so that spurious back reflection does not occur.
4.1.1 The spherically symmetric case
Analytic discussion
For the simple case of spherical symmetry the Cauchy version of the wave
equation (4.1) reduces to
∂ttψ = ∂rrψ, (4.3)
while the characteristic version (4.2) becomes
2∂urψ = ∂rrψ. (4.4)
The evolution algorithm proceeds schematically as follows (see Fig-
ure 4.1):
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Fig. 4.1: The matching scheme for the spherically symmetric case. The symbols
D1±,D2± stand for domains of dependence while C0+, C1±, C2± stand
for outgoing (ingoing) characteristics.
• At the setup of the evolution one needs to provide initial data in the
domain t = t0, r ≤ Rm and on the outgoing characteristic C0+.
• Using the Cauchy initial data the evolution proceeds throughout the
domain of dependence D1− , determining the data on the ingoing
characteristic C1− .
• Using the initial data C0+ and the boundary data C1− the charac-
teristic evolution determines data in the domain D1+ . This allows
completion of the Cauchy data at t = t1 all the way out to r = Rm.
• These steps can now be iterated: Cauchy data is now available to
evolve throughout the domain D2− including C2−, which determines
the characteristic data to evolve through D2+, etc.
Finite differencing
In the discretized version of Cauchy-characteristic evolution the crisscross
pattern of characteristics inside the radius Rm is at the scale of grid spacing.
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The matching algorithm in this case is a cross-grid interpolation scheme
which in the continuum limit makes the sphere Rm transparent to the
wave propagation.
The Cauchy equation (4.3) is discretized using a standard second-order
finite-difference scheme:
ψn+1i − 2ψni + ψn−1i
(∆t)2
=
ψni+1 − 2ψni + ψni−1
(∆r)2
+O(∆2). (4.5)
The characteristic evolution uses the null parallelogram algorithm (see Sec-
tion 3.2.5).
Figure 4.2 is a diagram illustrating the interpolation scheme. The radius
Rm is defined by Rm −RB = κ∆r, where κ is an arbitrary parameter. Al-
though in the spherically symmetric case the introduction of κ is not crucial,
it becomes important in higher dimensions. In 3-D the Cauchy domain is
represented by a Cartesian grid and the characteristic domain is described
by a spherical grid-structure. By implication the boundary gridpoints of
the two evolution domains do not coincide. Thus it is important that the 1-
D matching algorithm works for a range of κ that leaves room for applying
a generalization of the same algorithm for 3-D non-aligned grid-boundaries.
Given Ψ at all Cauchy points on level tn except for the boundary point D
and at all characteristic gridpoints up to level un−1, the field values ΨE and
ΨF are obtained by radial interpolation along the null characteristics un−1
and un−2. Next the characteristic and Cauchy boundary values ΨC and
ΨD are computed by interpolation along the Cauchy surface tn. With new
boundary values provided, the evolution schemes can proceed to update
points at the next levels tn+1 and un. Interpolators are quadratic such that
the resulting error is O(∆4). This will assure second-order accuracy for the
overall evolution scheme. The algorithm is numerically stable for a wide
range of gap sizes 0 ≤ κ ≤ 2.
4.1.2 The 3-D case
In a 3-dimensional application, the Cauchy field is represented on a Carte-
sian grid that consists of points equally spaced in all directions:
xi = −a+ (i− 1)h, yj = −a+ (j − 1)h, zk = −a+ (k − 1)h, (4.6)
(1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ 2M) where h = 2a/(2M − 1). The angular and radial
dimensions in the characteristic grid are discretized in the same fashion as
for the GR characteristic code (see Section 3.1.1). The inner boundary of
the characteristic grid is a spherical shell of radius Rm = a− h/2, centered
at the origin of Cartesian coordinates. Cartesian gridpoints are classified
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Fig. 4.2: The matching interpolation scheme for the spherically symmetric case.
The points A,B,D are Cauchy gridpoints with D at the boundary. The
point C is the boundary gridpoint of the outgoing characteristic un.
Points E and F are at the intersection of the Cauchy time level tn and
the outgoing characteristics un−1, un−2.
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according to their position with respect to the boundary sphere of radius
Rm. Points inside the sphere are called interior or evolution points ; nearest
neighbors of evolution points which are on or outside the sphere Rm are
called boundary points. The remaining gridpoints are not used.
The Cauchy evolution algorithm is the 3-D extension of Eq. (4.5). The
characteristic algorithm is a 3-D null parallelogram algorithm.
As in the spherically symmetric case, the 3-D matching algorithm re-
duces to a cross-grid interpolation scheme. Generalizing Figure 4.2 into
three dimensions, the points C,E, and F are spheres at level tn, with radii
RC = Rm, RE = Rm + K∆t, RF = Rm + 2K∆t, while A,B and D
stand for Cartesian grid-points. Field values on the outer two spheres E
and F are obtained from interpolation along characteristic hypersurfaces.
Next follows a 3-D routine that updates the Cartesian boundary points
E and the sphere C using a quadratic interpolation scheme between the
outer spheres E,F and the Cartesian points A,B. (This 3-D interpolation
scheme is described in detail in Section 9.1.)
The parameterK must be chosen to assure that the field values at point
D are provided by interpolation instead of extrapolation. In [4] the choice
K = [h/2∆t] + 1 (4.7)
is used, where the brackets denote the integer part.
It should be noted that in [4] an external source-term and a non-linear
self-coupling term was added to the right-hand-side of the scalar wave equa-
tion (4.1) and (4.2) without degrading the performance of CCM.
4.2 Cauchy-characteristic evolution in general relativity
Having described the architecture of CCM for the case of a scalar wave in a
flat background, the following section examines the application to general
relativity. The algebraic details of CCM are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
Here it is presented from a more geometric point of view. Once CCM is
understood on this geometric level, the details become more transparent.
The main concept of CCM for general relativity is the same as for other
field equations: a timelike world-tube is used to match between a Cauchy
and a characteristic region. The two evolution codes provide boundary data
for each other, similar to the flat-background scalar wave case.
There are two major new features that appear only when evolving the
Einstein equations (as opposed to evolving some scalar field). One is a non-
trivial, dynamic coordinate transformation that has to be done numerically
time-step after time-step. The other is the consistency between boundary
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Fig. 4.3: A sketch of the matching scheme for the case of general relativity. The
inside of the timelike world-tube Γ is evolved by a Cauchy code while
its exterior is evolved by a characteristic code.
conditions and the coupled tensorial field equations. The first issue is dis-
cussed in the remainder of this chapter with further details in Chapters 5
and 6, while the second issue is addressed in Chapters 8 and 9.
CCM proceeds as follows: Let tα be a timelike vector field. Using “3+1”
slicing one can define the Cartesian coordinates (t, x, y, z) in a region of the
space-time. Let Γ be a timelike world-tube defined by (x2+y2+z2)|Γ = R
2
Γ,
with R2Γ constant. The coordinates (x, y, z) induce a natural stereographic
coordinate system (q, p) on Γ by the transformation
q(xi) =
x
RΓ ± z , p(x
i) = ± y
RΓ ± z (4.8)
on the north (+) and south (−) patches. These coordinates are related to
the complex stereographic coordinate ζ used in the characteristic code (see
Chapter 3) by ζ = q + I · p. This completes the “2+1” description of the
timelike world-tube Γ and the necessary ingredients to construct an outgo-
ing characteristic coordinate system yβ = (u, r, yA).1 The retarded time-
coordinate u is fixed by u|Γ = t|Γ, while r stands for the Bondi surface-area
coordinate (see Section 3.1.1). The coordinates yβ provide a description
of the exterior of Γ, provided light rays leaving Γ in the outgoing normal
direction do not refocus.
1 Here and in further instances the notation yA denotes angular coordinates: y2 =
q, y3 = p.
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The coordinatization of the Cauchy region inside Γ is largely arbitrary
while the description of the outside characteristic region is uniquely deter-
mined by the choice of lapse and shift in the parametrization of Γ. This fun-
damental difference between the two coordinate systems explains why the
issue of coordinate transformation at Γ is a nontrivial problem. If one recalls
that the characteristic coordinates are radially aligned to null-geodesics and
that the light-ray paths are defined by the (dynamic) space-time metric, one
can easily see that the Jacobian determining the coordinate transformation
involved in CCM is dynamic as well.
The CCM algorithm for general relativity consists of the following two
parts:
• Extraction. Cauchy data is passed onto the characteristic evolution.
This involves a coordinate transformation from Cartesian to Bondi
coordinates.
• Injection. Characteristic data is passed onto the Cauchy evolution.
This involves a coordinate transformation from Bondi to Cartesian
coordinates.
4.2.1 Extraction
In extraction, the coordinate transformation must be carried out in a neigh-
borhood of the world-tube, not just on it. This is because the surfaces Γt
do not, in general, correspond to surfaces of constant Bondi r. Thus Γ
typically intersects characteristic radial gridlines between gridpoints. Since
the overall desired computational accuracy is O(∆2) and since the distance
between Γt and nearest radial gridpoints is O(∆), one needs to compute not
only the null metric on Γ but its radial derivatives as well. The transforma-
tion between Cartesian and Bondi coordinates is done first by transforming
from Cartesian to affine null coordinates, then from affine null to Bondi
coordinates.
Among the building elements of the Jacobian between the Cauchy and
affine null coordinates are the generators ℓα of the outgoing null geodesics
that are normal to Γt. The vector ℓ
α can easily be computed at the world-
tube using the Cartesian metric, lapse, and shift:
ℓα|Γ =
(
nα + sα
α− (3)gijβisj
)
|Γ
, (4.9)
where sα is a spatial unit vector that is normal to Γt in the outward direc-
tion, while nα is a timelike vector field normal to the t = constant Cauchy
slice Σt. The denominator in Eq. (4.9) is determined by the normalization
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condition ℓαtα = −1. In the flat space-time case, using Minkowski coordi-
nates, the components of the null vector at the world-tube are ℓα|Γ = (1,
xi
RΓ
).
The null geodesics leaving the world-tube along ℓα are described in the
neighborhood of Γ, in Cartesian coordinates, by
xα = x(0)α + ℓ(0)αλ+ ℓ
(0)α
,λ λ
2 +O(λ3), (4.10)
where the notation x(0)α ≡ xα|Γ, etc. is employed. The λ-derivative of the
null vector ℓα is computed using the geodesic equation
ℓα,λ + Γ
α
µνℓ
µℓν = 0, (4.11)
where
Γαµν =
1
2
gαβ [ gµβ,ν + gνβ,µ − gνµ,β ] . (4.12)
The metric in affine null coordinates y˜α˜ = (u, λ, yA) is computed using
η˜α˜β˜ =
∂xµ
∂y˜α˜
∂xν
∂y˜β˜
gµν . (4.13)
Given the coordinate transformation xµ = xµ(y˜α˜) up to O(λ3), the Jaco-
bian (which includes λ-derivatives of xα) is known around the world-tube
up to O(λ2).
The second transformation from affine coordinates (u, λ, q, p) to Bondi
coordinates yα = (u, r, q, p) can be understood as follows:
The area dA of a 2-D surface-element dq · dp is determined by the the
square root of the determinant of the angular metric η˜A˜B˜ . This quantity
clearly depends on the radial coordinate. (E.g. in the case of flat space-time
and the usual (r, θ, φ) coordinates the angular metric is diag(r2, r2 sin2 θ)).
Let dA1 stand for the area dq · dp on the unit sphere. The Bondi surface
area coordinate r is defined as the square root of the ratio dA/dA1, i.e.:
r =
(
det (η˜A˜B˜)
det (qAB)
) 1
4
=
P
2
(det (η˜A˜B˜))
1
4 . (4.14)
where we have used Eq. (3.5). The derivative of the surface-area coordinate
with respect to the affine parameter along a null geodesic labeled by some
(q, p) is related to the expansion of the light-rays, i.e.
r,λ = e
−2β. (4.15)
Equation (4.14) provides r around the world-tube up to O(λ2) – the
same order to which the metric elements η˜α˜β˜ are computed. Computing
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the Bondi metric ηαβ involves terms with r,λ. For this reason, without
additional information, the radial derivative of the Bondi metric cannot
be computed on Γ. The missing information r,λλ is obtained using the
β-hypersurface equation (3.13) and the relation
β,λ = −
ηru,λ
2ηru
= − r,λλ
2r,λ
. (4.16)
For further details see Chapter 5.
As a last step, given the Bondi metric ηαβ in the neighborhood of Γ up
to O(λ2) one needs to read off the Bondi functions J, β, U,W at the world-
tube, along with their radial derivatives. This can be done immediately
given the definition of these functions (U ≡ qAUA, J ≡ qAqBhAB,W ≡
(V − r)/r2), and the form of the contravariant Bondi metric:
ηαβ =


0 −e−2β 0 0
−e−2β e−2β V
r
−e−2βU2 −e−2βU3
0 −e−2βU2 r−2 h22 r−2 h23
0 −e−2βU3 r−2 h32 r−2 h33


. (4.17)
4.2.2 Injection
With extraction providing the coordinate transformation in a neighborhood
of Γ, injection does not involve much additional algebra. When reversing
the coordinate transformation (i.e. from Bondi coordinates yβ = (u, r, q, p)
to Cartesian coordinates xα = (t, x, y, z)) one can invert the Jacobian and
obtain the necessary information. An even simpler approach is to compute
the contravariant Cartesian metric gij , which involves the same Jacobian
matrix as needed for computing the covariant Bondi metric (see [21]). The
reverse coordinate transformation is performed on a set SNull of null grid-
points in the neighborhood of the world-tube Γ. The position of these points
is fixed in Bondi coordinates. However, due to the dynamic nature of the
coordinate transformation, the same set of points has a time-dependent
location in the Cartesian frame. Thus, in addition to computing the Carte-
sian metric components on SNull, these gridpoints are labeled by values
xα = f(yβ) computed as a Taylor expansion around Γ.
The next problem is purely numeric: we need to transfer data from
SNull to the set of boundary points of the Cartesian grid, SCauchy. Similar
to the case of scalar matching, this is done in two steps: first interpolate
metric information onto a spherical grid contained in Σt that surrounds the
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set of Cartesian points SCauchy, then use a 3-D interpolation algorithm to
transfer the boundary information from this spherical grid onto the Carte-
sian boundary points.
Let Λ be a Cartesian spherical world-tube with (constant) radius RΛ =
RΓ + O(∆x), concentric with Γ. Let Λt be the intersection of Λ with the
Cauchy slice Σt. The injection world-tube Λ must be chosen such that the
sphere Λt surrounds SCauchy at all t.
Information needs to be transferred from Snull to Λt, then from Λt to
SCauchy. The elements of Snull are labeled by their Bondi (u, r, yA) and
Cartesian (t, x, y, z) coordinates. They form a subset of a regular Bondi
grid. In terms of their Cartesian coordinates, however, they form an irreg-
ular 4-D grid which changes from time-step to time-step.
In order to get data onto the sphere Λt, first data is interpolated onto the
world-tube Λ from neighboring null gridpoints. Then a time-interpolation
is performed to determine Cauchy boundary data on Λt. Finally, a 3-D in-
terpolation is performed within the Cauchy slice Σt in order to obtain the
Cauchy metric at the boundary-points SCauchy of the Cartesian grid. The
interpolation algorithm and the algebra employed in the injection are de-
scribed in detail in Chapter 6. An illustration of the interpolation schemes
involved in the injection can be seen in Figure 4.4.
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Fig. 4.4: A sketch of the interpolation scheme for the the injection. Cauchy evo-
lution and boundary points are represented by filled and empty squares.
Null gridpoints are represented by triangles. The filled circles stand for
points on Λ where the Cartesian metric has been computed from null
data at neighboring gridpoints. The empty circle indicates the sphere Λt
where one needs to obtain Cauchy boundary data by time interpolation.
5. THE EXTRACTION MODULE
This chapter describes the extraction module, a numerical algorithm de-
signed to extract characteristic boundary data from a Cauchy evolution
domain.
The first step in the extraction module is getting data from the Cauchy
grid onto the world-tube Γ by means of an interpolation algorithm. Then a
lengthy algebraic calculation is performed to determine the Bondi variables
J, β, U,W and their radial derivatives on Γ. During extraction, the world-
tube Γ is located in Bondi coordinates and then the set of characteristic
boundary gridpoints is defined. Finally, the functions J, β, U and W are
placed onto these boundary points. (The characteristic evolution proceeds
from these points to future null infinity I+.) A detailed description of these
steps is given in the following sections. The latter part of the chapter is
devoted to calibration tests and their results.
5.1 Interpolation schemes
There are several ways to transfer data from a Cartesian grid to a spherical
grid. Issues that need to be considered include desired accuracy, numeri-
cal stability and computational efficiency. In addition, filtering techniques
might be useful for producing smooth output.
5.1.1 Cubic, 3-D interpolator
A straightforward approach to the problem is a 3-D cubic interpolator.
Given a smooth function F (x, y, z) that is known on a 3-D grid F[I,J,K] =
F (x[I], y[J], z[K]), the algorithm for computing F and its Cartesian deriva-
tives ∂F/∂xi on a stereographic gridpoint M(q, p) is the following:
• First locate the Cartesian cell containingM , i.e. find (I0, J0,K0) such
that
x[I0] ≤ xM < x[I0+1], y[J0] ≤ yM < y[J0+1], z[K0] ≤ zM < z[K0+1].
(5.1)
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The numerical stencil used for the interpolation is a set of 64 Cartesian
gridpoints (xi)[I,J,K], I0 − 1 ≤ I ≤ I0 + 2, J0 − 1 ≤ J ≤ J0 + 2,
K0 − 1 ≤ K ≤ K0 + 2, that form the cell (I0, J0,K0) and its 26
neighboring cells.
• Next, using the grid values F[I,J,K] at the gridpoints of the interpo-
lation stencil, construct a polynomial
PF (x, y, z) =
3∑
i,j,k=0
ci,j,k(x− x[I0])i(y − y[J0])j(z − z[K0])k (5.2)
with the coefficients ci,j,k determined by PF (x[I], y[J], z[K]) = F[I,J,K]
at the 64 gridpoints.
• Last, the function F and its derivatives are constructed at the stere-
ographic gridpoint M from the interpolation polynomial according
to
F (xM , yM , zM ) = PF (xM , yM , zM ) +O(∆4), (5.3)
∂
∂xi
F (xM , yM , zM ) =
∂
∂xi
PF (xM , yM , zM ) +O(∆3). (5.4)
A 2-D version of the cubic interpolation scheme can be seen in Figure 5.1.
The approach is straightforward to implement, easy to test, and has
a well defined accuracy. However, its extended interpolation stencil could
potentially lead to instability of the matching algorithm. The interpola-
tion stencil gridpoints must be inside the injection world-tube Λ. These
gridpoints are at most 2
√
3∆x away from Γ. Thus, in order to be able to
use the cubic polynomial interpolator described above, the injection world-
tube must have a radius RΛ ≈ RΓ + 2
√
3∆x or larger. Since the injection
strategy is based on a Taylor expansion around the extraction world-tube
Γ, this can effect the accuracy of matching.
5.1.2 Best fit algorithm
As an alternative to polynomial interpolation another algorithm was tested
to transfer data between the Cartesian and spherical grid-structure. This
algorithm is based on least-square fit.
General linear least-squares
Let ϕ be a function known at a discrete set of points (xl, yl, zl)l=1...Np , and
let {Fa(x, y, z)}a=1..Mf be a set of Mf linearly independent functions. The
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M
Fig. 5.1: A 2-D version of the cubic interpolation scheme. Data from the Carte-
sian gridpoints marked with filled squares is used to obtain interpolated
data at a point M on the sphere.
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set of coefficients {Ca}a=1..Mf that minimize the merit function
χ2 =
Np∑
l=1

ϕ(xl, yl, zl)−
Mf∑
a=1
CaFa(xl, yl, zl)


2
(5.5)
can be computed solving a linear algebraic equation [114]:
Mf∑
a=1
αabCb = βb, b = 1 . . .Mf , (5.6)
where
αab =
Np∑
l=1
Fa(xl, yl, zl) · Fb(xl, yl, zl), (5.7)
βa =
Np∑
l=1
Fa(xl, yl, zl) · ϕ(xl, yl, zl). (5.8)
Note that the matrix αab does not depend on the actual data ϕ(xl, yl, zl),
it depends only on the coordinates of the data-points (xl, yl, zl)l=1...Np . The
matrix equation (5.6) is solved using LU decomposition.1
Basis-functions
The set of basis-functions is chosen to be:
Fiklp(r0;x, y, z) =
(x
r
)i (y
r
)(l−i−k) (z
r
)k (r0
r
− 1
)p
, (5.9)
where
k = 0 . . . 1, (5.10)
i = 0 . . . l − k, (5.11)
l = 0 . . . lmax, (5.12)
p = 0 . . . pmax, (5.13)
r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2. (5.14)
For any given r0, the set of basis-functions are determined by the set of
three parameters: (lmax, pmin, pmax).
1 The term LU decomposition stands for an algorithm in which one decomposes a
matrix into a lower triangular and an upper triangular matrix. (See [114], pp.31ff.)
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The fitting zone is always a spherical shell of thickness of a few grid-
zones. Defining r0 as the average of the outer and inner radii of the fitting
zone the renormalized radial coordinate r0/r − 1 takes values around zero
which is advantageous if we think of the radial fitting as a kind of expansion
in series.
Making a least-square fit of the numerical data to a linear combination of
this set of functions gives an analytic function that smoothly approximates
our data.
Fitting in the extraction
In order to transfer data from the Cauchy grid to the world-tube the fol-
lowing needs to be done:
• choose a set of basis-functions (by specifying (lmax, pmin, pmax));
• define a fitting zone (a spherical shell surrounding the sphere Γt);
• use Cauchy data points within this shell to construct a smooth rep-
resentation of the “3+1” data:
gij →
Mf∑
a=1
Cgija Fa(x, y, z), (5.15)
α →
Mf∑
a=1
Cαa Fa(x, y, z), (5.16)
βi →
Mf∑
a=1
Cβ
i
a Fa(x, y, z); (5.17)
• evaluate the above constructed smooth functions on the sphere Γt.
Since the location of Γt in coordinates (x, y, z) is independent of t, the
set of points used in the extraction-fitting is the same. Thus the matrix αab
given by Eq. (5.7) does not need to be computed at each iteration. This
also means that the LU decomposition of αab needs to be done only once,
at the first time-step.
The time derivative of the Cauchy data on the world-tube is smoothly
represented by
g˙ij →
Mf∑
a=1
C˙gija Fa(x, y, z), (5.18)
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α˙ →
Mf∑
a=1
C˙αa Fa(x, y, z), (5.19)
β˙i →
Mf∑
a=1
C˙β
i
a Fa(x, y, z), (5.20)
where C˙
gij
a , C˙αa , C˙
βi
a are obtained by finite differencing in time.
Space-derivatives are computed either by first computing the space-
derivatives of the Cauchy functions α, βi, gij at the Cartesian gridpoints
and then fitting them onto Γt, or by computing the quantities
gij,k →
Mf∑
a=1
Cgija
∂Fa
∂xk
, (5.21)
α,k →
Mf∑
a=1
Cαa
∂Fa
∂xk
, (5.22)
βi,k →
Mf∑
a=1
Cβ
i
a
∂Fa
∂xk
. (5.23)
A weakness is that the algorithm does not have a well defined accuracy.
An argument for using it is that it can work with a Cartesian “stencil”
much more compact than the 3-D cubic polynomial interpolator.
A similar algorithm was adopted to replace some of the polynomial in-
terpolation from the injection routine. However, at least for the chosen
settings, this fitting technique induced short-time instabilities in the injec-
tion module. This led to abandoning the use of fitting.
5.2 Algebra
Next we describe in detail the algebraic calculations performed in the ex-
traction module. The presentation is based on [47].
5.2.1 Parameterization of the world-tube
The t = constant surfaces of the world-tube Γ are topologically spherical,
and they can be parametrized by labels y˜A˜, A˜ = [2, 3]. Future oriented null
rays are parametrized by their labels y˜A˜ on Γt and an affine parameter
λ along the radial direction, with λ = 0 on the world-tube. The angular
coordinates are y˜2 = q = ℜ(ζ) and y˜3 = p = ℑ(ζ) with ζ being the complex
stereographic coordinate as described in Section 3.1.1. The two-surface Σt
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is represented by a discrete numeric grid-structure identical to the angular
grid-structure of the characteristic code (see Section 3.2.1).
The Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) of a particular point on Γt can be
written as functions of the angular coordinates ζ = q + Ip and the radius
RΓ of the extraction world-tube using
x(y˜A) = 2RΓ ·
( ℜ(ζ)
1 + ζζ¯
)
, (5.24)
y(y˜A) = ±2RΓ ·
( ℑ(ζ)
1 + ζζ¯
)
, (5.25)
z(y˜A) = ±RΓ ·
(
1− ζζ¯
1 + ζζ¯
)
. (5.26)
The reverse expressions y˜A˜ = f(xi) are given by Eq. (4.8).
5.2.2 4-D geometry around the world-tube
The geometry around the world-tube is fully specified by the 4-D metric.
These determine the unit normal nα to the Cauchy slices Σt as well as the
outward pointing normal sα to the world-tube Γ. The vectors nα and sα
are used to determine the directions of the outgoing null radial geodesics
– an element necessary to compute the coordinate transformation between
the Cartesian and the (affine) null coordinates.
From a numerical point of view the first step is getting the Cauchy met-
ric information onto Γt by means of interpolation, fitting, etc. as described
in the previous section. The ADM code operates with the the 3-D metric
(3)gij , lapse function α, and the shift vector β
i. In order to reconstruct the
full 4-D metric gµν and its derivatives gµν,ρ we use
gij =
(3)gij , (5.27)
git =
(3)gijβ
j , (5.28)
gtt = −α2 + gitβi, (5.29)
git,ρ =
(3)gij,ρβ
j + (3)gijβ
j
,ρ, (5.30)
gtt,ρ = −2αα,ρ + (3)gij,ρβiβj + 2 (3)gijβiβj,ρ. (5.31)
It follows from the definition of lapse and shift (see Section 2.3.1) that
the unit normal nµ to the t = constant hypersurfaces can be written as
nµ =
1
α
(
1,−βi) . (5.32)
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Let sα = (0, si) be the outward pointing unit normal to the sphere Γt.
By construction si lies in Σt, and it can be expressed in terms of
qi =
∂xi
∂y˜2
, pi =
∂xi
∂y˜3
, (5.33)
which can be computed analytically from Eqs. (5.24) - (5.26). Using the
unit antisymmetries ǫijk, we obtain the spatial components of the normal
1-form σi
σi = ǫijkq
jpk, (5.34)
with norm σ =
√
σiσj (3)gij . Then the vector s
i is equal to the contravari-
ant, renormalized vector σi:
si = (3)gij
σj
σ
. (5.35)
The generators ℓµ of the outgoing null cone through Γt are given on the
world-tube by the vectors nµ and sµ, normalized such that ℓµtµ = −1, that
is,
ℓµ =
nµ + sµ
α− (3)gijβisj . (5.36)
This supplies all the necessary elements on the world-tube Γt to per-
form the first coordinate transformation from Cartesian coordinates xµ =
(t, x, y, z) into affine null coordinates y˜ν˜ = (u, λ, q, p). Once we have the
metric in affine null coordinates it takes only a few more algebraic steps to
obtain the Bondi metric, from which we can extract the Bondi metric vari-
ables J, β, U and W in terms of a Taylor expansion around the world-tube
Γ.
5.2.3 Coordinate transformation
The coordinate transformation xα → y˜β˜ needs to be performed in a neigh-
borhood of the world-tube Γ.
The standard approach in carrying through coordinate transformations
is to compute the Jacobian ∂xµ/∂y˜α˜, then use the tensorial transformation
rule
η˜α˜β˜ =
∂xµ
∂y˜α˜
∂xν
∂y˜β˜
(4)gµν . (5.37)
However, the geometric properties of the affine null coordinate system make
this task easier because four out of the ten components of the 4 × 4 sym-
metric tensor are given by
η˜λλ = 0, η˜λA˜ = 0, η˜λu = −1. (5.38)
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The first of these conditions indicates that the radial coordinate λ is null,
the second one is implied by the fact that the null vector ℓµ is normal to
Γ, while the last condition is a consequence of λ being an affine parameter.
The additional degree of freedom in the choice of λ is eliminated by
λ|Γ = 0. (5.39)
At this point six independent metric functions remain. The part of the
coordinate transformation that is still missing is
Jµα˜ ≡
∂xµ
∂y˜α˜
= x
(0)µ
,α˜ + x
(1)µ
,α˜ λ+O(λ
2), for y˜α˜ = (u, q, p). (5.40)
By construction the coordinates t and u are related by u|Γ = t|Γ and
(∂t/∂u)|Γ = 1. Furthermore, since the location of Γt in Cartesian coor-
dinates is time-independent, only the angular derivatives of x(0)(≡ x|Γ)
survive in Eq. (5.40). These can easily be computed using Eqs. (5.24) -
(5.26).
The harder task in the coordinate transformation is the evaluation of
the O(λ) part. This can be done starting from
xµ
,λA˜
= ℓµ
,A˜
, xµ,λu = ℓ
µ
,u . (5.41)
Since the null vector ℓµ depends on the Cauchy metric components, the
terms listed in Eq. (5.41) involve derivatives of the Cauchy metric as well as
zeroth order Jacobian terms. In order to compute the derivatives of ℓµ first
derivatives of nµ are computed. Then derivatives of the spacelike vector si
follow.
Since the vector nµ is the unit normal to the Cauchy surfaces Σt, it
is entirely determined by the choice of lapse and shift. The Cartesian
derivatives
ni,ν =
1
α2
(
α,νβ
i − αβi,ν
)
, nt,ν = −
1
α2
α,ν (5.42)
can be used to compute derivatives with respect to (u, q, p) via
nµ
,A˜
= nµ,jx
j
,A˜
, (5.43)
nµ,u|Γ = n
µ
,t|Γ. (5.44)
The vector si is constructed from the time-independent vector σi and
the metric tensor components. Its time derivatives are
si,t = g
ik
,t
σk
σ
− gik σkσ,t
σ2
= −gimgkngmn,tσk
σ
− si σ,t
σ
= − gimgmn,tsn − siσ,t
σ
. (5.45)
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Here the quantity σ (the norm of σi) is time-dependent because the metric
tensor used to build the norm of a vector varies with time. Thus
2σσ,t =
(
σ2
)
,t
= gkl,t σkσl = −gkmglngmn,tσkσl = −smsngmn,tσ2. (5.46)
Substituting Eq. (5.46) into Eq. (5.45) one obtains
si,t =
(
−gim + si 1
2
sm
)
gmn,ts
n. (5.47)
Similarly, it follows from Eq. (5.35) that
si
,A˜
= gik,j x
j
,A˜
σk
σ
+ gik
σk,A˜
σ
− gik σkσ,A˜
σ2
= − gingkmgmn,j xj,A˜
σk
σ
+ gik
σk,A˜
σ
− siσ,A˜
σ
, (5.48)
where the σk,A˜ are obtained from the analytic expressions (5.33), and σ,A˜
from
2σσ,A˜ =
(
σ2
)
,A˜
=
(
gklσkσl
)
,A˜
= gkl,j x
j
,A˜
σkσl + 2 g
klσlσk,A˜
= − gkmglngmn,jxj, σkσl + 2 gklσlσk,A˜
= − smsngmn,jxj,A˜σ2 + 2skσσk,A˜. (5.49)
Collecting Eqs. (5.48) and (5.49), the angular derivatives of si are:
si
,A˜
= −ginsmgmn,j xj,A˜ + gik
σk,A˜
σ
+ si
(
1
2
smsngmn,jx
j
,A˜
− sk σk,A˜
σ
)
=
(
gin − sisn) σn,A˜
σ
+
(
−gin + 1
2
sisn
)
smgmn,jx
j
, (5.50)
5.2.4 The affine null metric
One of the useful quantities in computing the null metric η˜α˜β˜ is the λ-
derivative of the Cartesian tensor gαβ :
gαβ,λ|Γ =
(
∂gαβ
∂xµ
)
|Γ
(
∂xµ
∂λ
)
|Γ
= g
(0)
αβ,µℓ
(0)µ. (5.51)
The null metric can be expanded around Γ as follows
η˜α˜β˜ = η˜
(0)
α˜β˜
+ η˜
(0)
α˜β˜,λ
λ+O(λ2), (5.52)
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where the zeroth order coefficients are given by
η˜
(0)
uu˜ = gtt|Γ,
η˜
(0)
uA˜
= xi
,A˜
git|Γ,
η˜
(0)
A˜B˜
= xi
,A˜
xj
,B˜
gij |Γ, (5.53)
and the first-order terms are
η˜
(0)
uu,λ =
[
gtt,λ + 2 ℓ
µ
,ugµt
]
|Γ
+O(λ),
η˜
(0)
uA˜,λ
=
[
xk
,A˜
(
ℓµ,ugkµ + gkt,λ
)
+ ℓk
,A˜
gkt + ℓ
t
,A˜
gtt
]
|Γ
+O(λ),
η˜
(0)
A˜B˜,λ
=
[
xk
,A˜
xl
,B˜
gkl,λ +
(
ℓµ
,A˜
xl
,B˜
+ ℓµ
,B˜
xl
,A˜
)
gµl
]
|Γ
+O(λ). (5.54)
Recall that the components η˜λβ˜ are given by Eq. (5.38).
Given the covariant null metric η˜α˜β˜ as an expansion up to O(λ
2), its
contravariant form η˜α˜β˜ is known to the same order
η˜µ˜ν˜ = η˜(0)µ˜ν˜ + η˜
(0)µ˜ν˜
,λ λ+O(λ
2), (5.55)
using
η˜µ˜α˜η˜α˜ν˜ = δ
µ˜
ν˜ , η˜
µ˜ν˜
,λ = −η˜µ˜α˜ η˜β˜ν˜ η˜α˜β˜,λ. (5.56)
Similar to the case of the covariant metric, the components η˜λα˜ are
determined by the null coordinate conditions
η˜λu = −1, η˜uA˜ = η˜uu = 0, (5.57)
a consequence of Eq. (5.38). As a result, the contravariant null metric can
be computed by
η˜A˜B˜ η˜B˜C˜ = δ
A˜
C˜
,
η˜λA˜ = η˜A˜B˜ η˜B˜u,
η˜λλ = −η˜uu + η˜λA˜η˜A˜u, (5.58)
with the first-order terms given by
η˜A˜B˜,λ = −η˜A˜C˜ η˜B˜D˜η˜C˜D˜,λ ,
η˜λA˜,λ = η˜
A˜B˜
(
η˜uB˜,λ − η˜λC˜ η˜C˜B˜,λ
)
,
η˜λλ,λ = −η˜uu,λ + 2 η˜λA˜η˜uA˜,λ − η˜λA˜η˜λB˜ η˜A˜B˜,λ . (5.59)
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5.2.5 Metric in Bondi coordinates
By convention the angular coordinates used in the Bondi frame are defined
to be the same as the angular coordinates used in the affine null frame, i.e.
yA ≡ y˜A˜ = (q, p). As a consequence, switching from affine null coordinates
y˜µ˜ = (u, λ, y˜A˜) to Bondi coordinates yµ = (u, r, yA) amounts to trading the
affine parameter λ for the surface area coordinate r = r(u, λ, yA) defined
by
r =
(
det(η˜A˜B˜)
det(qAB)
) 1
4
=
2
P
det(η˜A˜B˜)
1
4 , (5.60)
where we have used det(qAB) = 16/(1 + q
2 + p2)4 = 16/P 4.
The only nontrivial elements of the Jacobian ∂yα/∂y˜β˜ are r,λ, r,A˜ and
r,u, which can be computed using
r,λ =
r
4
η˜A˜B˜ η˜A˜B˜,λ, (5.61)
r,C˜ =
r
4
(
η˜A˜B˜ η˜A˜B˜,C˜ −
det(qA˜B˜),C˜
det(qA˜B˜)
)
, (5.62)
r,u =
r
4
η˜A˜B˜ η˜A˜B˜,u. (5.63)
The terms involved in computing r,C˜ can be obtained via
det(qA˜B˜),C˜
det(qA˜B˜)
= −8 y˜
C˜
P
,
η˜A˜B˜,C˜ =
(
xi
,A˜C˜
xj
,B˜
+ xi
,A˜
xj
,B˜C˜
)
gij
+xi
,A˜
xj
,B˜
xk
,C˜
gij,k (5.64)
where the xi
,A˜C˜
are given functions of (q, p). Furthermore, when computing
r,u, we need the u-derivative of the affine null metric, which, according to
Eq. (5.53), is given by
η˜A˜B˜,u =
[
xi
,A˜
xj
,B˜
gij,t
]
|Γ
+O(λ). (5.65)
The Bondi metric ηαβ is then obtained from
ηαβ =
∂yα
∂y˜µ
∂yβ
∂y˜ν
η˜µ˜ν˜ . (5.66)
Since the only difference between the affine and the Bondi null frames
is the radial coordinate, we only need to compute the metric elements ηrr,
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ηrA and ηru, the rest of the tensor ηαβ being identical with η˜α˜β˜. Using
Eq. (5.57),
ηrr = r,α˜ r,β˜ η˜
α˜β˜ = (r,λ)
2
η˜λλ + 2 r,λ
(
r,A˜ η˜
λA˜ − r,u
)
+ r,A˜ r,B˜ η˜
A˜B˜
ηrA = r,α˜ η˜
α˜A˜ = r,λ η˜
λA˜ + r,B˜ η˜
A˜B˜
ηru = r,α˜ η˜
α˜u = −r,λ (5.67)
At this point we are one step away from obtaining the Bondi metric
variables J, U, β,W and passing them to the characteristic code as boundary
data.
5.2.6 Boundary data for the characteristic code
Recall from Section 4.2.1 that the null gridpoints do not necessarily lie on
the world-tube Γ. Moreover, the position of individual null gridpoints with
respect to Γ can differ from time-step to time-step. In particular, gridpoints
that are just inside of Γ at t = t[N ] could end up outside of it at t = t[N+1].
Thus, in order to provide boundary data for the characteristic code, the
following steps must be made:
• compute the Bondi metric variables around the world-tube up to
O(λ2)
• localize the world-tube-slice Γt in Bondi coordinates
• insert the Bondi functions onto the characteristic gridpoints neigh-
boring Γt.
Then, the characteristic code has the necessary data to evolve the metric
functions from the world-tube to the outer boundary.2
In order to compute the Bondi metric variables, the contravariant Bondi
metric is written in the form given by Eq. (4.17). The functions J, β, U, and
W can now be expressed in terms of known quantities on the world-tube,
as described in the next sections. Although these functions have already
been defined in Chapter 3, their definition is repeated here for the ease of
reading.
2 In the case of an ingoing null simulation, the evolution proceeds from Γ to the inner
(possibly excised) boundary. See Section 3.4 for an example.
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The metric of the sphere J
Given r and r,λ and noting that
ηAB = η˜AB ≡ r2hAB, (5.68)
hAB and its derivative can be obtained from
hAB =
1
r2
ηAB,
hAB,λ =
1
r2
(
ηAB,λ − 2 r,λ
r
ηAB
)
. (5.69)
In terms of qA, q¯A, and hAB, the metric functions J and K are then defined
as follows:
J ≡ 1
2
qAqBhAB, K ≡ 1
2
qAq¯BhAB. (5.70)
As stated in Section 3, the determinant condition det(hAB) = det(qAB)
implies 1 = K2−JJ¯ . Thus, it suffices to evaluate J , which can be computed
as an expansion around Γ
J(yα) = J (0) + J
(0)
,λ λ+ O(λ
2), (5.71)
with J (0) and J
(0)
,λ given by
J (0) =
(
1
2 r2
qAqBηAB
)
|Γ
,
J
(0)
,λ =
(
1
2 r2
qAqBηAB,λ − 2 r,λ
r
J
)
|Γ
. (5.72)
The “expansion factor” β
From inspection of Eq. (4.17) one can see that
ηru = −e−2β. (5.73)
Substituting the last of Eqs. (5.67) into Eq. (5.73), one obtains
β = −1
2
log(r,λ). (5.74)
The first-order derivative term β
(0)
,λ involves r
(0)
,λλ which in turn involves
second derivatives of the Cauchy metric (or curvature terms). In order to
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avoid the associated algebraic (and numeric) complications, we use the first
differential order characteristic equation (3.13).
At a constant angle (q, p) the relation ∂λ = r,λ∂r holds. This allows an
exchange of the r-derivatives in Eq. (3.13) with λ-derivatives:
β,λ =
r
8 r,λ
(
J,λJ¯,λ − (K,λ)2
)
. (5.75)
Equation (5.75), shows how the derivative with respect to the affine
parameter of the expansion of light rays is a quadratic term, i.e. it vanishes
in linearized theory.
Substituting Eq. (5.70) into Eq. (5.75), we obtain
β,λ =
r
8 r,λ
(
J,λJ¯,λ − 1
1 + JJ¯
[ℜ (J¯J,λ)]2
)
. (5.76)
Equations (5.74) and (5.76) hold globally and thus provide a way to com-
pute β(0) = β|Γ and β
(0)
,λ = β,λ|Γ Then, the expansion for β around Γ can
be written
β(yα) = β(0) + β
(0)
,λ λ+O(λ
2). (5.77)
In addition, using Eq. (5.74) r,λλ can be computed in terms of the known
quantities β,λ and r,λ:
β,λ = ∂λ
(
−1
2
log (r,λ)
)
= − r,λλ
2r,λ
. (5.78)
The “shift” U
The metric function U is expressed, using Eq. (5.67), as
U ≡ UAqA = η
rA
ηru
qA = −
(
η˜λA˜ +
r,B˜
r,λ
η˜A˜B˜
)
qA˜, (5.79)
The λ derivative of U will be given by
U,λ = −
[
η˜λA˜,λ +
(
r,λB˜
r,λ
− r,B˜ r,λλ
r2,λ
)
η˜A˜B˜ +
r,B˜
r,λ
η˜A˜B˜,λ
]
qA˜,
= −
(
η˜λA˜,λ +
r,λB˜
r,λ
η˜A˜B˜ +
r,B˜
r,λ
η˜A˜B˜,λ
)
qA˜
+2 β,λ
(
U + η˜λA˜qA˜
)
, (5.80)
where Eq. (5.78) was used to eliminate r,λλ in the last line.
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Then applying Eqs. (5.79) - (5.80) around the world-tube, U is found
to second-order accuracy by:
U(yα) = U (0) + U
(0)
,λ λ+O(λ
2). (5.81)
The “potential” W
Recall from Eq. (4.17) that
ηrr = e−2β
V
r
, ηur = −e−2β. (5.82)
Thus the function V is given by
V ≡ −rηrr/ηru. (5.83)
For Minkowski space, ηrr = −ηru = 1 so that the asymptotic value of V
is given by V = r. Thus, in the characteristic code, V is replaced with the
function W ≡ (V − r)/r2. In terms of the affine contravariant null metric
η˜α˜β˜ , W can be expressed as
W =
1
r
(
ηrr
r,λ
− 1
)
=
1
r
(
r,λη˜
λλ + 2
(
r,A˜ η˜
λA˜ − r,u
)
+
r,A˜ r,B˜
r,λ
η˜A˜B˜ − 1
)
,
(5.84)
with the radial derivative term W,λ given by
W,λ = −r,λ
r
W +
1
r
(
r,λη˜
λλ + 2
(
r,A˜ η˜
λA˜ − r,u
)
+
r,A˜ r,B˜
r,λ
η˜A˜B˜ − 1
)
,λ
= −r,λ
r
((r,λ
r
+ 2 β,λ
)
η˜λλ − η˜λλ,λ −
1
r
)
+
2
r
(r,λr,u
r
− r,λu
)
+
2
r
(
r,λA˜ −
r,λr,A˜
r
)
η˜λA˜ + 2
r,A˜
r
η˜λA˜,λ
+
r,B˜
r r,λ
(
2 r,λA˜η˜
A˜B˜ + 2 β,λr,A˜ + r,A˜η˜
A˜B˜
,λ
)
− r,A˜ r,B˜
r2
η˜A˜B˜. (5.85)
With Eqs. (5.84) - (5.85) evaluated on the world-tube Γ, W is found to
second-order accuracy by
W (yα) =W (0) +W
(0)
,λ λ+O(λ
2). (5.86)
At this point the four Bondi metric functions J, β, U,W have been ob-
tained as Taylor-expansions around Γ, up to O(λ2). The location of the
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world-tube Γ in the Bondi frame is now known, since at any point of Γ the
four Bondi coordinate values (u, r, q, p) are known from the extraction. Let
M be a gridpoint on Γ, labeled by the angular coordinates (q[I], p[J]). For a
given time-step t[N ] let r[K] be the nearest neighbor of M in the radial di-
rection. Then the extraction provides boundary data for the characteristic
code by setting3
J[I,J,K] = J
(0)
[I,J] +
r[K] − r(0)[I,J]
r
(0)
,λ[I,J]
· J (0),λ[I,J] +O(∆2), (5.87)
β[I,J,K] = β
(0)
[I,J] +
r[K] − r(0)[I,J]
r
(0)
,λ[I,J]
· β(0),λ[I,J] +O(∆2), (5.88)
W[I,J,K] = W
(0)
[I,J] +
r[K] − r(0)[I,J]
r
(0)
,λ[I,J]
·W (0),λ[I,J] +O(∆2), (5.89)
and
U[I,J,K] = U
(0)
[I,J] +
r[K+ 1
2
] − r(0)[I,J]
r
(0)
,λ[I,J]
· U (0),λ[I,J] +O(∆2), (5.90)
where we have taken in account the fact that the field U is represented on
a radially staggered grid. Furthermore, since the characteristic equations
involve second derivatives of U , its boundary data must be provided at an
additional radial gridpoint neighboring the world-tube Γ.
5.3 Calibration of the extraction module
Given the amount of algebraic calculations involved in extraction, one needs
a number of test-beds to assure that they are implemented correctly. Fur-
thermore, finite differencing and interpolation involved in the module also
needs to be checked for proper convergence.
In calibration we have first worked out analytically all quantities in-
volved in the extraction. Then, to check proper second-order convergence
of the extraction module, we have compared the numerical output of the
module with the analytic functions for finer and finer resolution, keeping
all physical parameters fixed.
3 In fact, at this point the extraction module uses the compactified coordinate x (as
defined in Eq. (3.3)) instead of the Bondi radial coordinate r, i.e. it first locates Γ in
terms of the x-grid, then expands the world-tube values of J, β, U,W in terms of (x−x(0)).
However, the difference between the two approaches is O(∆2), which is insignificant.
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It is worth noting that the Jacobian of the Cartesian-Bondi transforma-
tion is used not only in the extraction but also in the injection. Thus we
have checked convergence not only for the numeric Bondi metric but also
for the Cartesian-Bondi Jacobian as computed by the extraction module.
Two classes of analytic solutions were used. The first class consisted
of solutions known in Cauchy coordinates. Given the Cauchy metric we
used the algebraic steps prescribed in the extraction to obtain the Bondi-
Cartesian coordinate transformation as well as the Bondi metric as an ex-
pansion around the world-tube Γ. The second class of analytic solutions
was provided in Bondi coordinates. In this case the Cartesian coordinates
were defined by hand, i.e. we defined the Cartesian frame by prescribing
the functions xα = f(yβ). The approach is straightforward and algorith-
mic for both classes, but the actual calculations are quite lengthy. Thus
convergence tests not only validate the numerical implementation, but also
provide a consistency check between the numeric and algebraic calculations.
5.3.1 Minkowski space
For the case of Minkowski space-time the lightcone structure is known ana-
lytically. Thus the coordinate transformation can be given globally (instead
of as an expansion around Γ). The Cauchy metric in Cartesian coordinates
(t, x, y, z) is
gµν = diag[−1, 1, 1, 1]. (5.91)
The first coordinate transformation (t, x, y, z)→ (u, λ, q, p) is defined by
t = u+ λ, (5.92)
x = 2(RΓ + λ)
q
P
, (5.93)
y = ±2(RΓ + λ) p
P
, (5.94)
z = ±(RΓ + λ)2− P
P
, (5.95)
where P = 1+ q2+ p2 and the +(−) sign corresponds to the north (south)
patch. The null vector in the two coordinate patches is given by
ℓµ =
(
1,
2q
P
, ±2p
P
, ±2− P
P
)
. (5.96)
The second coordinate transformation (u, λ, q, p)→ (u, r, q, p) is defined
by r = RΓ + λ. The Bondi metric variables are known globally: J =
β = U = W = 0. The analytic results were reproduced by the numerical
calculations to machine precision.
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5.3.2 Teukolsky waves
The Cauchy metric
Next results are presented for a linearized solution that describes propaga-
tion of a time-symmetric quadrupole wave (Teukolsky wave) for unit lapse,
zero shift. The Cauchy 3-metric in coordinates (z, ρ, φ) is given by ([115],
p. 282f):
gzz = 1 + 3D cos
4 θ + 6 (B − C) cos3 θ + 3C −A, (5.97)
gρρ = 1 + 3D sin
2 θ cos2 θ −A, (5.98)
gzρ = 3 sin θ cos θ (D cos
2 θ +B − C), (5.99)
gφφ = ρ
2 (1 + 3 (A− C) sin2 θ −A), (5.100)
where θ = arccos(z/r). The functions A,B,C and D are given by
A = 3
[
F (2)
r3
+
3F (1)
r4
+
3F
r5
]
, (5.101)
B = −
[
F (3)
r2
+
3F (2)
r3
+
6F (1)
r4
+
6F
r5
]
, (5.102)
C =
1
4
[
F (4)
r
+
2F (3)
r2
+
9F (2)
r3
+
21F (1)
r4
+
21F
r5
]
, (5.103)
D = A+ C − 2B, (5.104)
F = f(t+ r) − f(t− r), (5.105)
F (n) ≡
[
dnf(x)
dxn
]
x=t+r
−
[
dnf(x)
dxn
]
x=t−r
, (5.106)
with r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 and
f(x) = εx e−(x/̟)
2
, (5.107)
so that at t = 0 we obtain a Gaussian pulse of width ̟ around the origin
of the coordinate system.
The coordinate transformation (z, ρ, φ)→ (x, y, z) is defined in the usual
way ρ2 = x ·x+ y · y, φ = arctan(y/x), providing the 3-metric in Cartesian
coordinates.
The extraction quantities
The algebraic expressions involved in extraction are worked out up to O(ε2).
For the quadrupole solution described above the null vector ℓ(0)µ has
the form
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ℓ(0)t = 1, (5.108)
ℓ(0)x = 2
q
P
+ ε
q
P
(
γ1 +
γ2
P
− γ2
P 2
)
+O(ε2), (5.109)
ℓ(0)y = ±2 p
P
± ε p
P
(
γ1 +
γ2
P
− γ2
P 2
)
+O(ε2), (5.110)
ℓ(0)z = ±2− P
P
+ ε
(
γ3 +
γ4
P
± 3γ2
2P 2
∓ γ2
P 3
)
+O(ε2). (5.111)
The λ-derivative of the null vector at the world-tube Γ is given by
ℓ
(0)t
,λ = ε
6− 6P + P 2
P 2
γ9, (5.112)
ℓ
(0)x
,λ = ε
q
P
(
γ5 +
γ6
P
− γ6
P 2
)
, (5.113)
ℓ
(0)y
,λ = ±ε
p
P
(
γ5 +
γ6
P
− γ6
P 2
)
, (5.114)
ℓ
(0)z
,λ = ε
(
γ7 +
γ8
P
± 3γ6
2P 2
∓ γ6
P 3
)
. (5.115)
Equations (5.108) - (5.111) and (5.112) - (5.115) give some of the com-
ponents of the Jacobian ∂xα/∂y˜β˜. The ones that still need to be specified
are angular and time derivatives of ℓµ and ℓµ,λ.
The expansion of the Bondi coordinate r(u, λ, q, p) around Γ is given by
r(u, q, p, λ) = RΓ + ε
6− 6P + P 2
P 2
γ10
+
(
1− ε 6− 6P + P
2
P 2
γ11
)
λ
+ O(ε2)O(λ2). (5.116)
The characteristic functions J, U,W can be expanded around the world-
tube as follows:
J = ε
q2 − p2 + 2Iqp
P 2
(
γ12 + λγ13 +O(λ
2)
)
+O(ε2), (5.117)
U = ε
(P − 2)(q + I p)
P 2
(
γ14 + λγ15 +O(λ
2)
)
+O(ε2), (5.118)
W = ε
6− 6P + P 2
P 2
(
γ16 + λγ17 +O(λ
2)
)
+O(ε2). (5.119)
The function β(0) is known once r,λ is given (see Eq. (5.74)). In linearized
theory, one can write β = β(0)+O(ε2) since, as it can be seen in Eq. (5.75),
the expression β,λ is fully non-linear.
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Fig. 5.2: Convergence test of the Bondi metric quantities J, J,λ, β, U, U,λ, W,
W,λ for the quadrupole linear waves. The function β,λ has been omitted
because it is O(ε2). The error is measured with the ℓ∞ norm of the
difference between numeric and analytic values, which was found to be
O(∆1.97). Parameters are t = 2, RΓ = 1, ε = 10
−8,̟ = 0.5.
The symbols γ1...17 stand for functions defined on Γ that depend on
the retarded-time coordinate u but not on the angular coordinates (q, p).
Explicit expressions for γ1...17 can be found in Appendix A.
Numeric results
The numeric extraction quantities were compared against the analytic re-
sults for grid sizes 32, 48, 64, 80 and 96. All extraction quantities have been
found to be second-order accurate, as seen from the slope of the convergence
plot of the Bondi metric variables on the world-tube in Figure 5.2.
5.3.3 SIMPLE
Another test-bed was constructed starting from the non-linear, static, ax-
isymmetric solution SIMPLE as described in [51]. The solution has already
been mentioned on page 30 as a test-bed for the characteristic code. Here
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we use it in a different gauge so that the axis of symmetry lies in the y-
direction. This results in a more thorough test of the extraction algebra
since the stereographic coordinate patches are symmetrized around the z-
axis.
The space-time metric in Bondi null coordinates (u, r, θ, φ) takes the
form
ds2 ((Vˆ /r)e2βˆ − Uˆ2r2e2γˆ)du2 + 2e2βˆdu dr + 2Uˆr2e2γˆdu dθ
−r2(e2γˆdθ2 + e−2γˆsin2θdφ2), (5.120)
where
2eγˆ = 1 + Σ, e2βˆ =
(1 + Σ)2
4Σ
, (5.121)
Uˆ = −a
2ρ
√
r2 − ρ2
rΣ
, (5.122)
Vˆ =
r(2a2ρ2 − a2r2 + 1)
Σ
, (5.123)
ρ = r sin θ,Σ =
√
1 + a2ρ2, and a is a free scale parameter.
A coordinate transformation (u, r, θ, φ) → (u, λ, θ, φ) is first performed
by solving the differential equation
dλ = e2βˆdr. (5.124)
Even though βˆ is known in terms of r, Eq. (5.124) cannot be integrated in
closed form. Therefore βˆ (and all subsequent expressions) are expanded in
terms of a. Then, one obtains
λ+RΓ = r +
1
80
r5sin(θ)4a4 + · · · , (5.125)
which determines r as a function of λ:
r = (λ+RΓ)− 1
80
(λ +RΓ)
5sin(θ)4a4 + · · · . (5.126)
Here the integration constant of Eq. (5.124) has been fixed by the gauge
condition
λ|a=0 = r −RΓ. (5.127)
This coordinate transformation provides an affine null metric. To change
the axis of symmetry of the space-time first a Cartesian frame (t, xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) is
defined by
u = t− λ, (λ+RΓ)2 = xˆ2 + yˆ2 + zˆ2,
θ = arccos
(
zˆ
λ+RΓ
)
, φ = arccos
(
xˆ√
xˆ2 + yˆ2
)
, (5.128)
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then the y and z axes are rotated by 900 according to
xˆ = x, yˆ = z, zˆ = −y. (5.129)
Thus a Cartesian solution is constructed (in coordinates (t, x, y, z)),
symmetric with respect to the y-axis. Using this Cauchy metric the al-
gebraic steps prescribed by the extraction routine are followed to compute
in the neighborhood of Γ the lightcone generators ℓα, the affine and the
Bondi null metric, and the metric variables J, β, U,W .
In order to be able to give values for a that exploit the non-linear fea-
ture of the test-bed, we have worked out the expansion terms up to O(a12).
Expressions for r, J, β, U,W and their λ-derivatives can be found in Ap-
pendix B.
The extraction code showed proper, second order convergent behavior
to the analytic results.
5.3.4 Schwarzschild in differentially rotating null coordinates
The Schwarzschild metric in outgoing Kerr-Schild coordinates xˆα is given
by
ds2 = −dtˆ2 + dxˆ2 + dyˆ2 + dzˆ2 + 2m
rˆ
(−dtˆ+ xˆdxˆ+ yˆdyˆ + zˆdzˆ
rˆ
)2, (5.130)
where rˆ2 = xˆ2 + yˆ2 + zˆ2. (Equation (5.130) is obtained from the metric of
a Kerr black hole Eq. (3.56), with angular momentum set to zero.) This
metric and its derivatives on the world-tube xˆ2+ yˆ2+ zˆ2 = R2Γ can be used
to provide the boundary values for a null coordinate system based upon the
family of outgoing null cones emanating from the tˆ = constant foliation. In a
simple choice of null coordinates yˆα = (uˆ, rˆ, θˆ, φˆ) associated with xˆα we have
uˆ = tˆ − rˆ + RΓ, rˆ =
√
xˆ2 + yˆ2 + zˆ2, cos(θˆ) = zˆ/
√
xˆ2 + yˆ2 + zˆ2, tan(φˆ) =
yˆ/xˆ. This leads to the Eddington-Finkelstein version of the Schwarzschild
metric,
ds2 = −(1− 2m/rˆ)duˆ2 − 2duˆdrˆ − rˆ2qABdyˆAdyˆB. (5.131)
The world-tube and the outgoing null cones have intrinsically spherically
symmetric geometries. We obtain a non-spherically symmetric null metric,
suitable for code testing, by introducing gauge freedom. We set uˆ = u +
ψ(u), rˆ = r, θˆ = θ and φˆ = φ+ ξ(u, θ), which leads to time-dependent β, J
and U .
Unfortunately, no r-dependence in J can be introduced this way. The
spherical symmetry of the null cone requires that its shear vanish, i.e. that
mαmβkα;β = 0, where k
α and the complex spacelike vector mα span the
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space tangent to the null hypersurface. In a null coordinate system (u, r, yA)
with angular metric hAB, the shear free condition can be formulated as
qAqB(kA;B − 1
2
hABh
CDkC;D) = 0, (5.132)
which is equivalent to the requirement that J,r = 0. So gauge transforma-
tions that preserve the world-tube and its foliation can introduce a non-
vanishing J but J,r and consequently β,r vanish.
The Cartesian coordinates xˆα are also related to a differentially rotating
Cartesian frame by xα by tˆ = t+ψ, xˆ = x cos ξ−y sin ξ, yˆ = x sin ξ+y cos ξ
and zˆ = z. The xα and yα frames are related by the standard construction
u = t − r + RΓ, r2 = x2 + y2 + z2, θ(x, y, z) = arccos(z/r), and φ =
arccot(x/y).
The code tests are based upon extraction from the xα frame to obtain
the null metric in the yα frame and on the reverse injection process. The
explicit form of the Cartesian and null metrics are listed below.
Analytic results in Cartesian and Bondi coordinates
The Cartesian 3-metric, the lapse, and the shift are
gxx = 1 +
2 x2m
r3
− 2 xyzξθ
r2ρ
− 2 x
2zρ ξθ ξu
r3
+
x2ρ2ξu
2
r2
+
2 xyξu
r
+
x2z2ξθ
2
r4
− x
2 (r − 2m)ψ′(u)2
r3
+
4 x2mψ′(u)
r3
, (5.133)
gyy = 1 +
2 y2m
r3
+
2 xyzξθ
r2ρ
− 2 y
2zρξθ ξu
r3
+
y2ρ2ξu
2
r2
− 2 xyξu
r
+
y2z2ξθ
2
r4
− y
2 (r − 2m)ψ′(u)2
r3
+
4 y2mψ′(u)
r3
, (5.134)
gzz = 1 +
2 z2m
r3
+
ρ4ξθ
2
r4
+
2 zρ3ξθξu
r3
+
z2ρ2ξu
2
r2
+
z2 (2m− r)ψ′(u)2
r3
+
4 z2mψ′(u)
r3
, (5.135)
gxy =
2 xym
r3
+
xyz2ξθ
2
r4
+
(
x2 − y2) z ξθ
r2ρ
− 2 xyzρξθ ξu
r3
+
xyρ2ξu
2
r2
−
(
x2 − y2) ξu
r
− xy (r − 2m)ψ
′(u)2
r3
+
4 xymψ′(u)
r3
, (5.136)
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gxz =
2 xzm
r3
− xzρ
2ξθ
2
r4
+
yρξθ
r2
+
xρ
(
ρ2 − z2) ξθ ξu
r3
+
xzρ2ξu
2
r2
+
xz (2m− r)ψ′(u)2
r3
+
4 xzmψ′(u)
r3
+
yz ξu
r
, (5.137)
gyz =
2 yzm
r3
− yzρ
2ξθ
2
r4
− xρξθ
r2
+
yρ
(
ρ2 − z2) ξu ξθ
r3
+
yzρ2ξu
2
r2
+
yz (2m− r)ψ′(u)2
r3
+
4 yzmψ′(u)
r3
− xzξu
r
, (5.138)
α =
√
1 + ψ′(u)
1 + 2mr − ψ′(u)
(
1− 2mr
) , (5.139)
βx =
−2 xm+ x (r − 2m)ψ′(u)− yr2ξu
r [− (r − 2m) ψ′(u) + 2m+ r ] , (5.140)
βy =
−2 ym+ y (r − 2m)ψ′(u) + xr2ξu
r [− (r − 2m) ψ′(u) + 2m+ r ] , (5.141)
βz =
−2 zm+ z (r − 2m)ψ′(u)
r [− (r − 2m) ψ′(u) + 2m+ r ] , (5.142)
where
ρ =
√
x2 + y2,
r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2,
ξθ =
∂
∂θ
ξ(u, θ),
ξu =
∂
∂u
ξ(u, θ),
with θ(x, y, z) = arccos(z/r), and u = t− r +RΓ.
Here (u, r, θ, φ = arccos(x/y)) are the differentially rotating null coor-
dinates yα. The Bondi metric variables are
J =
[
2
(
q2 − p2)+ 4iqp]
P
[
ξ2θ
P
+
iξθ√
p2 + q2
]
, (5.143)
J,λ = 0, (5.144)
β =
ln(1 + ψ′(u))
2
, (5.145)
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β,λ = 0, (5.146)
U = ±2 ξu (p− Iq)
P
, (5.147)
U,λ = 0, (5.148)
W =
(r − 2m) (1 + ψ′(u))− r
r2
, (5.149)
W,λ =
(−r + 4m)ψ′(u) + 4m
r3 (1 + ψ′(u))
, (5.150)
with P = 1+p2+q2, using the positive (negative) sign for the north (south)
patch. Also it is known that
θN (q, p) = 2 arctan(
√
p2 + q2),
θS(q, p) = 2 arccot(
√
p2 + q2).
The coordinate transformation (u, λ, q, p)→ (t, x, y, z) is given by
x = 2
(
RΓ +
λ
1+ψ′(u)
)
q
1 + q2 + p2
,
y = ±2
(
RΓ +
λ
1+ψ′(u)
)
p
1 + q2 + p2
,
z = ±
(
RΓ +
λ
1+ψ′(u)
)
,
(
1− p2 − q2)
1 + q2 + p2
(5.151)
t = u+
λ
1 + ψ′(u)
. (5.152)
All components of the null vector ℓα corresponding to this coordinate trans-
formation are independent of λ:
ℓα,λ = 0. (5.153)
Test Results
With all extraction quantities worked out analytically, the solution provides
a useful test-bed in calibrating the extraction module. Thus convergence
rates were measured not only for the Bondi functions but also for the various
terms involved in the coordinate transformations. The numeric results of
the extraction module exhibited second order convergence to the analytic
solution.
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5.3.5 Dynamic black-hole space-times
In addition to the tests described in Sections 5.3.1 - 5.3.4, there are a
number of test-beds used for calibrating the characteristic evolution whose
boundary conditions were provided by the extraction module (see Sec-
tion 3.4). The performance of those tests is not only a successful test
of the characteristic code, but it also proves that the extraction module is
able to provide boundary data for the characteristic code.
6. THE INJECTION MODULE
The injection module consists of a set of numerical routines that are de-
signed to construct Cauchy boundary data. The module starts from the
characteristic metric functions, performs the coordinate transformation
(u, r, q, p)→ (t, x, y, z),
and uses a number of interpolation routines to obtain the Cauchy metric
at the Cartesian boundary gridpoints.
This chapter describes the injection module and its calibration in detail.
6.1 The physical algorithm
In injection, one first needs to define a 4-D region of space-time (with
respect to the Bondi frame (yβ)) that surrounds the boundary of the Cauchy
evolution domain. This is done using the location of the extraction world-
tube Γ as computed in the extraction and the fact that injection will occur
in an O(∆) neighborhood of Γ.
In this region the Cartesian coordinates xα = (t, x, y, z) need to be ex-
pressed as functions of the Bondi coordinates, i.e. we need the dependence
xα = f(yβ). We also need the Jacobian terms ∂xi/∂yβ. First the parameter
λ is computed as an integral starting from Γu=t:
λ(yβ) =
∫ r
Γu
dr
r,λ
=
∫ r
Γu
e2βdr (6.1)
where β is known from the characteristic evolution. During the integration
of Eq. (6.1) the coordinates (u, q, p) are held fixed.
Next the values (xα) are evaluated as an expansion around Γ:
xα = x(0)α + λ ℓ(0)α +O(λ2). (6.2)
The Jacobian terms ∂xi/∂yA and ∂xi/∂u can be computed up to O(λ2),
by taking angular and time derivatives of Eq. (6.2). The remaining Jacobian
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terms ∂xi/∂r are computed in the same manner as xα, i.e. as an expansion
around Γ:
xi,r =
∂xi
∂λ
∂λ
∂r
= e2β
(
ℓ(0)i + λℓ
(0)i
,λ +O(λ
2)
)
. (6.3)
In Eqs. (6.2) - (6.3) the quantities x(0)α, ℓ(0)α and ℓ
(0)α
,λ are provided by the
extraction module.
Next the Bondi metric tensor ηαβ is constructed using the values J, β, U
and W :
ηrr = e−2β (r ·W + 1) , (6.4)
ηrq = −P
2
e−2β · ℜ(U), (6.5)
ηrp = −P
2
e−2β · ℑ(U), (6.6)
ηqq =
(
P
2r
)2
(K −ℜ(J)) , (6.7)
ηqp =
(
P
2r
)2
(−ℑ(J)) , (6.8)
ηpp =
(
P
2r
)2
(K + ℜ(J)) , (6.9)
ηru = −e−2β, ηqu = ηpu = ηuu = 0. (6.10)
The spatial components of the Cauchy metric are then given by
gij =
∂xi
∂yα
∂xj
∂yβ
ηαβ . (6.11)
Recall that Eqs. (6.1) - (6.11) are applied in an infinitesimal, 4-D neigh-
borhood of the spacelike Cauchy boundary region. Thus the 4-metric
components gij can be evaluated at the Cauchy injection time tinj . Fur-
thermore, at this time-level the gauge functions α, βi (lapse and shift) are
known. Also, recall from Section 2.3.1 that for a Cauchy slice Σtinj with
time-like unit normal nα =
(
1
α ,
−βi
α
)
the space-time metric components gij
and the intrinsic metric (3)gij of the 3-D Cauchy surface are related by
(3)gij|tinj = g
ij
|tinj
+ ninj . (6.12)
Thus, we have obtained the contravariant 3-metric (3)gij at the injection
time tinj . Given that
(3)gij (3)gjk = δ
i
k, the covariant 3-metric
(3)gij|tinj is
obtained via an elementary matrix inversion.
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6.2 Implementation
Let
{
Λ[I]
}
I=1···M
be a set of spherical world-tubes concentric with Γ with
radii R[I], defined by
√
x2 + y2 + z2 = R[I]. Let Λ
[I]
t denote the intersection
of Λ[I] with the Cauchy slice Σt. Let the set of Cartesian radii R
[I] be
equally spaced, with R[I+1]−R[I] = O(∆), such that all Cauchy boundary
points are contained between the two spheres Λ
[1]
t and Λ
[M ]
t for all t. Note
that in previous chapters, for simplicity, a single injection world-tube Λ
was introduced which in the current context is identified with Λ[M ], i.e.
RΛ ≡ R[M ].
Defining a 4-D space-time region that surrounds the Cauchy boundary
region amounts to selecting a subset SNull of the characteristic grid that
surrounds the set of world-tubes
{
Λ[I]
}
I=1···M
in a 4-D sense.
This subset Snull extends from the extraction world-tube Γ to a few
grid-zones outside the injection world-tube Λ[M ]. Since the location of
Λ[M ] is defined with respect to Cartesian coordinates, in the Bondi frame
it changes shape and location during the numerical evolution. Thus the
choice of Snull can be done in two ways:
• Choose Snull once (at the first iteration) such that it surrounds not
only Λ[M ] but a sphere of a larger radius (1 + f) · R[M ] with f > 0
a safety factor. Then the correctness of the choice of f needs to be
monitored time-step after time-step.
• Another alternative is to choose Snull dynamically, i.e. at each time-
step localize Λ
[M ]
t in Bondi coordinates and use null gridpoints that
adequately cover the Cauchy injection points.
The current implementation of the injection module uses the first way.
Let un label the last time level of the characteristic evolution. Then
computation of the Cartesian coordinate values (xα) and of the Jacobian
terms ∂xi/∂yβ is done at the retarded time un−1/2 ≡ un − 12∆u, where
∆u = ∆t. Furthermore, the O(λ) terms of ∂xi/∂yA are computed via
second-order finite-difference formulae for the angular derivatives, with the
O(1) terms known analytically. In a similar way, with a vanishing O(1)
term in ∂xi/∂u, the O(λ) term is computed using
(
∂xi
∂u
)
|un−1/2
=
xiun − xiun−1
∆u
+O(∆2). (6.13)
The contravariant Bondi and Cauchy metric components are computed
using Eqs. (6.4) - (6.10) and (6.11) applied at u = un−1/2.
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At this point the Cauchy metric components gij are known on a set of
gridpoints (rk, qi, pj), at a number of retarded time levels un−1/2, un−3/2,
etc. (Results from previous time-steps are assumed to be known.) Further-
more, all characteristic gridpoints are labeled not only by their Bondi coor-
dinates (u, r, q, p), but also by their Cartesian coordinates xα = (t, x, y, z).
In order to compute the quantity (3)gij at a Cartesian boundary grid
point labeled by (tinj , x
∗, y∗, z∗), the injection module decomposes the
problem of 4-D interpolation into a number of simpler problems:
First a radial interpolation is performed in terms of rˆ =
√
x2 + y2 + z2.
The 1-D interpolation is done along characteristics labeled by (u, q, p), com-
puting the quantities gij and (xα) at the intersection points between these
characteristics and the world-tubes Λ[I]. The results of this first interpola-
tion are the functions gij and (xα) at the 2-D surfaces Λ
[I]
un−1/2.
Next the injection module uses the outcome of the same interpolation
from previous time-steps, given on Λ
[I]
un−3/2 ,Λ
[I]
un−5/2 , etc. to perform a 1-D
time-interpolation (keeping (q, p) and rˆ constant) and obtain the functions
gij and (xi) at the spheres Λ
[I]
tinj .
Given the lapse function α and the shift vector βi, the contravariant 3-D
Cauchy metric (3)gij is constructed using Eq. (6.12). Then the covariant
3-D Cauchy metric (3)gij is obtained.
It remains to transfer data from the spheres Λ
[I]
tinj to the actual Cartesian
injection points (tinj , x
∗, y∗, z∗). Recall that the gridpoints of Λ
[I]
tinj are
labeled by Cartesian coordinate values (x, y, z). These values come from a
radial and a time interpolation that is performed starting from a Bondi grid.
Thus the spherical grid of Λ
[I]
tinj is irregular in the Cartesian frame. The
angular dimensions are resolved via spherical decomposition that represents
the Cauchy metric (3)gij with a set of coefficients c
[I]ij
ℓm for each sphere Λ
[I]
tinj .
The angular coordinates used in the decomposition are defined on Λ[I] by
qˆ(xi) =
x
R[I] ± z , pˆ(x
i) = ± x
R[I] ± z (6.14)
on the north (+) and south (−) patches.
Finally, the Cauchy metric (3)gij is evaluated at the injection points
(tinj , x
∗, y∗, z∗). When doing so first the angular coordinates (q∗, p∗) of the
injection point are computed using the analog of Eq. (6.14). Then the met-
ric functions (3)gij are reconstructed from the coefficients c
[I]ij
ℓm , at the angu-
lar coordinates given by (q∗, p∗), at a number of spheres Λ
[I]
tinj surrounding
the Cartesian injection point. Lastly a radial interpolation is performed.
The injection routine has the option to perform all three 1-D interpola-
tions using two, three, or four gridpoints.
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6.3 Calibration
All test-beds described for the extraction module have been used to test
the CCM algorithm as a whole. When doing so we have proceeded as
follows: At t[0] = u[0] = 0 give initial data analytically on the Cauchy and
characteristic slices. Then give analytic Cauchy data at the next time-level
t[1] = ∆t. Use the numeric extraction module, characteristic evolution
code, and injection module to compute the Cauchy boundary values, as
provided by CCM, in the injection domain surrounding Γ. Then iterate
the procedure, i.e. give Cauchy data at t[2] = 2∆t, use extraction, null
evolution and injection, and so on until some final time t = tf . At this final
time-step the error in the injection is compared to the analytic Cauchy
metric. Repeating the procedure for higher and higher grid-sizes provides
information about the convergence rate of CCM as ∆ → 0. An overall
second-order convergence was confirmed.
In addition, to obtain a stricter test of the injection module, the fol-
lowing approach was used. Take a solution that is known in Bondi and
in Cartesian coordinates, as well as the coordinate transformation as com-
puted in the extraction module. Using these, build analytically the results
that the injection module will produce with an error of O(∆2). Recall that
injection is designed to be an O(λ2) algorithm. Since λ > ∆x, for certain
grid sizes an error larger than O(∆2) might be masked by the O(λ2) error.
By performing the operations prescribed for the injection in some computer
algebra utility, one can construct the functions xα = f(yβ) +O(λ2) in the
same fashion as in the injection. Then the Cauchy metric components can
be constructed. The computer algebra result must be identical with the
numerical result except for the O(∆2) discretization error in the injection
module.
The test was performed for the linear quadrupole waves. Obtaining
the solution in Bondi coordinates is a nontrivial problem by itself that is
addressed in Appendix C. Here only the outcome of the numerical conver-
gence test is quoted.
All interpolation routines and the spherical decomposition-reconstruction
routines were checked for convergence and showed the correct convergence
rates. It should be noted that although interpolation can be done up to
O(∆4), there are a number of operations in injection that are performed
to O(∆2). See Eq. (6.13) for an example. A convergence plot of the whole
injection module is given in Figure 6.1, using the various interpolation
routines. The graph shows second order convergence. Besides testing the
outcome of the whole injection module, tests were performed to ensure that
the Cartesian coordinates of the characteristic gridpoints (xα), the Jacobian
terms ∂xi/∂yβ, the Bondi metric ηαβ , and the Cauchy metric components
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Fig. 6.1: gxy as provided by the injection module at Cauchy boundary points.
The test-bed is based on the quadrupole linear waves with parameters
t = 1, RΓ = 1, ̟ = 0.5, and ε = 10
−8. The spherical decomposition was
done up to ℓ = 4, with a discretization error of O(∆2). The error in gxy
was measured with the ℓ∞ norm to be less than O(∆
1.94).
gij , (3)gij and (3)gij are computed to O(∆
2) with respect to the analytic
λ-expansion.
7. STABILITY OF CCM
In this chapter a variety of numerical experiments are presented to test
the CCM modules in a numeric environment. While both the extraction
and the injection modules show second-order accuracy with respect to a
number of test-beds, this does not guarantee the numerical stability of CCM
as an interface between the general relativistic Cauchy and characteristic
evolution codes. The Cauchy system used in this chapter is the ADM
formulation (see section 2.3.2, also [2, 3]), developed by the Binary Black
Hole Grand Challenge Alliance [116].
7.1 Blending
After the implementation and calibration of the CCMmodules, it was found
that unstable (exponentially growing) numerical modes arise at the inter-
face between the two evolution codes. Since the wavelength of those modes
was typically O(∆), various smoothing techniques were tested. Least-
square fitting (see Section 5.1.2) did not bring the expected improvement.
A technique that improved the fore-stated exponential growths in certain
circumstances is the following “blending” technique [117].
The 3-D metric (3)g
(Cauchy)
ij is determined by the Cauchy evolution
at all Cartesian evolution gridpoints. In order to provide boundary data
(3)g
(Bdry)
ij , one can apply the condition
(3)gij = f(x
i) · (3)g(Cauchy)ij + (1− f(xi)) · (3)g(Bdry)ij (7.1)
where f(xi) is a smooth function that vanishes at the boundary grid-points
and has the value 1 for all evolution gridpoints that are at least a distance
w away from the boundary point. The zone over which 1 < f < 0 is the
blending zone, with a blending width w. A blending zone of width zero
amounts to Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Applying analytic boundary conditions with no blending results in an
unstable ADM evolution for the linearized quadrupole waves. Analytic
boundary conditions blended over an O(∆) region give an improved behav-
ior for the same analytic solution. Also, the full non-linear ADM system
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with smooth initial data of linear order and blended flat boundary condi-
tions (i.e., in Eq. (7.1) set (3)g
(Bdry)
ij = δij) run for hundreds of crossing
times without any signs of instability [117]. Blending has also brought
improvement in matching Cauchy evolution to perturbative spherical evo-
lution [118].
Even though the use of blending postpones the appearance of exponen-
tial modes in most settings, it does not remove the numerical instability
in all cases. For instance, constraint violating random initial data with
blended flat boundary conditions resulted in a numerically unstable run.
7.2 “No feedback” experiments
As shown in Figure 7.1, matching consists of a closed loop. If the numerical
amplification matrix of the finite-difference algorithm has any eigenvalue
with absolute value greater than one, an exponential mode is generated
that poisons the evolution of physical data. A finite-difference stability
analysis of the coupled code is too complicated to be carried out. Thus the
numerical stability of the system is investigated via numerical experiments.
To investigate the potential problems arising from feedback, a series of
numerical experiments was designed where the loop is broken at various
points with analytic data.
The experiments were based on the quadrupole linearized solution. The
Cauchy metric is defined in Section 5.3.2. The characteristic metric is
provided as an expansion in terms of the affine parameter λ and is given in
Appendix C.
The radius of the extraction world-tube is set to RΓ = 1. The amplitude
and the width of the time-symmetric wave packet are set to ε = 10−8, ̟ =
0.5. The CFL ratio is given by ∆t/∆x = 0.25.
In all of these experiments the injected Cauchy metric is worked out up
to O(λ3). Blending is used over a region of three Cauchy gridpoints. Since
runs with a closed loop show rapidly growing instabilities, most runs were
performed up to t = 20RΓ. Each set of experiments was run with a number
of different grid sizes.
7.2.1 Analytic injection data
In the first set of experiments the Cauchy boundary data is an analytic
expansion up to O(λ3) of the exact solution
ginjectedij = g
exact
ij +O(λ
3). (7.2)
A schematic diagram of the setup of the run can be seen on the left side of
Figure 7.2.
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Fig. 7.1: The loop created by CCM. Extraction data is taken from the Cauchy
code and used as boundary data for the characteristic code. This is
evolved along the characteristics and feeds into the injection module
which constructs the Cauchy boundary data. Lastly, the Cauchy evolu-
tion propagates data from its boundaries back to the domain of depen-
dence of the extraction module.
The experiment tests whether the O(λ3) error induces any short-range
instabilities. Runs were performed with grid sizes 323, 483, 643, 803, up to
t = 20. As it can be seen in Figure 7.3, short-term instabilities did not
develop.
7.2.2 Analytic extraction and characteristic data
In the next set of runs the injection is numeric, but it is fed by analytic
extraction and characteristic data. The Bondi metric variables (J, β, U,W )
are given as an O(λ7) expansion around the extraction world-tube Γ. Sim-
ilar to the case of analytic injection data, no short-time instabilities were
seen. Runs were performed for grid sizes 483 and 643. See the right-hand
plot of Figure 7.2 for a schematic diagram of the numerical setup. Sur-
face plots of (3)gxy after the first time-step and at t = 20 are provided in
Figure 7.4. At the time-scale of the run no boundary instabilities were seen.
7.2.3 Analytic extraction data
In the third stage characteristic evolution and injection are numeric. Thus
the discretization noise of the characteristic evolution and the injection are
fed into the Cauchy evolution. Extraction data in these runs is analytic.
In other words the extraction module is replaced by a set of functions that
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Fig. 7.2: Left: the scheme of the runs performed with analytic O(λ3) injection
data. Right: the scheme of the runs performed with analytic extraction
and characteristic data, and numeric injection data.
provide the extraction results analytically. These analytic results are used
as boundary data for the characteristic evolution and in the injection. A
scheme of the setup can be seen in Figure 7.5, on the left. Runs were made
up to t = 20, for grid sizes of 323, 483, and 643. Figure 7.6 contains surface
plots of (3)gxy at the beginning and the end of the runs. The runs did not
reveal short time-scale instabilities.
7.2.4 Extraction from analytic Cauchy data
In the next stage the extraction, characteristic evolution and injection are
numeric. However, in order to avoid a closed loop, input data for the ex-
traction module is provided by a Cartesian grid containing analytic Cauchy
data. Thus, in addition to the previous run, the numerical noise coming
from the extraction module is fed into the characteristic evolution and the
injection. The right hand side of Figure 7.5 shows the setup of the runs.
Grid sizes were 323 and 403. Surface plots of (3)gxy at z = 0 are provided
in Figure 7.7. These runs revealed no exponentially growing modes.
7.2.5 Extraction from decoupled numeric Cauchy data
In the last set of runs there are two Cauchy codes involved. The first is pro-
vided analytic boundary data, and it serves as numeric input for the extrac-
tion module, characteristic evolution, and injection that provide boundary
data for the second Cauchy code. A schematic diagram illustrating the nu-
merical setup can be seen on Figure 7.8. Grid sizes were 323 and 483. Due
to the extensive hard-disk usage of the experiment, the runs lasted only up
to t = 10. Surface plots of the metric component (3)gxy at z = 0 can be
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Fig. 7.3: Cauchy run with analytic boundary data as an expansion around the
extraction world-tube. All plots represent z = 0 slices of the metric
component (3)gxy. Top left: the Cauchy data is shown after one time-
step for a grid size of 483. The same run, at time t = 20 can be seen on
the top right plot. The bottom left and right plots are the first and the
last time-step of a 643 grid run up to t = 20. Comparing the initial time-
step for the two different grids, one can see that as the injection zone
converges to the extraction world-tube, the effects of the λ-expansion
converge to zero.
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Fig. 7.4: Cauchy run with analytic extraction and characteristic data, with nu-
meric injection. All plots represent z = 0 slices of the metric component
(3)gxy. Top left: the Cauchy data is given after one time-step, for a grid
size of 483. The same run, at time t = 20 can be seen on the top right
plot. The bottom left and right plots are the first and the last time-step
of a 643 grid run up to t = 20.
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Fig. 7.5: Left: the scheme of the runs performed with analytic extraction data,
numeric characteristic evolution and injection. Right: the scheme of the
runs performed with numeric extraction fed by analytic Cauchy data.
seen on Figure 7.9. Although the numerical noise left in the grid is larger
in this case then for the previous runs, no numerical instabilities were seen
at the time-scale of the run.
7.3 The fully coupled problem
The main conclusion of the runs from the previous section is that numerical
noise by itself will not destabilize the Cauchy-CCM system on a short term.
The question then is: What is destabilizing the full Cauchy-CCM system?
In order to shed light on the issue a run was performed using the fully
coupled system, a Cartesian grid of 323 points, with a blending width of
3∆x. Then the run was repeated using the same grid-spacing ∆x and same
world-tube radius but with blending over a region of 6∆x. The result from
the two runs is plotted in Figure 7.10. As it can be seen, the smaller the
cavity between the extraction world-tube Γ and the outermost injection
world-tube Σ (= Σ[M ]), the steeper the exponential time dependence of the
ℓ∞ norm of
(3)gij . But even if one uses a large Γ−Σ cavity, the exponential
mode is there. Furthermore the convergence radius of the λ-expansion used
in the injection module is limited, and thus one must not separate the two
world-tubes excessively.
An alternative to the Dirichlet data used at the Cauchy boundary is
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Fig. 7.6: Cauchy run with analytic extraction data, numeric characteristic evolu-
tion and injection. All plots represent z = 0 slices of the metric com-
ponent (3)gxy. Top left: the Cauchy data is shown after one time-step
for a grid size of 323. The same run, at time t = 20 can be seen on the
top right plot. The bottom left and right plots are the first and the last
time-step of a 483 grid run up to t = 20.
Fig. 7.7: Cauchy run with numeric extraction data, with the extraction module
fed by analytic Cauchy data. Characteristic evolution and injection are
numeric as well. All plots represent z = 0 slices of the metric component
(3)gxy. Left: the Cauchy data is shown after one time-step for a grid
size of 323. The same run at time t = 20 can be seen on the right plot.
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Fig. 7.8: Double Cauchy evolution. The first code serves as a numeric input for
the CCM routines attached to the second Cauchy code.
Fig. 7.9: Results for the double set of Cauchy runs. All plots represent z = 0
slices of the metric component (3)gxy. Top left: the Cauchy data is
shown after one time-step for a grid size of 323. The same run at time
t = 10 can be seen on the top right plot. The bottom left and right
plots are the first and the last time-step of a 483 grid run up to t = 10.
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Fig. 7.10: The runs with the fully coupled Cauchy+Characteristic codes demon-
strate exponential growth versus the number of blending zones. Grid
size for both runs is 323.
a Sommerfeld outgoing radiation condition. It performed better then the
Dirichlet condition, so a “modified Sommerfeld” version of the injection
module has been implemented.1 The details of implementation will not be
given, for not even the outgoing radiation condition has solved the problem.
During the period of time when these experiments were done, it was found
that the iterative Crank-Nicholson evolution scheme2 is not unconditionally
stable with respect to the number of iterations performed. One must do
two or three, or six or seven, etc. iterations but not four or five iterations,
etc. [119]. Still, with the lessons applied, the boundary module did not
achieve stability.
In order to shed light on the problem, we undertook a systematic study
of the linearized ADM equations and properties of a variety of evolution
codes and boundary conditions. Chapters 8 and 9 describe this study. As it
is shown, the coupled set of partial-differential equations that form the prin-
cipal part of the ADM equations needs appropriate boundary conditions.
In particular, one should not specify boundary-values to six metric compo-
1 The modified Sommerfeld version in a CCM context is written in the form
(∂t + ∂r)
(3)g
Cauchy
ij = (∂t + ∂r)
(3)gcharacteristicij . (7.3)
See [4] for implementation of the modified Sommerfeld condition for the case of SWE.
2 See Section 8.2.5 for a description of the iterative Crank-Nicholson evolution scheme.
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nents, but provide the two radiation degrees of freedom and use a set of
boundary constraints that determine the remaining four components of the
metric tensor at the boundary. Thus the fact that CCM (as well as all other
boundary conditions used so far with the ADM code) sets boundary values
to all six metric components gives rise to an ill-posed problem. This ac-
counts for at least one source of the instabilities that are seen. There might
be other numerical problems, but those cannot be studied before imple-
mentation of a consistent spherical boundary is worked out for a Cartesian
Cauchy code.
8. LINEARIZED CARTESIAN CAUCHY EVOLUTION
This chapter discusses the stability properties of numerical implementations
of the linearized ADM equations in Cartesian coordinates, as defined in
Section 8.1. Throughout this chapter the slicing is geodesic, that is the
lapse and shift are fixed by
α = 1, βi = 0. (8.1)
Four different finite-difference algorithms are compared. The issue of
consistent boundary conditions is also addressed. A robust stability test is
defined and used to check the stability properties of the various evolution
algorithms with various boundary conditions. Some of the results presented
in this chapter can be also found in [62].
Throughout this Chapter we use Greek letters for space-time indices and
Latin letters for spatial indices. Four dimensional geometric quantities are
explicitly indicated, such as (4)Rαβ and
(4)Gαβ for the Ricci and Einstein
tensors of the space-time, whereas Rij and R refer to the Ricci tensor and
Ricci scalar of the Cauchy hypersurfaces. These quantities are computed
to linear order throughout this and the following Chapter.
The main question we ask for a number of numerical codes is whether
they are “stable” or “unstable”. In the case of a scalar field we call an
evolution unstable if the ℓ∞ norm of the field grows exponentially with time.
Otherwise the evolution is called “stable”. In the case of the Linearized
Gravitational (LG) equations we use the Hamiltonian constraint to monitor
if exponential modes are present in the evolution. An exponentially growing
Hamiltonian constraint is the signature of an unstable run.
8.1 Linearized field equations in Cartesian coordinates
The space-time is treated as a perturbation around flat space. In Cartesian
coordinates (t, x, y, z) the linearized metric can be written as
(4)gαβ =
(4)ηαβ +
(4)hαβ, (8.2)
where (4)ηαβ is the Minkowski metric
(4)ηαβ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). The gauge
condition Eq. (8.1) implies (4)htα = 0.
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We also use the notation
f˙ ≡ ∂tf , (8.3)
h ≡ ηij hij = hii , (8.4)
hij ≡ ηin ηjm hnm . (8.5)
The Hamiltonian and momentum constraints are
C := (4)Gtt , Ci := −(4)Gti . (8.6)
The evolution equations Eij are built from the spatial components of
the linearized Ricci tensor, the background metric and the Hamiltonian
constraint:
Eij := (4)Rij + 1
2
ληijC, (8.7)
where the case λ = −1 corresponds to the spatial components of the Ein-
stein tensor while λ = 0 corresponds to the “Standard ADM” system as
described in Section 2.3.2. The parameter λ must satisfy 1 + λ > 0 for
a well-posed hyperbolic initial value problem for the system of equations
governing constraint evolution [120, 121]. Indeed, the linearized Bianchi
identities ∂β
(4)Gβα ≡ 0 imply that
C˙i + (1 + λ)∂iC + ∂jE ij ≡ 0, (8.8)
C˙ + ∂iCi ≡ 0. (8.9)
When the evolution equations are satisfied the Hamiltonian constraint sat-
isfies the wave equation
C¨ − (1 + λ)∂k∂kC = 0, (8.10)
propagating with speed vC =
√
1 + λ. Early codes [3] have used the case
λ = 0 (in which the Hamiltonian constraint propagates along the light
cone). Here the behavior of the Hamiltonian constraint C in codes running
with different values of λ is studied.
The Ricci tensor components (4)Rij can be written as
(4)Rij = Rij +
1
2
h¨ij , (8.11)
where the 3-D curvature tensor Rij is given by
Rij =
1
2
{
∂k∂ihjk + ∂
k∂jhik − ∂k∂khij − ∂i∂jh
}
. (8.12)
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The Hamiltonian and momentum constraints are
C = 1
2
(
∂i∂jh
ij − ∂i∂jηijh
)
, (8.13)
Ci = −1
2
(
∂j h˙
ij − ηij∂j h˙
)
. (8.14)
In some of the algorithms the evolution equations Eij are written in a
form that is first-differential-order in time and second-differential-order in
space:
h˙ij = −2Kij, (8.15)
K˙ij = Rij +
1
2
ληijC, (8.16)
where Eq. (8.11) was substituted into Eq. (8.7). Except for numerical
roundoff error, using the variables gij instead of hij makes no difference,
since the two tensors differ only by a constant tensor ηij = δij (in Carte-
sian coordinates). In Section 8.2 the variable gij is used while the codes
described in Section 8.3 use hij .
Since evolving the linearized GR equations implies propagating scalar
waves (along with gauge modes), the scalar wave equation will provide a
useful test bed in ruling out bad choices of finite-difference approximations.
Algorithms that fail for the scalar wave equation (SWE) will necessarily
fail for the (linearized) evolution equations describing gravity.
In addition, finite difference algorithms and boundary conditions were
first tested in the 1-D case. This provides a numerically inexpensive envi-
ronment for ruling out unstable evolution schemes.
8.2 Study of the 1-D case
This section describes a large number of 1-D numerical experiments. Many
of the results quoted in this section are superseded by the 3-D results in
Section 8.3. The work done in 1-D is described in detail to indicate how
lower dimensions provide a first criteria in ruling out bad choices of finite-
difference algorithms.
8.2.1 Scalar wave equation
In one dimension the SWE takes the form
∂ttφ− ∂xxφ = 0. (8.17)
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Equation (8.17) can be split into two equations that are first-order in
time, and second-order in space:
∂tφ = ξ, (8.18)
∂tξ = ∂xxφ. (8.19)
Note that φ(x, t) = t is a solution of the SWE. To rule it out one needs
to use proper initial and/or boundary data. However, such secular growth
should not be interpreted as an instability.
8.2.2 1-D linearized gravity
Plane-wave solutions for a 1-dimensional version of gravitational equations
were also studied. The Cartesian metric tensor (4)gµν takes the form
(4)gµν(t, x) =
(4)ηµν +
(4)hµν(t, x). (8.20)
In this 1-D study the parameter λ in Eq. (8.7) is set to zero, so that the
evolution equations (8.7) reduce to
(4)Rij = Rij +
1
2
g¨ij = 0. (8.21)
The first-differential-order in time form of Eq. (8.21) is
g˙ij = −2Kij, (8.22)
K˙ij = Rij . (8.23)
Recall from Section 2.3.2 that Kij stands for the extrinsic curvature of the
t = constant Cauchy slice.
The constraint equations (8.13) - (8.14) are
gyy,xx + gzz,xx = 0, (8.24)
gxy,xt = gxz,xt = 0, (8.25)
gyy,xt + gzz,xt = 0. (8.26)
These are not imposed in the evolution code; therefore this is a case of
unconstrained evolution. The tensor Rij is computed via Eq. (8.12):
Rxx = −1
2
[gyy,xx + gzz,xx] ,
Rxy = 0,
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Rxz = 0,
Ryy = −1
2
gyy,xx ,
Ryz = −1
2
gyz,xx ,
Rzz = −1
2
gzz,xx . (8.27)
The mode gij = ηij + aijt is a solution of Eq. (8.21) with aij symmetric
and constant. Since the corresponding Ricci tensor is zero this is a pure
gauge mode that, if present, is introduced by initial data. Another way of
seeing that a pure gauge transformation can lead to linearly growing modes
is to apply the infinitesimal gauge (coordinate) transformation
δgαβ = gαµζβ,µ + g
βµζα,µ (8.28)
with the choice
ζα = (εxy, εyt, εxt, 0) . (8.29)
This immediately gives
δg00 = δg0i = 0, (8.30)
so that the gauge transformation (8.29) is consistent with the geodesic
gauge condition Eq. (8.1). For the spatial components the result is
δgij =

 0 2 ε t 02 ε t 0 0
0 0 0

 . (8.31)
For the purpose of defining various (discretized) evolution schemes for
the SWE and the linearized gravitational equations in 1-D, physical fields
are represented on a set of equally spaced points. Grid conventions are as
follows:
xI = I∆x, tN = N∆t, φ(xI , tN ) = φ
[N ]
[I] ,
where I = 1 . . . Imax and N ≥ 0.
8.2.3 Non-staggered leap-frog (LF1) for the 1-D SWE
This section describes the non-staggered leap-frog evolution algorithm for
Eqs. (8.18) - (8.19).
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Given φ[0] and ξ[0] (i.e. initial data at t = 0) the quantities φ[1] and ξ[1]
are updated as follows:
φ
[1]
[I] = φ
[0]
[I] +∆t · ξ[0][I] , (8.32)
ξ
[1]
[I] = ξ
[0]
[I] +
∆t
(∆x)2
·
[
φ
[0]
[I+1] − 2φ[0][I] + φ[0][I−1]
]
, (8.33)
which amounts to a time-step first-order in time from level N = 0 to level
N = 1. The explicit form of the evolution scheme is:
φ
[N ]
[I] = φ
[N−2]
[I] + 2∆t · ξ[N−1][I] , (8.34)
ξ
[N ]
[I] = ξ
[N−2]
[I] +
2∆t
(∆x)2
·
[
φ
[N−1]
[I+1] − 2φ[N−1][I] + φ[N−1][I−1]
]
. (8.35)
8.2.4 Second-order evolution scheme (2ND)
Scalar wave equation
The second-order in time form of the wave-equation (8.17) is discretized in
the following way:
φ
[N ]
[I] = 2φ
[N−1]
[I] − φ[N−2][I] +
(
∆t
∆x
)2
·
[
φ
[N−1]
[I+1] − 2φ[N−1][I] + φ[N−1][I−1]
]
(8.36)
Initial data is φ[0] = φ(x, t = 0) and φ[1] = φ(x, t = ∆t).
Linearized gravity
The LG equations (8.21) are discretized in the following way:
g
[N ]
xx[I] = 2g
[N−1]
xx[I] − g[N−2]xx[I] +
+
(
∆t
∆x
)2
·
[
g
[N−1]
yy[I+1] − 2g[N−1]yy[I] + g[N−1]yy[I−1]
+g
[N−1]
zz[I+1] − 2g[N−1]zz[I] + g[N−1]zz[I−1]
]
,
g
[N ]
xy[I] = 2g
[N−1]
xy[I] − g[N−2]xy[I] ,
g
[N ]
xz[I] = 2g
[N−1]
xz[I] − g[N−2]xz[I] ,
g
[N ]
yy[I] = 2g
[N−1]
yy[I] − g[N−2]yy[I] +
(
∆t
∆x
)2
·
[
g
[N−1]
yy[I+1] − 2g[N−1]yy[I] + g[N−1]yy[I−1]
]
,
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g
[N ]
yz[I] = 2g
[N−1]
yz[I] − g[N−2]yz[I] +
(
∆t
∆x
)2
·
[
g
[N−1]
yz[I+1] − 2g[N−1]yz[I] + g[N−1]yz[I−1]
]
,
g
[N ]
zz[I] = 2g
[N−1]
zz[I] − g[N−2]zz[I] +
(
∆t
∆x
)2
·
[
g
[N−1]
zz[I+1] − 2g[N−1]zz[I] + g[N−1]zz[I−1]
]
.
(8.37)
Required initial data is g
[0]
ij and g
[1]
ij .
8.2.5 Iterative Crank-Nicholson evolution scheme (ICN)
Scalar wave equation
The wave-equation is solved in its first-order form given by Eqs. (8.18) -
(8.19).
For each time-step one performs a given number of Crank-Nicholson
iterations. The first one is first-order in time (counted for as iteration 0),
and the rest of them are second-order in time. The sequence of operations
executed for each time-step is the following:
1. Compute
(0)
φ [N+1] and
(0)
ξ [N+1] first-order in time:
(0)
φ
[N+1]
[I] = φ
[N ]
[I] +∆t · ξ[N ][I] , (8.38)
(0)
ξ
[N+1]
[I] = ξ
[N ]
[I] +
∆t
(∆x)2
·
{
φ
[N ]
[I+1] − 2φ[N ][I] + φ[N ][I−1]
}
. (8.39)
2. Compute
(i)
φ [N+1/2] and
(i)
ξ [N+1/2] by averaging:
(i)
φ [N+1/2] =
1
2
{
φ[N ]+
(i)
φ [N+1]
}
, (8.40)
(i)
ξ [N+1/2] =
1
2
{
ξ[N ]+
(i)
ξ [N+1]
}
. (8.41)
3. Compute
(i+1)
φ [N+1],
(i+1)
ξ [N+1] using levels N and N + 1/2:
(i+1)
φ
[N+1]
[I] = φ
[N ]
[I] +∆t·
(i)
ξ
[N+1/2]
[I] , (8.42)
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(i+1)
ξ
[N+1]
[I] = ξ
[N ]
[I] +
∆t
(∆x)2
·
{
(i)
φ
[N+1/2]
[I+1]
−2
(i)
φ
[N+1/2]
[I] +
(i)
φ
[N+1/2]
[I−1]
}
. (8.43)
4. Increment i by one, then go back to step 2, until the desired number
of iterations is reached.
Initial data is φ[0] and ξ[0].
A discretized stability analysis of the evolution scheme shows [119] that
the algorithm is stable for two and three iterations, unstable for four and
five iterations, stable for six and seven iterations, etc.
Linearized gravity
Starting from Eqs. (8.22) - (8.23), the ICN algorithm is:
1. Compute
(0)
gij
[N+1] and
(0)
Kij
[N+1] first-order in time:
(0)
gij
[N+1]
[I] = g
[N ]
ij [I] − 2∆t ·K [N ]ij [I],
(0)
K
[N+1]
xx [I] = K
[N ]
xx [I] −
1
2
∆t
(∆x)2
×
×
{
g
[N ]
yy [I+1] − 2g[N ]yy [I] + g[N ]yy [I−1]
+g
[N ]
zz [I+1] − 2g[N ]zz [I] + g[N ]zz [I−1]
}
,
(0)
K
[N+1]
xy [I] = K
[N ]
xy [I],
(0)
K
[N+1]
xz [I] = K
[N ]
xz [I],
(0)
K
[N+1]
yy [I] = K
[N ]
yy [I] −
1
2
∆t
(∆x)2
·
{
g
[N ]
yy [I+1] − 2g[N ]yy [I] + g[N ]yy [I−1]
}
,
(0)
K
[N+1]
yz [I] = K
[N ]
yz [I] −
1
2
∆t
(∆x)2
·
{
g
[N ]
yz [I+1] − 2g[N ]yz [I] + g[N ]yz [I−1]
}
,
(0)
K
[N+1]
zz [I] = K
[N ]
zz [I] −
1
2
∆t
(∆x)2
·
{
g
[N ]
zz [I+1] − 2g[N ]zz [I] + g[N ]zz [I−1]
}
.
(8.44)
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2. Compute
(i)
φ [N+1/2] and
(i)
ξ [N+1/2] by averaging:
(i)
gij
[N+1/2] =
1
2
{
g
[N ]
ij +
(i)
gij
[N+1]
}
, (8.45)
(i)
Kij
[N+1/2] =
1
2
{
K
[N ]
ij +
(i)
Kij
[N+1]
}
. (8.46)
3. Compute
(i+1)
gij
[N+1],
(i+1)
Kij
[N+1] using levels N and N + 1/2:
(i+1)
gij
[N+1]
[I] = g
[N ]
ij [I] − 2∆t·
(i)
Kij
[N+1/2]
[I] ,
(i+1)
Kxx
[N+1]
[I] = K
[N ]
xx [I] −
1
2
∆t
(∆x)2
×
{
(i)
gyy
[N+1/2]
[I+1] − 2
(i)
gyy
[N+1/2]
[I] +
(i)
gyy
[N+1/2]
[I−1]
+
(i)
gzz
[N+1/2]
[I+1] − 2
(i)
gzz
[N+1/2]
[I] +
(i)
gzz
[N+1/2]
[I−1]
}
,
(i+1)
Kxy
[N+1]
[I] = K
[N ]
xy [I],
(i+1)
Kxz
[N+1]
[I] = K
[N ]
xz [I],
(i+1)
Kyy
[N+1]
[I] = K
[N ]
yy [I] −
1
2
∆t
(∆x)2
×
×
{
(i)
gyy
[N+1/2]
[I+1] − 2
(i)
gyy
[N+1/2]
[I] +
(i)
gyy
[N+1/2]
[I−1]
}
,
(i+1)
Kyz
[N+1]
[I] = K
[N ]
yz [I] −
1
2
∆t
(∆x)2
×
×
{
(i)
gyz
[N+1/2]
[I+1] − 2
(i)
gyz
[N+1/2]
[I] +
(i)
gyz
[N+1/2]
[I−1]
}
,
(i+1)
Kzz
[N+1]
[I] = K
[N ]
zz [I] −
1
2
∆t
(∆x)2
×
×
{
(i)
gzz
[N+1/2]
[I+1] − 2
(i)
gzz
[N+1/2]
[I] +
(i)
gzz
[N+1/2]
[I−1]
}
.
(8.47)
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4. Increment i by one, then go back to step 2, until the desired number
of iterations is reached.
Initial data is g
[0]
ij and K
[0]
ij .
8.2.6 Boundary conditions
Analytic formulation
Let L be the size of the evolution domain:
x ∈ [0, L]. (8.48)
Codes were run with the following types of boundary conditions:
• Periodic boundaries:
φ(x + L, t) = φ(x, t) (8.49)
• Reflecting boundaries:
φ(0, t) = φ(L, t) = 0 (8.50)
• Sommerfeld boundaries (outgoing radiation condition): based on the
assumption that there is no incoming radiation at the boundaries, one
obtains
[(∂t − ∂x)φ]|x=0 = 0, (8.51)
[(∂t + ∂x)φ]|x=L = 0. (8.52)
Discretized formulation
Periodic boundary conditions consist of the identification
φ[0] ≡ φ[Imax], (8.53)
φ[Imax+1] ≡ φ[1]. (8.54)
Reflecting boundary conditions are imposed by setting
φ[1] = φ[Imax] = 0. (8.55)
Sommerfeld boundary conditions are tested in first- and in second-order
form. The first-order form of the 1-D outgoing boundary condition is:
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φ
[N ]
[1] =
1
∆t+∆x
[
∆t · φ[N ][2] +∆x · φ[N−1][1]
]
, (8.56)
φ
[N ]
[Imax]
=
1
∆t+∆x
[
∆t · φ[N ][Imax−1] +∆x · φ
[N−1]
[Imax]
]
, (8.57)
while the second-order form is:
φ
[N ]
[1] =
1
3(∆t+∆x)
×
[
4∆t · φ[N ][2] −∆t · φ[N ][3]
+4∆x · φ[N−1][1] −∆x · φ[N−2][1]
]
, (8.58)
φ
[N ]
[Imax]
=
1
3(∆t+∆x)
×
[
4∆t · φ[N ][Imax−1] −∆t · φ
[N ]
[Imax−2]
+4∆x · φ[N−1][Imax] −∆x · φ
[N−2]
[Imax]
]
. (8.59)
Non-periodic boundary conditions were imposed either on φ or on ξ.
Since ξ is computed as a spatial derivative of φ, if a boundary condition
is imposed on φ[1] and φ[Imax], the field ξ is evolved only in the points
x[2] . . . x[Imax−1]. Since φ is computed as a time derivative of ξ, imposing
boundary conditions on ξ[1] and ξ[Imax] allows evolution of the field φ in the
whole numerical grid.
8.2.7 Code tests for the 1-D scalar wave equation
This section investigates the stability properties of different evolution schemes
with periodic, reflecting, and outgoing (Sommerfeld) boundary data. The
different codes were tested qualitatively with a pulse of compact support:
φ(x, t) =
{
φ(x, t) = A ·
[
(t−ǫ·x)2
w2 − 1
]4
, |ǫ · x− t| < w
0, |ǫ · x− t| ≥ w.
(8.60)
These runs were done for 10 crossing times on a grid that goes from −1
to 1 with the choices
A = 1, w = 0.75, ǫ = ±1.
The codes did not show any unexpected qualitative properties. The amount
of dispersion was insignificant.
The stability properties of the codes were tested for ∼ 103 crossing
times. Initial data was generated by multiplying the right-hand-side of
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Fig. 8.1: Stability runs with the LF1 evolution scheme. Left: ||φ||∞ as a function
of time for different grid sizes, using periodic boundary conditions. Mid-
dle: ||φ||∞ (dashed line) and ||ξ||∞ (continuous line) for a grid size of
64, using reflecting boundary conditions applied to ξ. Right: ||φ||∞ as
a function of time for 64 points, using first- and second-order radiation
boundary condition applied to φ.
Eq. (8.60) with a set of random numbers distributed between −0.5 and
0.5. When running the SWE with random initial data, one introduces the
mode φ = t. However, when applying freezing or Sommerfeld boundary
conditions this mode is ruled out.
LF1 evolution scheme
Runs were made at a CFL factor of ∆t/∆x = 0.25 (which is at half of the
CFL limit), using grid sizes of 64, 128, 256. Results are as follows:
• Periodic boundaries display linearly growing ||φ||∞ as a function of
time, while ||ξ||∞ stays bounded, i.e. ||ξ||∞ ≤ C with C constant.
• Reflecting boundary conditions applied to either φ or ξ result in stable
runs. Moreover, both ||φ||∞ and ||ξ||∞ stay bounded.
• The outgoing radiation condition in first-order or second-order form
applied to φ or to ξ gives unstable runs, showing an exponentially
growing time dependence of both ||φ||∞ and ||ξ||∞.
Plots of these three sets of runs are shown in Figure 8.1.
2ND evolution scheme
Runs were made for 1000 crossing times (i.e. up to t = 2000), for grid sizes
of 64, 128, 256. The CFL factor was ∆t/∆x = 0.50 (which is at half of
the CFL limit). Boundary conditions were periodic, reflecting, first- and
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Fig. 8.2: Stability runs for the 2ND evolution scheme. ||φ||∞ is shown as a
function of time for different grid sizes, using the following boundary
conditions: periodic (on the left), reflecting (in the middle), and first-
order outgoing radiation (on the right).
second-order outgoing radiation condition, with the non-periodic boundary
conditions being applied either to φ or to ξ. The code proved to be stable in
all cases (see Figure 8.2). Periodic boundary conditions allowed for a linear
growth of ||φ||∞. In terms of stability there was no significant difference
between applying first- or second-order Sommerfeld boundary conditions.
ICN evolution scheme
The setup of the stability runs was similar to those for the 2ND scheme
except for the CFL factor, which in this case was ∆t/∆x = 0.25. Boundary
conditions applied were periodic, reflecting, and first- and second-order out-
going radiation condition. The code was found to be stable for all of these
cases, as shown in Figure 8.3. None of the runs produced exponentially
growing time-dependences.
The roundoff problem
Next the SWE ICN code was run with periodic boundary conditions, grid
sizes of 64, 128, 256, using the following initial data:
φ(x, 0) = 1 +A · ̺c, (8.61)
ξ(x, 0) = A · ̺c, (8.62)
where ̺c stands for random data of compact support.
When choosing A = 10−1 the behavior of ξ(x, t) is linear with respect
to time. For A = 10−11 the function ||ξ(x, t)||∞ becomes a higher order
polynomial as a function of time:
64 pts: ||ξ||∞ = 1 +O(10−12) +O(10−13) · t
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Fig. 8.3: Stability runs with an ICN evolution scheme. Left: ||φ||∞ as a function
of time for different grid sizes, periodic boundary conditions. Middle:
||φ||∞ (dotted line) and ||ξ||∞ (continuous line) for a grid size of 64, using
reflecting boundary conditions applied to φ. Right: ||φ||∞ (continuous
line) and ||ξ||∞ (dotted line) for a grid size of 64, using second-order
outgoing radiation boundary conditions applied to ξ.
+O(10−13) · t2 +O(10−19) · t3 . . .
128 pts: ||ξ||∞ = 1 +O(10−10) +O(10−12) · t
+O(10−12) · t2 +O(10−19) · t3 . . .
256 pts: ||ξ||∞ = 1 +O(10−10) +O(10−12) · t
+O(10−11) · t2 +O(10−18) · t3 . . .
This quadratic time dependence was displayed as expected by the functions
gyy and gzz when solving the LG equations for gij with an ICN evolution
scheme. Plots of gyy are shown in Figure 8.5 (left).
This higher order polynomial behavior is not present when using the
2ND evolution scheme, nor is it present when evolving the SWE for the
function φ(x, 0) where the constant 1 does not enter.
All these runs were made on a Cray C90 architecture in single precision
which corresponds to a roundoff error of O(10−14) when representing an
O(1) quantity.
8.2.8 Code tests for the 1-D LG equations
The different codes were tested for proper qualitative behavior using a pulse
of compact support:
gij =

 1 0 00 1 + φ(x, t) 0
0 0 1− φ(x, t)

 (8.63)
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with the function φ(x, t) defined in Eq. (8.60). These runs were done for
∼ 10 crossing times, on a grid that goes from −1 to 1 with the choices
A = 10−6, w = 0.75, ǫ = ±1.
No significant dispersion was observed.
Stability of the codes was tested for ∼ 103 crossing times. Initial data
for each component of gij − ηij was generated by multiplying the function
φ(x, t) defined in Eq. (8.60) with a set of random numbers distributed
between −0.5 and 0.5. The same procedure was followed for initializing
Kij when using the ICN evolution scheme.
2ND evolution scheme
Runs were made for 1000 crossing times, with grid sizes of 64, 128, and
256, and a CFL factor of ∆t/∆x = 0.50. The results are as follows:
• Periodic boundaries: ||hij ||∞ = ||gij − ηij ||∞ grew linearly in time.
• Reflecting (freezing) boundaries:
– hxx, hxy, hxz: the ℓ∞ norm grew like t · O(10−4),
– hyy, hyz, hzz : these functions stay O(10
−6).
• Sommerfeld (first- and second-order):
– hxx, hxy, hxz: the ℓ∞ norm grew linearly in time with a slope
O(10−4),
– hyy, hyz, hzz : these functions slowly decreased with time, being
O(10−6).
There was no qualitative difference between the runs with first and
second order Sommerfeld boundary condition.
ICN evolution scheme
Runs were made for 1000 crossing times, with grid sizes of 64, 128, and 256.
The CFL factor was ∆t/∆x = 0.25. At each time-step the code performed
two Crank-Nicholson iterations. The results are as follows:
• Periodic boundaries:
– hxx, hxy, hxz, hyz: the ℓ∞ norms grew linearly in time. The slope
is O(10−6) for hxi, and it is O(10
−9) for hyz.
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Fig. 8.4: Stability runs with a second-order evolution scheme. Left: ||hxy ||∞
as a function of time for different grid sizes, using periodic boundary
conditions. Middle: ||hxy ||∞ (dashed line) and ||hyz||∞ (continuous
line) for a grid size of 128, using reflecting boundary conditions. Right:
||hyz||∞ as a function of time for different grid sizes, using first-order
Sommerfeld boundary conditions.
– hyy, hzz: the ℓ∞ norm of these components showed a polyno-
mial behavior as a function of time. This is the same roundoff
behavior as the one described in Section 8.2.7.
• Reflecting (freezing) boundaries:
– the ℓ∞ norms of hxx, hxy, hxz grew linearly in time with a slope
of O(10−6),
– hyy, hyz, hzz were slowly decreasing in time,
– Kxx,Kyy,Kyz,Kzz were slowly decreasing in time,
– the ℓ∞ norms of Kxy,Kxz were time-independent.
Applying reflecting boundary conditions to gij instead of Kij did not
influence the stability properties of the code.
• Sommerfeld boundaries (first- and second-order):
Runs were made up to t = 4000. Applying first or second order
Sommerfeld boundary condition to the components of either gij or
Kij gave stable runs. As expected from the form of the evolution
equations (8.21), the ℓ∞ norms of hxx, hxy, and hxz showed a linear
growth with time.
These results indicate that there are several choices of evolution al-
gorithms that seem to perform equally well with periodic and Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The non-staggered leap-frog algorithm failed for the
outgoing radiation boundaries (Sommerfeld conditions).
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Fig. 8.5: Stability runs with an ICN evolution scheme. Left: ||gyy−1||∞ using pe-
riodic boundary condition, 256 points. The top three curves correspond
to solving the equations for gij , using as initial data gyy = 1+O(10
−1)
(solid line), gyy = 1 + O(10
−6) (long dashed line), gyy = 1 + O(10
−11)
(dotted line); the bottom curve (dashed line) corresponds to solving the
equations for hij , using hyy = O(10
−11) as initial data. Middle: re-
flecting boundary conditions applied to gij , showing ||gxy ||∞ in the top
(solid line), ||gyz||∞ in the bottom (dashed line), ||Kxx||∞ in the mid-
dle (dotted line). Right: first-order Sommerfeld boundary conditions
applied to Kij using 128 gridpoints. The top (continuous) curve shows
||gxx − 1||∞, the middle (dashed) line corresponds to ||gzz − 1||∞ while
the bottom (dotted) curve represents ||kzz||∞.
8.3 SWE and LG equations in 3-D
This section studies the numerical stability of 3-D evolution codes for lin-
earized gravity with various boundary conditions. Evolution algorithms
are described (and tested) first for the scalar wave equation. Next the LG
equations are studied for periodic boundaries. Furthermore runs are de-
scribed with a variety of boundary conditions on the z = constant faces of
the numerical grid, keeping the x- and y-directions periodic. These tests
are first performed with the second-order evolution scheme. Then the best
boundary algorithms are tested for the ICN and for the leap-frog algo-
rithms. At the end a robustly stable algorithm is presented for evolving
a region of space-time contained within a cube, using random initial and
random boundary data.
8.3.1 Evolution schemes
Four different evolution schemes were used for the scalar wave equation
∂µ∂µφ = 0. (8.64)
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With the exception of the algorithm 2ND, the numerical algorithms evolve
the SWE in first-order in time form
∂tφ = ξ (8.65)
∂tξ = ∇2φ. (8.66)
The generalization of the finite-difference algorithms to the LG equa-
tions is straightforward.
Non-staggered leap-frog (LF1)
The first algorithm, LF1, is a standard leap-frog implementation of the
Eqs. (8.65) - (8.66):
φ
[N+1]
[I,J,K] = φ
[N−1]
[I,J,K] − 4ξn[I,J,K]∆t
ξ
[N+1]
[I,J,K] = ξ
[N−1]
[I,J,K] −∇2φn[I,J,K]∆t, (8.67)
where ∇2 is the second-order accurate centered difference approximation
to the Laplacian. It is known that this algorithm has a time-splitting in-
stability in the presence of dissipative and non-linear effects [122].
Staggered leap-frog (LF2)
The second algorithm, LF2, is a staggered in time leap-frog scheme which
is not subject to the time-splitting instability:
φ
[N+1]
[I,J,K] = φ
[N ]
[I,J,K] − 2ξ[N+1/2][I,J,K] ∆t (8.68)
ξ
[N+1/2]
[I,J,K] = ξ
[N−1/2]
[I,J,K] −
1
2
∇2φn[I,J,K]∆t. (8.69)
Here ξ is evaluated on the half grid. By subtracting the equation
φ
[N ]
[I,J,K] = φ
[N−1]
[I,J,K] − 2ξ[N−1/2][I,J,K] ∆t (8.70)
from Eq. (8.68) and using Eq. (8.69) to eliminate ξ, it can be seen that LF2
is equivalent to the standard leap-frog scheme for the second-differential-
order in time form of the wave equation (8.64), in which φ lies on integral
time levels and ξ is not introduced.
Second-order scheme (2ND)
The scalar wave equation (8.64) is approximated by a the three-level, second-
differential-order in time algorithm:
φ
[N+1]
[I,J,K] = 2φ
n
[I,J,K] − φ[N−1][I,J,K] +∆t2∇2φ[N ][I,J,K]. (8.71)
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Iterative Crank-Nicholson (ICN)
The fourth algorithm is an iterative Crank-Nicholson algorithm with two
iterations. The following sequence of operations is executed for each time-
step:
1. Compute the first-order accurate quantities
(0)
φ
[N+1]
[I,J,K] = φ
[N ]
[I,J,K] − 2ξ[N ][I,J,K]∆t,
(0)
ξ
[N+1]
[I,J,K] = ξ
[N ]
[I,J,K] −
1
2
∇2φ[N ][I,J,K]∆t. (8.72)
2. Compute the mid-level values
(i)
φ
[N+1/2]
[I,J,K] =
1
2
(
φ
[N ]
[I,J,K]+
(i)
φ
[N+1]
[I,J,K]
)
,
(i)
ξ
[N+1/2]
[I,J,K] =
1
2
(
ξ
[N ]
[I,J,K]+
(i)
ξ
[N+1]
[I,J,K]
)
. (8.73)
3. Update using levels n and n+ 1/2:
(i+1)
φ
[N+1]
[I,J,K] = φ
[N ]
[I,J,K] − 2
(i)
ξ
[N+1/2]
[I,J,K] ∆t,
(i+1)
ξ
[N+1]
[I,J,K] = ξ
[N ]
[I,J,K] −
1
2
∇2
(i)
φ
[N+1/2]
[I,J,K] ∆t. (8.74)
4. Increment i by one and return to step 2 until i = 2 is reached.
8.3.2 Periodic boundary conditions
The LG equations (8.7) were studied with respect to the parameter λ, using
periodic boundary conditions and the 2ND evolution algorithm with a CFL
factor of 0.25. Initial data for these runs was unconstrained (i.e. a set of
random numbers, scattered between −0.5 ·10−6 . . . 0.5 ·10−6). The grid size
was 163. Non-exponentially growing runs were made up to 1000 crossing
times (i.e. up to t = 2000, with a grid going from −1 to 1.), unless stated
otherwise. Numerical experiments showed the following:
• Runs for λ ∈ {−4.0, −2.0, −1.2, −1.0,−0.8, −0.4} were unstable.
The choice λ = −1 gives a growth rate that is significantly smaller
than the other values, yet it gives an unstable run. Runs for λ ∈
{4.4, 6.0, 8.0} were unstable as well.
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• Runs for λ ∈ {0.0, 0.8, 1.6, 2.4, 3.2, 4.0} were stable, as follows:
– The case λ = 0 gave a linear growth of the Hamiltonian con-
straint, with a slope of O(10−3).
– The case λ = 4 gave a linear growth of the Hamiltonian con-
straint, with a slope of O(10−5).
– The cases 0 < λ < 4 gave runs where the Hamiltonian constraint
remained bounded, with a magnitude of O(10−4).
Similar results were reproduced when using the schemes ICN, LF1, LF2.
In the case of ICN there was an additional (isolated) value λ = −1 that
resulted in a stable evolution. Plots of the stable runs performed with ICN
can be found in Figure 8.6 (right).
To check that λ = 0 is indeed the edge of the stability domain, runs
were made with values of λ/4 = 10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4, 10−5, 10−6,−10−6
for a grid size of 483, up to 100 crossing times. The run with negative λ
resulted in a slow exponential growth of the Hamiltonian constraint. Runs
with positive values of λ are shown in Figure 8.6 (left), each of them being
stable.
For the values λ = 0.0, 2.0, and 4.0, test runs were made with a grid
size of 483 and 2000 crossing times. The code revealed no unstable modes.
As suggested by Eq. (8.10), the larger the value of λ the faster certain
quantities propagate across the numerical grid. For any given value of the
∆t/∆x ratio, there are values of λ large enough such that the CFL condition
is violated, e.g. the velocity vC of the Hamiltonian constraint gets larger
than the numerical velocity intrinsic to the evolution scheme. To support
this argument a run was made with ∆t = ∆x/8 (half the time-step of the
standard runs) and λ = 20, 2000 crossing times. It showed no exponential
growth.
8.3.3 Dirichlet boundary conditions
Next various boundary conditions were tested for the SWE and LG equa-
tions. First a test bed was defined so as to efficiently reveal unstable (bound-
ary) algorithms. Then this test bed was applied to the SWE and a num-
ber of boundary routines for the LG equations, using the 2ND evolution
scheme. The boundary algorithms that performed best were tested for the
other three evolution schemes LF1, LF2, and ICN. A stable algorithm is
finally formulated for the LG equations with a cubic boundary.
Definition of test bed for Dirichlet boundary condition
The stability test bed is defined as follows:
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Fig. 8.6: The ℓ∞ norm of the Hamiltonian constraint versus time (in crossing
times) for the algorithms 2ND (left) and ICN (right), periodic boundary
conditions. Runs were made with 48 gridpoints, random initial data of
O(10−6), various choices of λ. The ratio ∆t/∆x was chosen to be 0.25.
• random initial data for all dynamic quantities
• random data for all free functions on the boundary
• grid size of at least 483, evolving the code for at least 2000 crossing
times.
In this context random data means a set of numbers equally distributed
in the interval [−a,+a]. The value of the parameter a was chosen to be
O(10−6).
If an unstable mode reveals itself for grid sizes smaller than 483, the
larger grid size test becomes irrelevant.
Scalar wave code with Dirichlet boundary condition
The test bed was tried with a scalar wave code, 2ND evolution algorithm,
using periodic boundary conditions in the x- and y-directions, and random
Dirichlet boundary condition on the z = constant faces. For a grid size of
483 and a CFL factor of 0.25, the code ran stably for 2000 crossing times,
showing a growth that is not stronger than linear for the quantity ||φ||∞ as
a function of time.
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The ADM equations with “plain” Dirichlet boundary condition
The term “plain” Dirichlet boundary condition denotes setting all six metric
functions to random numbers on the z = constant faces of the evolution
domain with the x- and y-directions kept periodic. This boundary condition
was unstable for the choices λ = 0.0, 1.0, 2.0 or 3.0. The grid size was 163
and the runs lasted less than 1000 crossing times.
The choice of λ = 4.0 was more robust, but for a grid size of 483 the
instability emerged after only 150 crossing times.
The following analytic argument indicates what goes wrong [121]. Let
us define
Ψ := ∂A∂
AhBB − ∂A∂BhAB. (8.75)
The evolution equations (4)Rij = 0 imply that the quantity Ψ propagates as
a scalar wave, i.e. ✷Ψ = 0. The question arises: what boundary condition
is applied to Ψ when hij is set to zero at the boundary? Clearly hij |bdry = 0
implies Ψ|bdry = 0. On the other hand
2∂A
(4)GAz = ∂Ah¨
A
z − ∂A∂B(∂BhAz − ∂AhBz )− ∂zΨ = 0. (8.76)
One can see that setting hij to zero at the boundary implies an additional
condition on the boundary value of Ψ, namely ∂zΨ|bdry = 0. Using Dirich-
let and Neumann conditions as simultaneous boundary conditions on a
scalar wave is over-determined. Therefore setting hij |bdry = 0 gives rise to
an inconsistent boundary condition.
The characteristic code with “plain” Dirichlet boundaries
For comparison a similar test was performed with the characteristic code,
as described in Chapter 3. Since non-linear terms are included in the code,
the amplitude of the initial and boundary data was set to a = 10−6 · (∆t)2,
and the non-linear term β,r was set to zero on the initial slice as well as
on the inner boundary. The code revealed no unstable modes. Not even
a linearly growing mode was present. The radial grid size was set to 49,
the 2-D angular grid using 552 points per stereographic patch. The inner
boundary was placed at r = 1 at which ∆t/∆r ≃ 0.5. The run was made
up to t = 4000.
A systematic search for a stable, Dirichlet boundary condition
Although the question of initial boundary value problem for symmetric
hyperbolic systems is discussed in [123, 124], the ADM evolution equations
are neither first-order nor hyperbolic. Thus we are left with the option of
studying the boundary problem via systematic experiments.
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Analytic discussion
We first studied reflecting boundary conditions on the z = constant faces
of a cube that has periodic boundary conditions in the x- and y-directions.
The strategy was to apply Dirichlet boundary conditions to only some
of the components of the metric tensor hij , the others were constrained by
demanding that various combinations of the following quantities vanish on
the boundary:
− 2 Cz ≡ ∂j h˙zj − ∂zh˙; (8.77)
− 2 CA ≡ ∂j h˙Aj − ∂Ah˙; (8.78)
2 (4)Rtt ≡ h¨; (8.79)
2 (4)Gzz ≡ −h¨AA + ∂B∂BhAA − ∂A∂BhAB; (8.80)
2 (4)GAz ≡ h¨Az − ∂B(∂BhAz − ∂AhBz )
−∂z∂AhBB + ∂z∂BhAB; (8.81)
2
(
−C˙A + ∂A (4)Rtt
)
:= ∂j h¨
Aj ; (8.82)
2
(
−C˙z + ∂z (4)Rtt
)
:= ∂j h¨
zj . (8.83)
Here uppercase Latin letters indicate the directions in the plane of the
boundary (i.e. the x- and y-directions). In formulating sets of boundary
constraints one should recall that use of the Hamiltonian constraint and of
the three momentum constraints does not give four independent conditions
[38], these quantities being related via the Bianchi identities.
The following boundary conditions were tested:
1.
hxx − hyy = hxy = 0, (8.84)
h˙ij,j − ηij h˙,j = 0, (8.85)
h¨ = 0. (8.86)
2.
hxx = hyy = hxy = 0, (8.87)
h¨ij,j = 0. (8.88)
3.
hxx − hyy = hxy = 0, (8.89)
h¨ij,j = 0, (8.90)
h¨ = 0. (8.91)
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4.
hxx = hyy = hxy = 0, (8.92)
h˙Ai,i − ηAih˙,i = 0, (8.93)
h¨zi,i = 0. (8.94)
(8.95)
5.
hxx − hyy = hxy = 0, (8.96)
h˙Ai,i − ηAih˙,i = 0, (8.97)
h¨zi,i = 0, (8.98)
h¨ = 0. (8.99)
6.
hxx = hyy = hxy = 0, (8.100)
h¨ij,j −
1
2
ηij h¨,j = 0. (8.101)
Finite differencing
Applying the various proposed algorithms requires solving finite-difference
equations that involve time and space derivatives. A function F is repre-
sented by a discrete set of values F
[N ]
[I,J,K] where N labels the time level, and
I, J,K correspond to grid indices along the coordinates x, y, z.
The x- and y-derivatives are either centered at the gridpoints
∂xF[I,J,K] =
1
2h
[
F[I+1,J,K] − F[I−1,J,K]
]
+O(∆2), (8.102)
∂yF[I,J,K] =
1
2h
[
F[I,J+1,K] − F[I,J−1,K]
]
+O(∆2), (8.103)
or in the middle of the 2-D cells:
∂xF[I+1/2,J,K] =
1
h
[
F[I+1,J,K] − F[I,J,K]
]
+O(∆2), (8.104)
∂yF[I,J+1/2,K] =
1
h
[
F[I,J+1,K] − F[I,J,K]
]
+O(∆2). (8.105)
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The z-derivatives are computed either at the boundary:
∂zF[I,J,1] =
1
2h
[−3F[I,J,1] + 4F[I,J,2] − F[I,J,3]]+O(∆2), (8.106)
∂zF[I,J,Kmax] =
1
2h
[
F[I,J,Kmax−2] − 4F[I,J,Kmax−1] + 3F[I,J,Kmax]
]
+O(∆2), (8.107)
or at the point next to the boundary:
∂zF[I,J,2] =
1
2h
[
F[I,J,3] − F[I,J,1]
]
+O(∆2), (8.108)
∂zF[I,J,Kmax−1] =
1
2h
[
F[I,J,Kmax] − F[I,J,Kmax−2]
]
+O(∆2),
(8.109)
or between the boundary point and its’ nearest neighbor:
∂zF[I,J,1+1/2] =
1
h
[
F[I,J,2] − F[I,J,1]
]
+O(∆2), (8.110)
∂zF[I,J,Kmax−1/2] =
1
h
[
F[I,J,Kmax] − F[I,J,Kmax−1]
]
+O(∆2).
(8.111)
Runs were made with various choices of λ, using the 2ND evolution algo-
rithm. Initial data was a set of random numbers of O(10−6) in a domain
of compact support, unless stated otherwise.
All of the boundary constraints listed above have the form F˙(hij , hij,k) =
0 or F¨(hij , hij,k) = 0. Since initial data in the neighborhood of the boundary
is zero, the functions F vanish for the first few time levels. Analytically
the function F and its first time derivative are initially zero (in the neigh-
borhood of the boundary). Thus imposing F˙ = 0 or F¨ = 0 amounts to
asking that F = 0 at all times. In other words, the use of initial data of
compact support implies that the time derivatives in the various boundary
conditions play no effective role. For this reason all runs were made with
the same stencils for first-order time derivatives, centered between the last
two time levels.
Boundary algorithm
In order to understand the implementation of the above boundary con-
straints consider the case defined by Eqs. (8.87) - (8.88). Written out in an
explicit form, the boundary constraints (8.88) become
h¨xx,x + h¨
xy
,y + h¨
xz
,z = 0, (8.112)
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h¨yx,x + h¨
yy
,y + h¨
yz
,z = 0, (8.113)
h¨zx,x + h¨
zy
,y + h¨
zz
,z = 0. (8.114)
With the boundary values of hxx, hxy and hyy set to zero, the boundary
constraints (8.112) - (8.113) serve as Neumann-type conditions on hxz and
hyz. Having determined these two functions at the boundary point, one
can use Eq. (8.114) to compute the boundary value for hzz.
The other boundary systems do not provide such a clean method of up-
dating boundary points: the boundary equations are a set of coupled PDEs,
involve quantities whose boundary values are not yet known. For example,
the system (8.89) - (8.91) provides only two functions at the boundary,
hxx−hyy and hxy with the additional constraint h¨xx+ h¨yy+ h¨zz = 0. This
means that the boundary values of hxx and hyy are functions of hzz, which
is determined by Eq. (8.90) which also involves the boundary values of hxx
and hyy. An iterative approach was adopted to solve such coupled systems.
In fact, a non-iterative approach could be used only for the system (8.87)
- (8.88), solved with x- and y-derivatives centered on the gridpoints.
Numeric results
The first set of runs was made for a grid size of 163, with a CFL factor of
0.25, for 500 crossing times (i.e. on a grid of −1...1 up to t = 1000), with
the choice of λ = 4 as defined in Eq. (8.7).
The results were:
• The condition
hxx = hyy = hxx = 0, (8.115)
h¨ij,j = 0 (8.116)
showed no signs of instability for the following two stencils:
1. z-derivative computed at the boundary, x- and y-derivatives cen-
tered on the point;
2. z-derivative centered between the last two points, x- and y-
derivatives centered in the 2-D cells.
• The condition
hxx − hyy = hxx = 0, (8.117)
h¨ij,j = 0, (8.118)
h¨ = 0 (8.119)
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showed no signs of instability for the stencil in which z-derivative is
centered between the last two points, and the x- and y-derivatives are
centered in the 2-D cells.
• All other (non-periodic) boundary conditions gave unstable runs.
Next the three well-behaved cases were tested with homogeneous bound-
ary data and random initial data (without compact support).
The runs with Eqs. (8.115) - (8.116) showed no qualitative difference.
The Hamiltonian constraint was still a linear function of time.
The runs with Eqs. (8.117) - (8.119) resulted in
||C||∞ = O(10−2) + t ·O(10−4) + t2 ·O(10−4)
+t3 ·O(10−3) + t4 ·O(10−12) + · · ·
Running with 323 gridpoints gave similar results. When running with
483 points for 1000 crossing times, with derivatives centered on the cell,
both the condition Eqs. (8.115) - (8.116) and Eqs. (8.117) - (8.119) revealed
an unstable mode. The only boundary condition surviving the stability
tests is Eqs. (8.115) - (8.116), using z-derivatives computed at the boundary
and x- and y-derivatives centered on the point.
Next, boundary values for hxx, hyy and hxy were set to random numbers.
The Hamiltonian constraint remained a linear function of time.
Even though the results were significantly better than for the “plain”
Dirichlet boundary condition, the picture is still unclear. Ideally one should
have to specify two functions at the boundary (the two polarization modes).
Then, starting from these, one should be able to reconstruct boundary
values for all six metric functions by use of four boundary constraints.
The following boundary condition is proposed:
• provide hxy and hxx − hyy freely (i.e. set the polarization modes to
random numbers), and
• compute hxx + hyy, hzx, hzy, hzz using Eqs. (8.80), (8.82) and (8.83).
Initial data is a set of random numbers (without compact support), for
each metric function. The code was run for 2000 crossing times.
This boundary condition caused exponential growth of the Hamiltonian
constraint after 1000 crossing times for a grid size of 483 with the value of
λ = 4.0. The value λ = 3.0 was unstable after 800 crossing times.
Convergence test
In order to study its convergence properties, the above boundary algorithm
is extended to the edges and corners of the cube-shaped boundary. This is
done done using the following rules:
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1. On edges and corners use the equation
h¨ = 0 (8.120)
together with the two “+”-modes given on the neighboring sides to
compute the diagonal components of the metric.
2. On edges use the equation
h¨ijj = 0 (8.121)
with sideways finite difference derivatives to compute the missing non-
diagonal component.
Although the boundary algorithm is unstable, the exponential growth
is slow enough to allow a short time convergence test. This was done using
ℓ = 4 time-symmetric linear waves [125] of amplitude 10−6, width 1, at t=8,
bounding box −4 . . . 4, grid sizes 50, 60, 70, 80. The measured convergence
rates of the six metric functions were better than O(h2.04).
8.3.4 Boundary constraints and the first-order schemes
The previous sections have identified a few algorithms that work signifi-
cantly better than the inconsistent choice hij |bdry = 0. As a next step,
a number of boundary algorithms were tested with the other evolution
schemes: LF1, LF2, and ICN.
First the the boundary constraints Eqs. (8.78) - (8.83) are rewritten in
terms of the variables hij and Kij = − 12 h˙ij :
2 (4)Gzz = 2K˙
A
A + ∂
B∂Bh
A
A − ∂A∂BhAB, (8.122)
C˙A − ∂A (4)Rtt = ∂zK˙Az + ∂BK˙AB, (8.123)
CA = ∂zKAz + ∂BKAB − ∂AK, (8.124)
2 (4)GAz = −2K˙Az − ∂B(∂BhAz − ∂AhBz )
−∂z∂AhBB + ∂z∂BhAB, (8.125)
(4)Rtt = −K˙, (8.126)
C˙z − ∂z (4)Rtt = ∂zK˙zz + ∂BK˙zB. (8.127)
Given the hTT components
1 hxy and hxx−hyy, equation (8.122) deter-
mines the missing component of the 2-tensor hAB. The h
zA components
can then be determined via any of the equations (8.123) - (8.125). Either of
1 These functions correspond to the gravitational wave that propagates (in this case)
in the z-direction, two polarization modes. (See Section 3.3.)
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the remaining expressions, (8.126) or (8.127), can be used to compute the
component hzz. These equations provide five
2 alternative sets of boundary
constraints:
No. Equations involved:
1) (8.122), (8.124) and (8.126),
2) (8.122), (8.123) and (8.126),
3) (8.122), (8.123) and (8.127),
4) (8.122), (8.125) and (8.126),
5) (8.122), (8.125) and (8.127).
The linearized ADM equations (8.15)-(8.16) have the form
h˙ij = −2Kij, (8.128)
Kij =
∑
k,l,m,n
c[k, l,m, n; i, j]∂k∂lhmn, (8.129)
with c[k, l,m, n; i, j] being a set of numeric coefficients. The metric hij can
be updated at each gridpoint where Kij is known. In other words there
is no need for boundary data for hij . On the other hand updating Kij
involves finite-difference expressions involving hij . This implies that the
tensor Kij cannot be updated at the boundary via the evolution algorithm.
A separate boundary algorithm is necessary. This algorithm uses a set of
boundary constraints and the free functions KTT .
When approximating the boundary constraints by finite-difference equa-
tions, those derivatives that are parallel to the boundary are centered on the
gridpoint. Derivatives perpendicular to the boundary (the z-derivatives)
are computed using 3-point, second-order formulae (see Eqs. (8.106) - (8.107)).
Time derivatives are centered in the mid-level N + 1/2. Since the momen-
tum constraint CA does not contain explicit time derivatives, it is imposed
on the time level tN . These rules furnish finite-difference approximations for
any of the boundary constraints. For example, Eq. (8.122) is approximated
by
1
∆t
[(
KAA
)[N+1]
[I,J,1]
− (KAA)[N ][I,J,1]
]
=
1
4(∆x)2
×(
−2h[N+1/2]xx[I,J−1,1] + 4h[N+1/2]xx[I,J,1] − 2h[N+1/2]xx[I,J+1,1]
−2h[N+1/2]yy[I−1,J,1] + 4h[N+1/2]yy[I,J,1] − 2h[N+1/2]yy[I+1,J,1]
2 There is one more combination of constraints, (8.122), (8.124), and (8.127), whose
numerical implementation was not clear and so we have not insisted in working it out.
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−h[N+1/2]xy[I+1,J−1,1] − h[N+1/2]xy[I−1,J+1,1]
+h
[N+1/2]
xy[I+1,J+1,1] + h
[N+1/2]
xy[I−1,J−1,1]
)
(8.130)
and used to update
(
KAA
)[N+1]
[I,J,1]
; similarly, Eq. (8.127) is approximated by
1
2∆t∆x
{ [
3K
zz[N+1]
[I,J,1] − 4Kzz[N+1][I,J,2] +Kzz[N+1][I,J,3]
]
−[
3K
zz[N ]
[I,J,1] − 4Kzz[N ][I,J,2] +Kzz[N ][I,J,3]
]}
+
1
2∆t∆x
{ [
K
xz[N+1]
[I+1,J,1] −Kxz[N+1][I−1,J,1]
]
−
[
K
xz[N ]
[I+1,J,1] −Kxz[N ][I−1,J,1]
]}
+
1
2∆t∆x
{[
K
yz[N+1]
[I,J+1,1] −Kyz[N+1][I,J−1,1]
]
−
[
K
yz[N ]
[I,J+1,1] −Kyz[N ][I,J−1,1]
]}
= 0
(8.131)
and used to update K
zz[N+1]
[I,J,1] .
Stability tests were made for 2000 crossing times, grid size of 483,
∆t = ∆x/4, random initial data and random boundary values for the KTT
functions. All five systems were tested for λ = 2, with all evolution algo-
rithms. Only the runs with ICN were stable. In addition system (1) was
tested using λ = 0 and λ = 4, with all evolution algorithms. Again, all
runs became unstable except for ICN. System (5) was tested for λ = 0 and
λ = 4 as well; it remained stable for ICN and became unstable in a short
time for the leap-frog algorithms.
Five stable boundary-algorithms have been found for the LG equations
evolved via an ICN scheme. None of these boundary algorithms were stable
when evolved with the leap-frog schemes. Figure 8.7 plots of the ℓ∞ norm
of the Hamiltonian constraint as a function of time for ICN and LF2.
8.3.5 Outgoing radiation boundary conditions
A few runs were performed with the “modified” Sommerfeld boundary con-
ditions. “Modified” in the present context means
[(∂t − ∂x)F ]|xmin = S|xmin , [(∂t + ∂x)F ]|xmax = S|xmax (8.132)
where S is a source, describing incoming radiation. In the numerical ex-
periments we set S to random numbers.
Our efforts in this direction were limited. We have not been able to find
a stable boundary algorithm for the LG equations, when using Sommerfeld
radiation conditions. In particular, we applied Sommerfeld condition on
the radiation degrees of freedom combined with different sets of boundary
constraints. These experiments produced unstable runs.
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Fig. 8.7: The ℓ∞ norm of the Hamiltonian constraint versus time (in crossing
times) for stability runs with random initial and hTT boundary data
of O(10−6), with ∆t = ∆x/4. The x- and y-directions have periodic
boundary condition. Left: algorithm LF2. The boundary constraints
are given by system (1), with runs being made for λ = 0, 2, and 4. Right:
algorithm ICN. λ = 2, for all five boundary-constraint systems.
8.3.6 Evolution of a bounded space-time region
Next we want to extend the boundary algorithm to all faces of a cube. The
edges and corners must be handled separately.
Algorithm (5) was used on all faces. The two components KTT =
− 12 h˙TT are treated as free data (they are specified randomly) on all faces,
edges, and corners. While this means two free quantities and four con-
straints on the faces, there are four free quantities on the edges, so only
two constraints are needed. Similarly, on the corners, there are five free
quantities, for the identity [Kxx−Kyy]+ [Kyy−Kzz]+ [Kzz−Kxx] = 0 re-
duces the total number of six TT components to five that are independent.
Thus only one constraint is needed at the corners.
All non-diagonal components are provided at the corners. Given [Kxx−
Kyy] and [Kzz −Kxx] the missing diagonal component is Kxx, which can
be computed from
3Kxx = K + [Kxx −Kyy] + [Kxx −Kzz].
The trace K is updated using the condition
(4)Rtt = −K˙ = 0.
On the edges parallel to the x-axis one already has Kxy and Kxz as
boundary data. The missing boundary data Kyz is computed using
(4)Gyz,
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Fig. 8.8: Results of the stability tests for a code evolving the interior region of a
cube with constrained boundaries at the faces, edges, and corners of the
cube. The Hamiltonian constraint is measured via the ℓ∞ norm. Initial
data and the hTT boundary data are random of O(10
−6). The CFL
ratio is ∆t/∆x = 0.25. Runs were performed for 2000 crossing times,
using, λ = 0, 2, and 4.
an equation that is also used on both neighboring faces. Derivatives in
the y- and z-directions are computed by sideways, 3-point, finite difference
formulae. The diagonal components of the 3-metric are computed the same
way as on the corners.
Note that the routine that solves the constraint
(−C˙n + ∂n(4)Rtt) = 0
on a face of the cube (with normal in the n-direction) must be called after
the missing non-diagonal components have been updated on the edges sur-
rounding that face. Otherwise, in the case of the z = constant face, when
computing the quantity Kyz,y on the top time level, with centered finite
differencing, one would be using values of Kyz on the edge parallel to the
x-axis that had not yet been updated.
Runs performed with λ = 0, 2, 4. showed that the above algorithm is
robustly stable. All three runs were given random initial and boundary
data. A graph showing the Hamiltonian constraint as a function of time is
shown in Figure 8.8.
9. SPHERICAL BOUNDARIES
The previous chapter described how to stably evolve the linearized ADM
system in Cartesian coordinates, with boundaries on the faces of a cube.
However the Cauchy boundary required by CCM is a sphere; it is not
aligned to the Cartesian-grid-structure. We need to adapt the boundary
algorithm found for the faces of the cube to the case of a spherical boundary.
The approach we present here uses a spherical grid that forms a bound-
ary for the Cartesian evolution domain. This spherical boundary is con-
nected to the evolution points via an interpolation algorithm. First we
describe how such an approach works for the SWE case. Next the lin-
earized ADM system is analyzed. Throughout the chapter the evolution
scheme is ICN.
9.1 The scalar wave problem
On a Cartesian set of grid-points {xI , yJ , zK} that lie inside a sphere of
radius R, the scalar wave equation takes the first-order in time discretized
form
(∂tφ)[I,J,K] = ξ[I,J,K],
(∂tξ)[I,J,K] =
1
(∆x)2 ( φ[I+1,J,K] − 2φ[I,J,K] + φ[I−1,J,K]
φ[I,J+1,K] − 2φ[I,J,K] + φ[I,J−1,K]
φ[I,J,K+1] − 2φ[I,J,K] + φ[I,J,K−1] ) +O(∆2).
(9.1)
In order to properly update the point [I, J,K], one needs values of φ at the
neighboring points [I ± 1, J,K], [I, J ± 1,K], [I, J,K ± 1]. These points are
at most a distance ∆x outside of the sphere R. The boundary algorithm
adopted from [4] is the following:
• Let S1 denote the spherical boundary of the evolution domain, with
radius R1. Let S2 and S3 be two additional spheres, concentric with
S1, radii R2 = R1 + ∆x, R3 = R1 + 2∆x. The spheres are de-
scribed by a stereographic grid-structure corresponding to the coor-
dinate patches ζN , ζS .
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• Let D be a point outside S1 with at least one of its nearest neighbors
in the Cartesian evolution domain.
• We define the most normal direction through D as the direction given
by a vector ~n parallel to either the x-, or the y-, or the z-axis, chosen
such that it is closest to the radial direction through D.
• Let C, E, and F be the intersection points of the most normal direc-
tion through D and the spheres S1, S2 and S3. Let A and B be the
nearest two Cartesian evolution grid-points of D in the most normal
direction.
• Given any smooth function φ on the Cartesian grid-points inside S1
and on the spherical gridpoints of S2 and S3, one can obtain φC and
φD by interpolation:
– The points E and F do not necessarily coincide with stereo-
graphic gridpoints, and so the values φE and φF are constructed
using 2-D quadratic interpolators in the plane q = ℜ(ζ), p =
ℑ(ζ).
– Next, using a 1-D quadratic interpolator in the most normal
direction, the values of φC and φD are obtained from the values
of φ at A,B,E, and F .
An illustration of the interpolation algorithm can be seen in Fig-
ure 9.1.
The algorithm presented above requires knowledge of φ on the Cartesian
evolution gridpoints as well as on the outer two spheres. The sphere S3 is
the boundary of the system, the field φ on can be specified arbitrarily on S3.
The value of φ on the sphere S2 is updated using the scalar wave equation,
expressed in spherical coordinates. The field φ on the sphere S1 is updated
by the interpolation algorithm and is used in the evolution of φ on S2.
The algorithmwas found to be numerically stable with the usual settings
of 483 Cartesian grid-points, 2000 crossing times, a CFL ratio of ∆t/∆x =
0.25, random initial data and random boundary data on S3.
9.2 The linearized ADM system in spherical coordinates
9.2.1 Conventions
We introduce spherical coordinates [t, r, q, p], where stereographic patching
is used for the angular coordinates (q, p). The space-time metric takes the
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Fig. 9.1: Interpolation scheme providing spherical boundary to a Cartesian code.
form
(4)gµν =
(4)ηµν +
(4)hµν = (9.2)
=


−1 0 0 0
0 1−W r − 2r2ℜ(U)P − 2r
2ℑ(U)
P
0 − 2r2ℜ(U)P 4 r
2
P 2 [1 +K + ℜ(J)] 4 r
2
P 2ℑ(J)
0 − 2r2ℑ(U)P 4 r
2
P 2ℑ(J) 4 r
2
P 2 [1 +K −ℜ(J)]


,
where P = 1 + q2 + p2 and ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 4r2P 2 , 4r
2
P 2 ).
We define the vectors:
qµ =
[
0, 0,
P
2
, I
P
2
]
, (9.3)
rµ = [0, 1, 0, 0] . (9.4)
9.2.2 Evolution equations
The ADM equations (4)Rij = 0 decompose into spin-weighted equations
that provide the evolution equations for J,K,U,W :
EW := rµrν (4)Rµν = 1
2r2
{
r3W¨ + 2r(rW ),r
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−rðð¯W + [r2 (ð¯U + ðU¯)]
,r
+ 2[r2K,r],r
}
= 0, (9.5)
EK := qµq¯ν (4)Rµν =
1
2r2
{
− 2r4K¨ + 2r2(r2K),rr + 2r2ðð¯K − r2(ððJ¯ + ð¯ð¯J)
+
[
r4(ðU¯ + ð¯U)
]
,r
+ 2r(r3W ),r − r3ðð¯W
}
= 0, (9.6)
EU := qµrν (4)Rµν = 1
4
{
2r2U¨ − 4U
+ððU¯ − ðð¯U − 2ð¯J,r + 2ðK,r + 2ðW
}
= 0, (9.7)
EJ := qµqν (4)Rµν = −r2J¨ + (r2J,r),r − 1
2
r ððW + (r2 ðU),r = 0.
(9.8)
9.2.3 Multipole expansions
Next the metric functions K,W, J, U are written as an expansion in terms
of the spherical harmonics:
K =
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
k(ℓ,m)(t, r)Y ℓm(θ, φ), (9.9)
W =
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
w(ℓ,m)(t, r)Y ℓm(θ, φ), (9.10)
J =
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
j(ℓ,m)(t, r)ððY ℓm(θ, φ), (9.11)
U =
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
u(ℓ,m)(t, r)ðY ℓm(θ, φ), (9.12)
with (θ, φ) = f(q, p) defined by
ζNorth = qN + IpN =
√
1− cos θ
1 + cos θ
eIφ, (9.13)
ζSouth = qS + IpS =
√
1 + cos θ
1− cos θ e
−Iφ. (9.14)
The identities
ðY 00 = 0, (9.15)
ððY 10 = ððY
1
±1 = 0 (9.16)
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imply that no ℓ = 0 mode is present in U and that the lowest non-zero term
in the expansion of J is a quadrupole.
The equations (9.5) - (9.8), written for the expanded metric variables
(9.9) - (9.12), become a series of equations for the coefficients{
k(ℓ,m), w(ℓ,m), j(ℓ,m), u(ℓ,m)
}
,
with no coupling between different spherical harmonics.
9.2.4 Stability
A numerically stable algorithm must satisfy the von Neumann stability
criterion. The von Neumann analysis assumes that the constant coefficient
version of the evolution equations has no exponentially growing spatially
periodic modes. In order to analyze such modes, we write the evolution
equations corresponding to the multipole modes in a constant-coefficient
form and study their solutions. The analysis proceeds in the neighborhood
of some shell r = r0, in order to avoid the coordinate singularity at r = 0
(which is irrelevant for the purpose of CCM).
The methodology we adopt is the following: Consider first the monopole
mode ℓ = 0. This provides a set of two PDEs in the variables (t, r). As-
sume that the fundamental metric variables of the system are of the form
W˜ = rmW, K˜ = rnK. Next write down the evolution equations for the
coefficients k˜(0,0) and w˜(0,0) around r = r0. Assuming periodic boundary
conditions in the radial direction, choose the values of (n,m) such that
exponentially growing modes are ruled out.
Given the values (n,m) from the ℓ = 0 analysis repeat the procedure
for ℓ = 1,m = 0. This results in a system of three PDEs for the coefficients
k(1,0), w(1,0) and u(1,0). Assume that the fundamental variables of the sys-
tem are the K˜ and W˜ defined by the ℓ = 0 analysis, and U˜ = rsU . As it
is shown, assuming periodic r-dependence around r = r0 will necessarily
imply the presence of exponentially growing modes.
Monopole terms
The monopole amplitudes
{
k(0,0), w(0,0)
}
evolve according to the equations
E(0,0)K =
1
r
[
−r3 k¨(0,0) + r
(
r2 k(0,0)
)
,rr
+
(
r3 w(0,0)
)
,r
]
= 0,
(9.17)
E(0,0)W =
1
2r2
[
r3 w¨(0,0) + 2 r
(
r w(0,0)
)
,r
+ 2
(
r2 k(0,0),r
)
,r
]
= 0.
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(9.18)
up to some overall numerical factors that from now on are neglected.
In order to select an appropriate choice of fundamental variables, the
evolution equations (9.17) - (9.18) are rewritten in terms of W˜ = rm·W, K˜ =
rn ·K:
EK˜ |r=r0 = −r02−nk˜
(0,0)
,tt + r0
2−nk˜(0,0),rr − 2 r01−n (n− 2) k˜(0,0),r
+r0
−n (n− 1) (n− 2) k˜(0,0)
+r0
−m+2w˜(0,0),r − r01−m (m− 3) w˜(0,0) = 0, (9.19)
EW˜ |r=r0 =
1
2r
[
w˜
(0,0)
,tt r0
−m+2 + 2 r0
1−mw˜(0,0),r − 2 r0−m (m− 1) w˜(0,0)
+2 r0
1−nk˜(0,0),rr − 4 r0−n (n− 1) k˜(0,0),r
+2 r0
−n−1n (n− 1) k˜(0,0)
]
= 0. (9.20)
Assume the following behavior for k˜(0,0) and w˜(0,0):
k˜(0,0)(t, r) = eI(αt+βr)k0, (9.21)
w˜(0,0)(t, r) = eI(αt+βr)w0. (9.22)
The evolution equations (9.19) - (9.20) then impose conditions on α, β, k0
and w0: [
Ir0
−m+2β − r01−m (m− 3)
]
w0
+
[
r0
2−nα2 − r02−nβ2 − 2 Ir01−n (−2 + n)β
+r0
−n (n− 1) (−2 + n)] k0 = 0,
(9.23)[−α2r0−m+2 + 2 Ir01−mβ − 2 r0−m (m− 1)] w0
+
[−2 r01−nβ2 − 4 Ir0−n (n− 1)β + 2 r0−n−1n (n− 1)] k0 = 0.
(9.24)
The system of equations (9.23) - (9.24) admits nontrivial solutions (k0, w0)
if and only if the determinant of the Jacobian of the system vanishes, that
is
1
rm+n0
{
α4r0
4 +
[−r04β2 − 2 Ir03 (n− 1)β + r02 (−3n+ n2 + 2m)]α2
+4 Ir0 (m− n)β − 4 (n− 1) (m− n− 1)} = 0.
(9.25)
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Assuming periodic r-dependence implies a real value for β. Then, unless
the imaginary part of α = f(β, r0) is non-negative, the evolution equations
(9.19) - (9.20) allow exponentially growing modes. The determinant con-
dition (9.25) is a second-order polynomial in terms of α2, with solutions of
the form
α = ±
√
A±
√
B. (9.26)
The condition ℑ(α) ≥ 0 implies that all coefficients of Eq. (9.25) must be
real. This implies n = m = 1. Thus the determinant condition (9.25) leads
to
α1,2 = 0, α3,4 = ±β.
The fundamental variables identified so far are W˜ = r·W and K˜ = r·K.
Dipole terms
The equations evolving the dipole coefficients
{
u(1,0), k(1,0), w(1,0)
}
are
E(1,0)U =
ζ
1 + ζζ¯
×
×
{
−r2 u(1,0),tt − k(1,0),r − w(1,0) + u(1,0) + u¯(1,0)
}
= 0, (9.27)
E(1,0)K =
1
r2
1− ζζ¯
1 + ζζ¯
×
×
{
−r4k(1,0),tt +
[
r4
(
k(1,0),r + w
(1,0) − u(1,0) − u¯(1,0)
)]
,r
}
= 0,
(9.28)
E(1,0)W =
1
r2
1− ζζ¯
1 + ζζ¯
×
×
{
1
2
r3w
(1,0)
,tt +
[
r2
(
k(1,0),r + w
(1,0) − u(1,0) − u¯(1,0)
)]
,r
}
= 0.
(9.29)
As already mentioned, the dipole term in J vanishes.
Repeating the procedure from the ℓ = 0 case; the evolution equations
(9.27) - (9.29) can be rewritten using the variables U˜ = rs·U, W˜ = r·W, K˜ =
r ·K. A behavior of the form
u˜(1,0)(t, r) = eI(αt+βr)u0, (9.30)
k˜(1,0)(t, r) = eI(αt+βr)k0, (9.31)
w˜(1,0)(t, r) = eI(αt+βr)w0 (9.32)
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is assumed.
The equations
{
E(1,0)
U˜
, E¯(1,0)
U˜
, E(1,0)
K˜
, E(1,0)
W˜
}
r=r0
are a linear system for
the variables {ℜ(u0),ℑ(u0), k0, w0}. The existence of nontrivial solutions
leads to the determinant condition satisfied:
r80α
8−(2+r20β2)r60α6+
(
12− 6s+ 2I(s− 4)r0β − 2r20β2
)
r40α
4 = 0. (9.33)
Similar to the case of Eq. (9.25), we assume periodic r-dependence. Thus
β must be real. A well-behaved solution requires that all coefficients of
the polynomial Eq. (9.33) be real, which implies s = 4. However, this still
allows exponential growth. For instance, taking r0 = 1, β = 0, a solution of
Eq. (9.33) is −
√
1−√13, which has a negative imaginary part.
The failure of the previous approach to a spherical ADM code indicates
that one must adopt a more sophisticated strategy to treat the powers of
r that arise in the transformation from Cartesian to spherical coordinates.
The fact that the same set of coupled PDEs can be implemented stably
using Cartesian coordinates indicates that there should be a stable way to
implement ADM in spherical coordinates. That is the subject of future
work.
10. SUMMARY
This thesis presents a concentrated effort to develop and calibrate the imple-
mentation of the Cauchy-CharacteristicMatching problem for 3-dimensional
strongly gravitating systems. The related problems of Characteristic and
ADM evolution and their boundaries, have been discussed.
First we give a brief description of the Cauchy and Characteristic for-
mulations of the equations of General Relativity, as well as of the concept
of Cauchy Characteristic Matching (CCM). Next the Pitt Null Code is de-
scribed. The underlying physics is presented, i.e. the characteristic slicing,
the spin-weighted metric functions and the equations describing the evolu-
tion of space-time. We also show how one can use characteristic evolution
to numerically evolve black-hole space-times.
In the following we define the concept of Cauchy Characteristic Match-
ing first for a spherically symmetric scalar wave, next for a 3-D scalar field.
Then the same concept is outlined for the case of general relativity. To
make the understanding of the details easier, first a geometrical descrip-
tion is given, and then a detailed description follows. As described, the
extraction first interpolates Cauchy data from the Cartesian grid onto the
extraction world-tube, then computes the Jacobian of the coordinate trans-
formation from Cartesian to Bondi coordinates and lastly it computes the
Bondi metric functions and provides these as boundary data to the Charac-
teristic evolution. The injection, in turn, uses the Jacobian obtained in the
extraction to compute the reverse coordinate transformation from Bondi
to Cartesian coordinates and then performs a 4-D interpolation to trans-
fer data from the characteristic grid onto the Cauchy boundary gridpoints.
Along with the presentation of the matching modules, calibration tests are
provided to show proper second-order accuracy for a number of test-beds.
Next we study the stability properties of CCM. As it is shown, the
numerical noise of the individual modules do not excite any short-time in-
stabilities. However, in order to analyze the long-term stability properties
of matching, one needs to assure that both the Cauchy and the character-
istic evolution codes are able to deal with the discretization error that is
inherent to numerical boundary algorithms. This issue is also addressed. As
it is shown, the characteristic code is able to deal with constraint violating
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boundary modes of high frequency without signs of numerical instabilities.
However, the Cauchy code using the ADM equations is numerically unstable
unless the boundary conditions are treated properly. A major contribution
of this thesis is that, in the context of linearized gravitational theory, we
have elucidated the appropriate boundary conditions for the coupled set of
partial-differential equations that form the principal part of the ADM equa-
tions. In particular, one should not specify boundary values for six metric
components but provide boundary data for the two radiation degrees of
freedom and use a set of boundary constraints to determine the remaining
four components of the spatial metric tensor.
The stability of the injection module requires a spherical boundary con-
dition for the Cartesian Cauchy code. For the ADM system this implies use
of boundary constraints in spherical coordinates. The question of spherical
boundary constraints applied to a Cartesian grid is a complicated problem
that includes implementation of a spherical ADM evolution code, which
provides the subject of future work.
APPENDIX
A. ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS FOR THE LINEARIZED
QUADRUPOLE WAVES
Using the notations
e1 = exp
[
− (u−RΓ)
2
̟4
]
, (A.1)
e2 = exp
[
− (u+RΓ)
2
̟4
]
, (A.2)
e3 = exp
[
4uRΓ
̟2
]
, (A.3)
the functions γ1...11 referred to in Section 5.3.2 have the following explicit
form:
γ1 = −12
(
12RΓ
2̟4 u+ 18 e3̟
4RΓ u
2 − 32 e3RΓ6 u
−12 e3̟4RΓ2 u+ 8 e3RΓ3 u4 + 32RΓ6 u
+16RΓ
2̟2 u3 − 8̟2RΓ5 + 48 e3RΓ5 u2
−16 e3̟2RΓ2 u3 + 24 e3RΓ3̟2 u2 + 8RΓ3 u4
+8 e3RΓ
7 − 9 e3̟6 u− 8 e3RΓ5̟2
+48RΓ
5 u2 + 18RΓ̟
4 u2 − 32 e3RΓ4 u3
+32RΓ
4 u3 + 9̟6 u+ 24RΓ
3̟2 u2
+8RΓ
7
)
· e2/̟8/RΓ5, (A.4)
γ2 = 24
(
− 12 e3RΓ4̟2 u+ 12RΓ4̟2 u+ 16RΓ3 u4
+96RΓ
5 u2 + 64RΓ
4 u3 + 64RΓ
6 u
+16 e3RΓ
7 + 21̟6 u− 12̟2RΓ5
+16RΓ
7 + 60RΓ
3̟2 u2 + 36RΓ
2̟2 u3
+42RΓ̟
4 u2 + 30RΓ
2̟4 u+ 16 e3RΓ
3 u4
−21 e3̟6 u− 12 e3RΓ5̟2 + 96 e3RΓ5 u2
−36 e3̟2RΓ2 u3 + 42 e3̟4RΓ u2 − 30 e3̟4RΓ2 u
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+60 e3RΓ
3̟2 u2 − 64 e3RΓ6 u− 64 e3RΓ4 u3
)
·e2/̟8/RΓ5, (A.5)
γ3 = ± 6
(
− 4 e3RΓ2 u3 + 4RΓ2 u3 + 6̟2RΓ2 u
+12RΓ
3 u2 + 12 e3RΓ
3 u2 + 6̟2RΓ u
2
+6̟2 e3RΓ u
2 − 12 e3RΓ4 u− 3̟4 e3 u
+4RΓ
5 + 3̟4 u− 6̟2 e3RΓ2 u
+4 e3RΓ
5 + 12RΓ
4 u
)
· e2/̟6 /RΓ5, (A.6)
γ4 = ∓ 48
(
− 2̟2RΓ5 − 2 e3RΓ5̟2 − 6 e3RΓ4̟2 u
−9 e3̟4 RΓ2 u+ 18 e3RΓ3̟2 u2 − 10 e3̟2RΓ2 u3
+12 e3̟
4RΓ u
2 + 18RΓ
3̟2 u2 + 10RΓ
2̟2 u3
+12RΓ̟
4 u2 − 6 e3̟6 u+ 6RΓ4̟2 u
+6̟6 u+ 4 e3RΓ
7 + 24RΓ
5 u2
+4RΓ
3 u4 + 16RΓ
6 u+ 16RΓ
4 u3
+24 e3RΓ
5 u2 − 16 e3RΓ6 u+ 4 e3RΓ3 u4
+4RΓ
7 − 16 e3RΓ4 u3 + 9RΓ2̟4 u
)
·e2/̟8/RΓ5, (A.7)
γ5 = −24
(
15 u̟8 e3 − 9̟6RΓ3 e3 + 40̟2RΓ7
−54RΓ2̟4 u3 − 42 u2RΓ̟6 − 40RΓ3̟2 u4
+6̟8RΓ − 80RΓ8 u− 160RΓ6 u3
+80RΓ
6̟2 u+ 6RΓ
2̟4 e3 u
3 − 6̟4RΓ5 e3
−18RΓ3̟4 e3 u2 + 27 uRΓ2̟6 e3 − 160RΓ7 u2
+18RΓ
4̟4 u− 15 u̟8 − 3 uRΓ2̟6
−16RΓ9 − 16RΓ4 u5 − 80RΓ5 u4
+9̟6RΓ
3 + 6̟4RΓ
5 − 6̟8RΓ e3
−80RΓ4̟2 u3 − 42RΓ3̟4 u2 + 18RΓ4̟4 u e3
−18 u2RΓ̟6 e3
)
· e2/̟10 /RΓ6, (A.8)
γ6 = 24
(
− 48̟6RΓ3 e3 + 224RΓ6̟2 u+ 8̟2RΓ7 e3
−264RΓ2̟4 u3 − 240RΓ3̟4 u2 − 416RΓ4̟2 u3
−24 uRΓ2̟6 − 210 u2RΓ̟6 + 75 u̟8 e3
−320RΓ5 u4 − 48̟4RΓ5 e3 + 72RΓ4̟4 u
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−184RΓ3̟2 u4 − 144RΓ5̟2 u2 − 96RΓ3̟4 e3 u2
−32RΓ6̟2 u e3 + 8RΓ3̟2 e3 u4 − 90 u2RΓ̟6 e3
+120RΓ
4̟4 u e3 + 144 uRΓ
2̟6 e3 + 48RΓ
5̟2 u2 e3
−32RΓ4̟2 e3 u3 + 24RΓ2̟4 e3 u3 + 48̟6RΓ3
+30̟8RΓ − 64RΓ4 u5 − 640RΓ6 u3
−640RΓ7 u2 − 30̟8RΓ e3 + 136̟2RΓ7
+48̟4RΓ
5 − 64RΓ9 − 320RΓ8 u
−75 u̟8
)
· e2/̟10 /RΓ6, (A.9)
γ7 = ± 6/̟8
(
− 48RΓ2̟2 u3 − 6̟6RΓ e3 − 12̟4RΓ3 e3
−72RΓ3̟2 u2 − 42RΓ̟4 u2 − 32 e3RΓ4 u3
−32 e3RΓ6 u+ 15 e3̟6 u+ 8 e3RΓ3 u4
+48 e3RΓ
5 u2 − 96RΓ4 u3 − 15̟6 u
+6̟6RΓ + 48 e3RΓ
4̟2 u− 24RΓ7
+12̟4RΓ
3 − 24 e3RΓ3̟2 u2 − 96RΓ6 u
−144RΓ5 u2 + 8 e3RΓ7 − 24RΓ3 u4
+36 e3̟
4RΓ
2 u− 18 e3̟4RΓ u2 + 24̟2RΓ5
−24 e3RΓ5̟2 − 12RΓ2̟4 u
)
· e2/RΓ6, (A.10)
γ8 = ∓ 24
(
56̟2RΓ
7 + 12RΓ
2̟4 e3 u
3 + 90 uRΓ
2̟6 e3
+84RΓ
4̟4 u e3 − 54 u2RΓ̟6 e3 + 8RΓ3̟2 e3 u4
−32RΓ4̟2 e3 u3 + 48RΓ5̟2 u2 e3 − 60RΓ3̟4 e3 u2
−32RΓ6̟2 u e3 + 36̟4RΓ5 − 32RΓ9
−36̟4RΓ5 e3 − 30̟6RΓ3 e3 + 36RΓ4̟4 u
+64RΓ
6̟2 u− 156RΓ3̟4 u2 − 256RΓ4̟2 u3
−18 uRΓ2̟6 − 126 u2RΓ̟6 + 45 u̟8 e3
+8̟2RΓ
7 e3 − 104RΓ3̟2 u4 − 156RΓ2̟4 u3
−320RΓ7 u2 − 18̟8RΓ e3 − 32RΓ4 u5
+30̟6RΓ
3 − 144RΓ5̟2 u2 − 160RΓ5 u4
−45 u̟8 − 320RΓ6 u3 − 160RΓ8 u
+18̟8RΓ
)
· e2/̟10 /RΓ6, (A.11)
γ9 = 6
(
− 6 e3̟4 u2 + 12̟2 u3RΓ + 3̟6 e3
−48RΓ4 e3 u2 + 6̟4 u2 + 12̟2RΓ4 e3
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−8RΓ2 e3 u4 + 48RΓ4 u2 + 32RΓ3 e3 u3
+32 uRΓ
5 e3 + 32 uRΓ
5 + 6̟4RΓ
2 e3
−12̟2 uRΓ3 − 6 u̟4RΓ − 12̟2RΓ4
−3̟6 + 8RΓ6 − 12̟2 uRΓ3 e3
−6RΓ2̟4 + 8RΓ2 u4 − 6̟4 u e3RΓ
+12̟2 u3RΓ e3 − 12̟2 u2RΓ2 e3 − 8RΓ6 e3
+32RΓ
3 u3 + 12̟2 u2RΓ
2) · e2/̟8/RΓ5 , (A.12)
γ10 = 3
(
− 6 u2̟2RΓ − 6̟2 uRΓ2 − 4 e3RΓ5
−12 uRΓ4 − 12 u2RΓ3 − 3 u̟4
−4 u3RΓ2 − 6 e3 u2̟2RΓ − 12 e3 u2RΓ3
+3 e3 u̟
4 + 4 e3 u
3RΓ
2 − 4RΓ5
+12 e3 uRΓ
4 + 6 e3̟
2 uRΓ
2
)
· e2/RΓ4/̟6 , (A.13)
γ11 = 3
(
6̟4RΓ
3 − 24 e3̟2 u3RΓ2 + 18 e3 u2̟4RΓ
+16 e3RΓ
7 − 64 e3 u3RΓ4 + 24 e3 uRΓ4̟2
+24 e3 u
2̟2 RΓ
3 − 6 e3 u̟6 − 64 e3 uRΓ6
−3 e3RΓ̟6 + 16 e3 u4RΓ3 − 6 e3̟4 RΓ3
+96 e3 u
2RΓ
5 − 24 e3̟2RΓ5 + 6 u̟6
+3RΓ̟
6 + 6 u2̟4 RΓ + 12̟
4 uRΓ
2
)
·e2/̟8/RΓ5 . (A.14)
In addition, the functions γ12...17 used in expressing J, U and W are
given by:
γ12 = 2
(
270RΓ
8̟18 e1 u− 720RΓ10̟12 e1 u5
−135RΓ6̟20 e1 u+ 3600RΓ11̟12 e1 u4
+7920RΓ
12̟14 e1 u+ 720RΓ
15̟12 e2
+1080RΓ
11̟16 e2 + 720RΓ
10̟12 e2 u
5
+3600RΓ
14̟12 e2 u+ 3600RΓ
11̟12 e2 u
4
+7200RΓ
12̟12 e2 u
3 + 7200RΓ
13̟12 e2 u
2
−7920RΓ12̟14 e2 u+ 1080RΓ11̟16 e1
+540RΓ
8̟16 e2 u
3 − 540RΓ9̟16 e2 u2
−6480RΓ11̟14 e2 u2 − 720RΓ10̟14 e2 u3
+270RΓ
7̟18 e2 u
2 + 720RΓ
9̟14 e2 u
4
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+135RΓ
6̟20 e2 u+ 270RΓ
7̟18 e1 u
2
−270RΓ8̟18 e2 u− 6480RΓ11̟14 e1 u2
+720RΓ
10̟14 e1 u
3 + 720RΓ
9̟14 e1 u
4
−540RΓ8̟16 e1 u3 − 540RΓ9̟16 e1 u2
−3600RΓ14̟12 e1 u+ 7200RΓ13̟12 e1 u2
−7200RΓ12̟12 e1 u3 + 720RΓ15̟12 e1
−2880RΓ13̟14 e1 − 2880RΓ13̟14 e2
)
/RΓ
11/̟22/15, (A.15)
γ13 = 2
(
18000̟12RΓ
14 e2 − 16560̟14RΓ12 e2
+135̟20RΓ
6 e2 − 2160̟16RΓ10 e2
−2160̟16RΓ10 e1 − 2880̟10RΓ16 e2
−3600̟12RΓ10 e1 u4 + 3600̟12RΓ13 e1 u
−10800̟14RΓ11 e1 u+ 7200̟12RΓ11 e1 u3
+720̟12RΓ
9 e1 u
5 − 1350̟18RΓ7 e1 u
+1080̟18RΓ
6 e1 u
2 − 405̟20RΓ5 e1 u
−7200̟12RΓ12 e1 u2 + 3600̟14RΓ12 e1
−57600̟10RΓ13 e2 u3 − 19440̟14RΓ11 e2 u
−43200̟10RΓ14 e2 u2 + 3600̟12RΓ10 e2 u4
+540̟18RΓ
6 e2 u
2 − 2160̟14RΓ8 e2 u4
+4860̟16RΓ
8 e2 u
2 − 2880̟10RΓ10 e2 u6
−540̟16RΓ7 e2 u3 − 17280̟10RΓ15 e2 u
+9360̟14RΓ
9 e2 u
3 + 68400̟12RΓ
13 e2 u
−2160̟16RΓ9 e2 u− 720̟12RΓ14 e1
−43200̟10RΓ12 e2 u4 + 93600̟12RΓ12 e2 u2
+8640̟14RΓ
10 e2 u
2 + 1890̟18RΓ
7 e2 u
+405̟20RΓ
5 e2 u− 17280̟10RΓ11 e2 u5
+1080̟16RΓ
9 e1 u− 540̟16RΓ7 e1 u3
+1620̟16RΓ
8 e1 u
2 − 3600̟14RΓ9 e1 u3
+10800̟14RΓ
10 e1 u
2 − 3600̟12RΓ9 e2 u5
+50400̟12RΓ
11 e2 u
3 − 135̟20RΓ6 e1
+270̟18RΓ
8 e1 − 270̟18RΓ8 e2
)
/15/RΓ
11/̟22, (A.16)
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γ14 = −2
(
− 540RΓ11̟14 e2 − 1620RΓ9̟14 e1 u2
+540RΓ
8̟14 e1 u
3 + 1620RΓ
10̟14 e1 u
−540RΓ8̟14 e2 u3 − 1620RΓ9̟14 e2 u2
−1620RΓ10̟14 e2 u− 810RΓ7̟16 e2 u2
−810RΓ7̟16 e1 u2 − 810RΓ8̟16 e2 u
−405RΓ6̟18 e2 u+ 810RΓ8̟16 e1 u
−540RΓ11̟14 e1 + 405RΓ6̟18 e1 u
)
/RΓ
12/̟20/15, (A.17)
γ15 = −2
(
− 14400RΓ12̟10 e2 u2 − 270RΓ6̟16 e2 u2
−7200RΓ10̟10 e2 u4 + 5040RΓ12̟12 e2
−1440RΓ9̟10 e2 u5 − 14400RΓ11̟10 e2 u3
−1440RΓ9̟12 e2 u3 + 8640RΓ10̟12 e2 u2
−2160RΓ8̟12 e2 u4 + 12960RΓ11̟12 e2 u
−1440RΓ14̟10 e2 + 7200RΓ10̟10 e1 u4
+1440RΓ
14̟10 e1 + 21600RΓ
11̟12 e1 u
+7200RΓ
9̟12 e1 u
3 − 1440RΓ9̟10 e1 u5
+1080RΓ
7̟16 e2 u− 14400RΓ11̟10 e1 u3
−21600RΓ10̟12 e1 u2 − 5400RΓ9̟14 e1 u
−7200RΓ13̟10 e1 u+ 14400RΓ12̟10 e1 u2
+5400RΓ
10̟14 e1 − 7200RΓ12̟12 e1
+270RΓ
6̟16 e1 u
2 − 540RΓ7̟16 e1 u
−7200RΓ13̟10 e2 u− 135RΓ6̟18 e1
−270RΓ8̟16 e2 + 4320RΓ9̟14 e2 u
−1080RΓ7̟14 e2 u3 + 3240RΓ8̟14 e2 u2
+270RΓ
8̟16 e1 + 135RΓ
6̟18 e2
)
/15/RΓ
12/̟20, (A.18)
γ16 = −
(
1080RΓ
8̟12 e2 u
3 + 810RΓ
7̟14 e2 u
2
+4320RΓ
11̟10 e2 u
2 − 1080RΓ10̟12 e2 u
+270RΓ
7̟14 e1 u
2 + 720RΓ
9̟10 e2 u
4
+2880RΓ
12̟10 e2 u+ 135RΓ
7̟16 e1
+270RΓ
6̟16 e2 u− 270RΓ6̟16 e1 u
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+1080RΓ
9̟12 e2 u
2 − 540RΓ8̟14 e1 u
+2880RΓ
10̟10 e2 u
3 + 720RΓ
13̟10 e2
−1080RΓ11̟12 e2 − 135RΓ7̟16 e2
−270RΓ9̟14 e2 + 270RΓ9̟14 e1
)
/̟18/RΓ
12/15 (A.19)
γ17 =
(
− 27RΓ6̟16 e1 + 48RΓ8̟10 e2 u4
−288RΓ9̟12 e2 u+ 288RΓ10̟10 e2 u2
−144RΓ8̟12 e2 u2 − 18RΓ6̟14 e2 u2
−36RΓ7̟14 e2 u+ 192RΓ11̟10 e2 u
+192RΓ
9̟10 e2 u
3 + 90RΓ
6̟14 e1 u
2
+144RΓ
7̟14 e1 u− 18RΓ5̟16 e1 u
−216RΓ7̟12 e1 u3 − 216RΓ8̟12 e1 u2
+1920RΓ
12̟8 e1 u
2 − 192RΓ9̟8 e1 u5
+1728RΓ
11̟10 e1 u+ 18RΓ
5̟16 e2 u
+288RΓ
8̟10 e1 u
4 + 960RΓ
10̟8 e1 u
4
−960RΓ13̟8 e1 u+ 360RΓ9̟12 e1 u
−1920RΓ11̟8 e1 u3 − 192RΓ9̟10 e1 u3
−1152RΓ10̟10 e1 u2 + 192RΓ14̟8 e1
+72RΓ
10̟12 e1 + 48RΓ
12̟10 e2
−18RΓ8̟14 e1 + 27RΓ6̟16 e2
−672RΓ12̟10 e1 + 18RΓ8̟14 e2
−144RΓ10̟12 e2
)
/̟18/RΓ
12. (A.20)
B. BONDI FUNCTIONS FOR THE SOLUTION SIMPLE
Here the formulae obtained for the static solution SIMPLE, in the gauge
described in Section 5.3.3 are listed. Since the solution is time-independent,
the functions r, J, β, U,W and their λ-derivatives on the world-tube depend
only on the angular variables (q, p). The function r(0)(q, p) is given by
r(0) = RΓ − 1
80
R5Γ ג
2
1a
4 +
1
112
R6Γ ג
3
1a
6
− 11
1920
R8Γ ג
4
1a
8 +
179
49280
R10Γ ג
5
1a
10 + · · · , (B.1)
where
ג1 =
(−4 p2 + P 2)
P 2
, P = 1 + q2 + p2. (B.2)
Using the same notations and further introducing
ג2 =
ζ2 + 1
1 + ζζ¯
=
(q + Ip)2 + 1
P
, (B.3)
ג3 =
ζ − ζ¯
1 + ζζ¯
=
2Ip
P
, (B.4)
the Bondi functions and their λ-derivatives are given by
J (0) = −1
2
ג
2
2R
2
Γa
2 +
3
16
¯ג2 ג
3
2R
4
Γa
4 − 9
80
¯ג
2
2ג
4
2R
6
Γa
6
+
1317
17920
¯ג
3
2ג
5
2R
8
Γa
8 − 26647
537600
¯ג
4
2ג
6
2R
10
Γ a
10 + · · · , (B.5)
J
(0)
,λ = −ג22RΓa2 +
3
4
¯ג2 ג
3
2R
3
Γa
4 − 27
40
¯ג
2
2ג
4
2R
5
Γa
6
+
1317
2240
¯ג
3
2ג
5
2R
7
Γa
8 − 26647
5376z0
¯ג
4
2ג
6
2R
9
Γa
10 + · · · , (B.6)
β(0) =
1
32
R4Γג
2
1a
4 − 1
32
R6Γג
3
1a
6 +
137
5120
R8Γג
4
1a
8
− 393
17920
R10Γ ג
5
1a
10 · · · , (B.7)
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β
(0)
,λ =
1
8
R3Γג
2
1a
4 − 3
16
R5Γג
3
1a
6 +
137
640
R7Γג
4
1a
8
− 393
1792
R9Γג
5
1a
10 + · · · , (B.8)
U (0) = ג3 ג2RΓ a
2 − 1
2
ג3 ¯ג2 ג
2
2R
3
Γa
4 +
29
80
ג3 ¯ג
2
2ג
3
2R
5
Γa
6
− 319
1120
ג3 ¯ג
3
2ג
4
2R
7
Γa
8 +
3103
13440
ג3 ¯ג
4
2ג
5
2R
9
Γa
10 + · · · , (B.9)
U
(0)
,λ = ג3 ג2 a
2 − 3
2
ג3 ¯ג2 ג
2
2R
2
Γa
4 +
29
16
ג3 ¯ג
2
2ג
3
2R
4
Γa
6
−319
160
ג3 ¯ג
3
2ג
4
2R
6
Γa
8 +
9309
4480
ג3 ¯ג
4
2ג
5
2R
8
Γa
10 + · · · , (B.10)
W (0) =
1
2
(−2 + 3 ג1)RΓ a2 − 1
8
(−4 + 5 ג1) ג1R3Γ a4
+
1
160
(−58 + 67 ג1) ג21R5Γ a6
− 1
2240
(−638 + 705 ג1) ג31R7Γ a8
+
1
26880
(−6206 + 6669 ג1) ג41R9Γ a10 + · · · , (B.11)
W
(0)
,λ =
1
2
(−2 + 3 ג1) a2 − 3
8
(−4 + 5 ג1) ג1R2Γ a4
+
1
32
(−58 + 67 ג1) ג21R4Γ a6
− 1
320
(−638 + 705 ג1) ג31R6Γ a8
+
3
8960
(−6206 + 6669 ג1) ג41R8Γ a10 + · · · . (B.12)
C. LINEARIZED QUADRUPOLE WAVE SOLUTION IN
BONDI COORDINATES
This appendix is a description of the algebraic steps performed to obtain
the linearized quadrupole wave solution in Bondi coordinates. At the end
explicit expressions are provided for the Bondi metric functions. The work
described below (and most of the work from the entire thesis) could not
have been accomplished without a significant input from [121].
The starting point is the linearized quadrupole solution in coordinates
xα = (t, r, xA), as given in Section 5.3.2. The contravariantmetric is written
in the form gαβ = ηαβ − hαβ , where computations are done up to order
O(h2).
C.1 Approximate null coordinates
The approximate null coordinates y′µ
′
= (u, λ, yA) are defined by u =
t− r, λ = r −RΓ. This leads to a metric of the form
g′µ
′ν′ =
∂y′µ
′
∂xα
∂y′ν
′
∂xβ
gαβ = η′µ
′ν′ − h′µ′ν′ , (C.1)
where h′µ
′ν′ is
h′µ
′ν′ =
∂y′µ
′
∂xα
∂y′ν
′
∂xβ
hαβ (C.2)
and η′µ
′ν′ is the background null metric:
η′µ
′ν′ =

 0 −1−1 1 0
0 q
AB
(λ+RΓ)2

 . (C.3)
C.2 Affine null coordinates
As a further step the affine null coordinates are introduced in the following
way:
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y˜µ = y′µ + ξµ, where ξµ|RΓ = 0. (C.4)
This leads to a metric that can be written as
g˜µ˜ν˜(y˜) =
∂y˜µ˜
∂y′α′
∂y˜ν˜
∂y′β′
g′α
′β′(y′) = η˜µ˜ν˜(y˜)− h˜µ˜ν˜ . (C.5)
Here again η˜µν is the background metric in null coordinates, while
h˜µ˜ν˜ = h′µ
′ν′ − ξµ,α′ην
′α′ − ξν,α′ηµ
′α′ + ηµ
′ν′
,α′ ξ
α. (C.6)
The vector ξµ is fixed by the requirement that g˜µ˜ν˜ be a null metric, that is
h˜u˜u˜ = 0 ⇒ 0 = h′u′u′ + 2 ξu,λ
⇒ ξu =
∫ λ
0
[
−1
2
h′u
′u′
]
dλ, (C.7)
h˜u˜A˜ = 0 ⇒ 0 = h′u′A′ − ξu,B ηA
′B′ + ξA,λ
⇒ ξA =
∫ λ
0
[
−h′u′A′ + ξu,B′ ηA
′B′
]
dλ, (C.8)
h˜u˜λ˜ = 0 ⇒ 0 = h′u′λ′ + ξu,u − ξu,λ + ξλ,λ
⇒ ξλ =
∫ λ
0
[
−h′u′λ′ − ξu,u −
1
2
hu
′u′
]
dλ. (C.9)
C.3 Bondi coordinates
In order to get the null metric in Bondi coordinates yµ = (u, rb, y
A) the
following coordinate transformation is defined
yµ = y˜µ˜ + ηµ, where ηu = ηA = 0. (C.10)
The above coordinate transformation translates into
rb = λ˜+RΓ + η
r. (C.11)
Carrying it out provides the following metric:
gµνb (y) =
∂yµ
∂y˜α˜
∂yν
∂y˜β˜
g˜α˜β˜ = ηµνb (y)− hµνb (y), (C.12)
where ηµνb is the background metric in Bondi coordinates which is identical
with the same metric in null coordinates. The expression for hµνb is
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hµνb = h
µ˜ν˜ − ηµ,α˜η˜α˜ν˜ − ην,α˜η˜α˜µ˜ + ηµ˜ν˜,α˜ ηα. (C.13)
As a condition upon ηr the following gauge condition is imposed:
ηABh
AB
b = ηABh˜
AB + ηABη
AB
,λ η
r = 0. (C.14)
Using
ηABη
AB
,λ = −
4
λ
,
this translates into
ηr =
λ
4
ηABh˜
AB. (C.15)
If the determinant condition is imposed to the Bondi metric gABb , one ob-
tains
1
r4bq
=
∣∣gABb (y)∣∣ = ∣∣∣g˜A˜B˜(y˜)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ηA˜B˜(y˜)− h˜A˜B˜(y˜)∣∣∣ (C.16)
=
∣∣∣ηA˜B˜(y˜)∣∣∣ (1− ηA˜B˜(y˜) h˜A˜B˜(y˜)) , (C.17)
which is equivalent to satisfying the gauge condition specified in Eq. (C.14).
C.4 Inverting the relation rb = rb(λ˜)
Once the metric is obtained in Bondi coordinates, computing the depen-
dence λ˜(rb) is straightforward. The expression for ∂rb/∂λ˜ can be obtained
directly from
∂rb/∂λ˜ = e
−2β = −grub . (C.18)
The value of ∂2rb/∂λ˜
2 is determined by the value of β,λ˜, which vanishes in
linearized theory (see Eq. (5.76)). Thus ∂2rb/∂λ˜
2 = 0, or in other words,
the dependence rb = rb(λ˜) is linear.
C.5 Explicit results for the Bondi functions
Most of the coordinate transformations described in Sections C.1-C.4 are
relatively easy to carry out with the exception of the integrals (C.7) - (C.9).
These cannot be evaluated in a closed form, and they were approximated by
a high-order expansion in the affine parameter λ. The resulting expressions
for the Bondi variables J, U,W as functions of (u, λ, q, p) are listed below.
As described in Section C.4, replacing the variable λ with the Bondi r is
straightforward.
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The function J(u, λ, q, p) takes the form
J = ε
(
q2 − p2 + 2Iqp
P 2
)
×
[
J (0)(u) +
λ1
1!
J (1)(u) +
+ · · ·+ λ
6
6!
J (6)(u) +O(λ7)
]
+O(ε2), (C.19)
where the coefficients J (0), . . . J (6) are given by
J (0) =
(
270R8Γ̟
18 e1 u− 720R10Γ ̟12 e1 u5
−135R6Γ̟20 e1 u+ 3600R11Γ ̟12 e1 u4
+7920R12Γ ̟
14 e1 u+ 720R
15
Γ ̟
12 e2
+1080R11Γ ̟
16 e2 + 720R
10
Γ ̟
12 e2 u
5
+3600R14Γ ̟
12 e2 u+ 3600R
11
Γ ̟
12 e2 u
4
+7200R12Γ ̟
12 e2 u
3 + 7200R13Γ ̟
12 e2 u
2
−7920R12Γ ̟14 e2 u+ 1080R11Γ ̟16 e1
+540R8Γ̟
16 e2 u
3 − 540R9Γ̟16 e2 u2
−6480R11Γ ̟14 e2 u2 − 720R10Γ ̟14 e2 u3
+270R7Γ̟
18 e2 u
2 + 720R9Γ̟
14 e2 u
4
+135R6Γ̟
20 e2 u+ 270R
7
Γ̟
18 e1 u
2
−270R8Γ̟18 e2 u− 6480R11Γ ̟14 e1 u2
+720R10Γ ̟
14 e1 u
3 + 720R9Γ̟
14 e1 u
4
−540R8Γ̟16 e1 u3 − 540R9Γ̟16 e1 u2
−3600R14Γ ̟12 e1 u+ 7200R13Γ ̟12 e1 u2
−7200R12Γ ̟12 e1 u3 + 720R15Γ ̟12 e1
−2880R13Γ ̟14 e1 − 2880R13Γ ̟14 e2
)
×
2/15/R11Γ /̟
22, (C.20)
J (1) =
(
18000̟12R14Γ e2 − 16560̟14R12Γ e2
+135̟20R6Γ e2 − 2160̟16R10Γ e2
−2160̟16R10Γ e1 − 2880̟10R16Γ e2
−3600̟12R10Γ e1 u4 + 3600̟12R13Γ e1 u
−10800̟14R11Γ e1 u+ 7200̟12R11Γ e1 u3
+720̟12R9Γ e1 u
5 − 1350̟18R7Γ e1 u
+1080̟18R6Γ e1 u
2 − 405̟20R5Γ e1 u
−7200̟12R12Γ e1 u2 + 3600̟14R12Γ e1
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−57600̟10R13Γ e2 u3 − 19440̟14R11Γ e2 u
−43200̟10R14Γ e2 u2 + 3600̟12R10Γ e2 u4
+540̟18R6Γ e2 u
2 − 2160̟14R8Γ e2 u4
+4860̟16R8Γ e2 u
2 − 2880̟10R10Γ e2 u6
−540̟16R7Γ e2 u3 − 17280̟10R15Γ e2 u
+9360̟14R9Γ e2 u
3 + 68400̟12R13Γ e2 u
−2160̟16R9Γ e2 u− 720̟12R14Γ e1
−43200̟10R12Γ e2 u4 + 93600̟12R12Γ e2 u2
+8640̟14R10Γ e2 u
2 + 1890̟18R7Γ e2 u
+405̟20R5Γ e2 u− 17280̟10R11Γ e2 u5
+1080̟16R9Γ e1 u− 540̟16R7Γ e1 u3
+1620̟16R8Γ e1 u
2 − 3600̟14R9Γ e1 u3
+10800̟14R10Γ e1 u
2 − 3600̟12R9Γ e2 u5
+50400̟12R11Γ e2 u
3 − 135̟20R6Γ e1
+270̟18R8Γ e1 − 270̟18R8Γ e2
)
×
2/15/R11Γ /̟
22, (C.21)
J (2) =
(
2160̟18R7Γ e2 − 27360̟14R11Γ e2
−14400̟12R10Γ e1 u3 − 50400̟12R9Γ e2 u4
+11520̟8R17Γ e2 − 2160̟18R7Γ e1
−7200̟14R11Γ e1 − 270̟20R5Γ e2
+270̟20R5Γ e1 + 4320̟
18R6Γ e1 u
+7200̟14R8Γ e1 u
3 − 5400̟16R8Γ e1 u
−1080̟18R5Γ e2 u2 + 7200̟12R9Γ e1 u4
+11520̟8R10Γ e2 u
7 + 34560̟14R10Γ e2 u
+8640̟14R9Γ e2 u
2 − 17280̟10R10Γ e2 u5
−57600̟12R10Γ e2 u3 + 241920̟8R12Γ e2 u5
+15840̟12R8Γ e2 u
5 − 864000̟10R12Γ e2 u3
−345600̟10R11Γ e2 u4 + 80640̟8R11Γ e2 u6
+8640̟14R7Γ e2 u
4 + 1440̟12R13Γ e1
−950400̟10R13Γ e2 u2 + 403200̟8R14Γ e2 u3
−5400̟18R6Γ e2 u− 44640̟14R8Γ e2 u3
+241920̟8R15Γ e2 u
2 − 501120̟10R14Γ e2 u
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+403200̟8R13Γ e2 u
4 + 17280̟10R9Γ e2 u
6
−19440̟16R7Γ e2 u2 + 288000̟12R11Γ e2 u2
+468000̟12R12Γ e2 u+ 2160̟
16R6Γ e2 u
3
+14040̟16R8Γ e2 u+ 80640̟
8R16Γ e2 u
−810̟20R4Γ e2 u− 7200̟12R12Γ e1 u
+14400̟12R11Γ e1 u
2 − 1440̟12R8Γ e1 u5
+21600̟14R10Γ e1 u− 21600̟14R9Γ e1 u2
−2160̟18R5Γ e1 u2 + 810̟20R4Γ e1 u
+188640̟12R13Γ e2 − 103680̟10R15Γ e2
+5400̟16R9Γ e1 + 3240̟
16R9Γ e2
)
×
2/15/R11Γ /̟
22, (C.22)
J (3) =
(
− 2430̟20R3Γ e1 u+ 29160̟16R7Γ e1 u
+4320̟16R5Γ e1 u
3 + 21600̟12R11Γ e1 u
−2580480̟6R15Γ e2 u3 − 43200̟12R10Γ e1 u2
−12960̟16R6Γ e1 u2 − 64800̟14R9Γ e1 u
−21600̟14R7Γ e1 u3 + 64800̟14R8Γ e1 u2
+43200̟12R9Γ e1 u
3 − 21600̟12R8Γ e1 u4
+4320̟12R7Γ e1 u
5 − 1290240̟6R16Γ e2 u2
+3306240̟8R15Γ e2 u+ 3240̟
18R4Γ e2 u
2
+2430̟20R3Γ e2 u− 81000̟16R7Γ e2 u
+22680̟18R5Γ e2 u− 10800̟16R5Γ e2 u3
+97200̟16R6Γ e2 u
2 − 368640̟6R17Γ e2 u
+564480̟8R16Γ e2 − 1670400̟10R14Γ e2
−810̟20R4Γ e1 + 21600̟14R10Γ e1
+12960̟18R6Γ e1 + 345600̟
10R10Γ e2 u
4
−43200̟14R6Γ e2 u4 + 2177280̟8R11Γ e2 u5
−3168000̟10R11Γ e2 u3 + 7983360̟8R14Γ e2 u2
−3225600̟6R14Γ e2 u4 − 97920̟10R8Γ e2 u6
+259200̟10R9Γ e2 u
5 + 80640̟8R10Γ e2 u
6
−46080̟6R10Γ e2 u8 − 7516800̟10R12Γ e2 u2
−80640̟8R9Γ e2 u7 − 368640̟6R11Γ e2 u7
−6030720̟10R13Γ e2 u− 82080̟12R7Γ e2 u5
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−2580480̟6R13Γ e2 u5 − 345600̟12R10Γ e2 u2
−86400̟14R9Γ e2 u+ 237600̟14R7Γ e2 u3
−19440̟18R5Γ e1 u+ 6480̟18R4Γ e1 u2
−129600̟14R8Γ e2 u2 + 1015200̟12R11Γ e2 u
+0.1008·108̟8R13Γ e2 u3 + 324000̟12R8Γ e2 u4
+6854400̟8R12Γ e2 u
4 − 1290240̟6R12Γ e2 u6
−12960̟18R6Γ e2 + 954720̟12R12Γ e2
−4320̟12R12Γ e1 + 21600̟14R10Γ e2
−20520̟16R8Γ e1 − 5400̟16R8Γ e2
−46080̟6R18Γ e2 + 810̟20R4Γ e2
)
×
2/15/R11Γ /̟
22, (C.23)
J (4) =
(
0.5999616·108̟8R14Γ e2 u− 0.202752·108̟6 R16Γ e2 u
+0.1548288·108̟4R16Γ e2 u3 − 9720̟20R2Γ e2 u
+1658880̟4R18Γ e2 u+ 518400̟
16R6Γ e2 u
−0.9547776·108̟6R14Γ e2 u3 − 38880̟16R4Γ e1 u3
+116640̟16R5Γ e1 u
2 + 259200̟14R8Γ e1 u
−181440̟16R6Γ e1 u+ 84240̟18R5Γ e2
−172800̟12R8Γ e1 u3 − 17280̟12R6Γ e1 u5
+86400̟14R6Γ e1 u
3 − 25920̟18R3Γ e1 u2
−86400̟12R10Γ e1 u+ 86400̟12R7Γ e1 u4
−259200̟14R7Γ e1 u2 + 110160̟18R4Γ e1 u
−86400̟14R9Γ e2 + 184320̟4R19Γ e2
−368640̟6R10Γ e2 u7 + 622080̟10R7Γ e2 u6
+9720̟20R2Γ e1 u− 2073600̟10R8Γ e2 u5
−1290240̟8R9Γ e2 u6 + 552960̟8R8Γ e2 u7
+103680̟16R7Γ e1 − 84240̟18R5Γ e1
+368640̟6R9Γ e2 u
8 + 1209600̟12R9Γ e2 u
2
−432000̟12R10Γ e2 u+ 184320̟4R10Γ e2 u9
+2764800̟10R10Γ e2 u
3 − 345600̟10R9Γ e2 u4
+0.1548288·108̟4R13Γ e2 u6 + 1658880̟4R11Γ e2 u8
+0.290304·108̟8R11Γ e2 u4 − 0.129024·108̟6R11Γ e2 u6
−0.903168·108̟6R13Γ e2 u4 − 1935360̟8R10Γ e2 u5
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−0.196992·108̟10 R11Γ e2 u2 − 2160000̟12R7Γ e2 u4
−0.3497472·108̟10R12Γ e2 u+ 864000̟12R8Γ e2 u3
+501120̟12R6Γ e2 u
5 + 0.2322432·108̟4R14Γ e2 u5
+259200̟14R8Γ e2 u− 0.4902912·108̟6R12Γ e2 u5
−123120̟18R4Γ e2 u+ 17280̟12R11Γ e1
−12960̟18R3Γ e2 u2 + 0.903168·108̟8R12Γ e2 u3
+6635520̟4R12Γ e2 u
7 − 1468800̟14R6Γ e2 u3
+1036800̟14R7Γ e2 u
2 − 583200̟16R5Γ e2 u2
+172800̟12R9Γ e1 u
2 + 0.2322432·108̟4R15Γ e2 u4
−0.5935104·108̟6R15Γ e2 u2 + 259200̟14R5Γ e2 u4
+6635520̟4R17Γ e2 u
2 − 3240̟20R3Γ e2
+0.1083802·109̟8R13Γ e2 u2 + 64800̟16R4Γ e2 u3
−0.148608·108̟10 R13Γ e2 + 3240̟20R3Γ e1
−86400̟14R9Γ e1 − 2949120̟6R17Γ e2
+0.1281024·108̟8R15Γ e2 + 1883520̟12R11Γ e2
)
×
2/15/R11Γ /̟
22, (C.24)
J (5) =
(
810000̟18R3Γ e2 u+ 0.1177805·109̟4R17Γ e2 u
+48600̟20RΓ e2 u+ 6266880̟
6R9Γ e2 u
7
−7372800̟2R19Γ e2 u+ 64800̟18R2Γ e2 u2
−2949120̟6R8Γ e2 u8 − 0.331776·108̟2R12Γ e2 u8
+0.7064064·109̟8R12Γ e2 u2 − 7372800̟2R11Γ e2 u9
−737280̟2R10Γ e2 u10 + 0.165888·108̟10 R7Γ e2 u5
+1658880̟4R10Γ e2 u
8 − 1658880̟4R9Γ e2 u9
−0.903168·109̟6R12Γ e2 u4 − 0.124416·108̟10R9Γ e2 u3
−4492800̟10R8Γ e2 u4 + 5184000̟10R10Γ e2 u2
+0.274176·109̟8R11Γ e2 u3 + 0.7299072·108̟4R11Γ e2 u7
−615600̟18R4Γ e2 − 48600̟20RΓ e1 u
−864000̟12R8Γ e1 u2 + 432000̟12R9Γ e1 u
+864000̟12R7Γ e1 u
3 + 86400̟12R5Γ e1 u
5
−432000̟14R5Γ e1 u3 + 1296000̟16R5Γ e1 u
−1296000̟14R7Γ e1 u+ 129600̟18R2Γ e1 u2
+324000̟16R3Γ e1 u
3 − 745200̟18R3Γ e1 u
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−0.1857946·109̟2R15Γ e2 u5 − 0.5113037·109̟6R15Γ e2 u
−0.1548288·109̟2R14Γ e2 u6 + 0.1492992·108̟4R18Γ e2
−16200̟20R2Γ e1 − 0.8921088·108̟6R16Γ e2
+0.3251405·109̟4R12Γ e2 u6 − 0.801792·108̟10R11Γ e2 u
−0.2348237·109̟6R11Γ e2 u5 − 5011200̟12R8Γ e2 u2
+0.1225728·108̟8R8Γ e2 u6 + 2160000̟12R9Γ e2 u
+0.15984·108̟12R6Γ e2 u4 − 3542400̟12R5Γ e2 u5
−86400̟12R10Γ e1 − 4492800̟10R6Γ e2 u6
−9504000̟12R7Γ e2 u3 + 0.9521971·109̟4R14Γ e2 u4
+0.7199539·109̟4R13Γ e2 u5 − 4147200̟8R7Γ e2 u7
−777600̟14R7Γ e2 u− 0.1442488·1010̟6R13Γ e2 u3
−1814400̟14R4Γ e2 u4 − 453600̟16R3Γ e2 u3
−0.722304·108̟10 R12Γ e2 − 648000̟16R6Γ e1
−86400̟12R10Γ e2 + 615600̟18R4Γ e1
+432000̟14R8Γ e2 + 129600̟
16R6Γ e2
−0.884736·108̟2R13Γ e2 u7 − 0.193536·108̟8R10Γ e2 u4
+0.104544·108̟14 R5Γ e2 u3 + 0.1032192·108̟6R10Γ e2 u6
−8294400̟14R6Γ e2 u2 + 0.5960909·109̟8R13Γ e2 u
+0.4047667·109̟4R16Γ e2 u2 − 3758400̟16R5Γ e2 u
−0.1548288·109̟2R16Γ e2 u4 − 0.1197343·1010̟6R14Γ e2 u2
+0.7896269·109̟4R15Γ e2 u3 + 1296000̟14R6Γ e1 u2
−972000̟16R4Γ e1 u2 − 432000̟12R6Γ e1 u4
−0.331776·108̟2R18Γ e2 u2 + 4082400̟16R4Γ e2 u2
−0.884736·108̟2R17Γ e2 u3 + 3870720̟8R9Γ e2 u5
−737280̟2R20Γ e2 + 16200̟20R2Γ e2
+432000̟14R8Γ e1 + 0.1706803·109̟8 R14Γ e2
)
×
2/15/R11Γ /̟
22, (C.25)
J (6) =
(
− 2851200̟16R2Γ e1 u3 + 0.1397053·1010̟8 e2R13Γ
−2592000̟12R8Γ e1 u+ 0.307152·108̟16R4Γ e2 u
+2592000̟12R5Γ e1 u
4 + 3628800̟16R2Γ e2 u
3
−0.48384·108̟8 e2R10Γ u3 − 6220800̟18R2Γ e2 u
−388800̟18 e2RΓ u2 + 2949120 e2R21Γ
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−0.326592·108̟16 R3Γ e2 u2 − 0.6561792·109 e2R18Γ u̟2
+2073600̟10 e2R
10
Γ u+ 7372800 e2R
9
Γ u
10̟2
+0.649728·108̟10 e2R8Γ u3 − 0.3096576·108 e2R9Γ u6̟6
+0.2543616·108 e2R7Γ u8̟6 + 0.1064448·109̟8 e2R9Γ u4
−0.2985984·108 e2R9Γ u8̟4 − 0.6856704·108̟6 e2R8Γ u7
−0.2587853·1010 e2R17Γ u2̟2 + 0.1511424·108 e2R8Γ u9̟4
+0.1741824·108̟8 e2R8Γ u5 + 0.3456·108̟8 e2R6Γ u7
−0.5927731·1010 e2R16Γ u3̟2 + 518400̟12R9Γ e1
−0.73728·108 e2R19Γ ̟2 + 291600̟20 e1 u
−0.1640079·1010 e2R15Γ ̟6 − 2592000̟14R7Γ e2
+0.228096·108̟12 R7Γ e2 u2 + 0.1734083·1010 e2R11Γ u6̟4
−0.3096576·1010 e2R11Γ u4̟6 + 0.1583899·1011 e2R13Γ u4̟4
−0.132192·109̟12 R5Γ e2 u4 − 0.8360755·1010 e2R14Γ u5̟2
+0.123863·109 e2R10Γ u5̟6 − 0.8670413·1010 e2R15Γ u4̟2
+0.112273·1011 e2R15Γ u2̟4 − 7372800 e2R10Γ u9̟2
−777600̟18 e1RΓ u2 − 0.7506985·1010 e2R14Γ u̟6
+5832000̟18R2Γ e1 u+ 8553600̟
16R3Γ e1 u
2
−0.104976·108̟16 R4Γ e1 u+ 2592000̟14R4Γ e1 u3
−0.1430784·109̟10 e2R6Γ u5 − 0.3981312·109̟2 e2R11Γ u8
+0.1828915·1010̟8 e2R11Γ u2 + 5184000̟12R7Γ e1 u2
−518400̟12R4Γ e1 u5 + 7776000̟14R6Γ e1 u
−7776000̟14R5Γ e1 u2 − 5184000̟12R6Γ e1 u3
+97200̟20RΓ e1 + 0.1622016·109 e2R19Γ u2
−1684800̟16R5Γ e2 + 0.4866048·109 e2R18Γ u3
+0.28512·108̟12R4Γ e2 u5 + 0.7942717·1010 e2R12Γ u5̟4
−0.1141862·109̟8 e2R7Γ u6 + 0.3918275·1010 e2R16Γ u̟4
−0.31104·108̟10 e2R9Γ u2 + 0.705024·108̟10 e2R7Γ u4
+0.366336·108̟10 e2R5Γ u6 + 0.1752662·1011 e2R14Γ u3̟4
+1036800̟14R6Γ e2 u+ 0.715392·108̟14R5Γ e2 u2
−0.844992·108̟14 R4Γ e2 u3 + 0.145152·108̟14 R3Γ e2 u4
−0.5264179·1010 e2R13Γ u6̟2 − 0.1312948·1011 e2R13Γ u2̟6
−0.2034893·1010 e2R12Γ u7̟2 − 0.1041998·1011 e2R12Γ u3̟6
+0.3214633·1010̟8 e2R12Γ u− 0.5308416·108 e2R10Γ u7̟4
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−0.1296·108̟12 e2R8Γ u+ 0.93312·108̟12R6Γ e2 u3
−97200̟20RΓ e2 − 5054400̟18R3Γ e1
−291600̟20 e2 u+ 0.3244032·108 e2R11Γ u10
+0.4866048·109 e2R13Γ u8 + 0.1362493·1010 e2R15Γ u6
+518400̟12R9Γ e2 + 0.9732096·109 e2R17Γ u4
+4795200̟16R5Γ e1 − 2592000̟14R7Γ e1
+0.1362493·1010 e2R16Γ u5 + 5054400̟18R3Γ e2
+0.1622016·109 e2R12Γ u9 + 0.3244032·108 e2R20Γ u
+0.9732096·109 e2R14Γ u7 + 0.5791334·109 e2R17Γ ̟4
−0.152064·109̟10 e2R11Γ + 2949120 e2R10Γ u11
)
×
2/15/R11Γ /̟
22. (C.26)
The function U(u, λ, q, p) expanded in terms of λ takes the form
U = ε
(
(P − 2)(q + I p)
P 2
)
×
[
U (0)(u) +
λ1
1!
U (1)(u) +
+ · · ·+ λ
6
6!
U (6)(u) +O(λ7)
]
+O(ε2), (C.27)
where
U (0) = −2/15
(
− 540R11Γ ̟14 e2 − 1620R9Γ̟14 e1 u2
+540R8Γ̟
14 e1 u
3 + 1620R10Γ ̟
14 e1 u
−540R8Γ̟14 e2 u3 − 1620R9Γ̟14 e2 u2
−1620R10Γ ̟14 e2 u− 810R7Γ̟16 e2 u2
−810R7Γ̟16 e1 u2 − 810R8Γ̟16 e2 u
−405R6Γ̟18 e2 u+ 810R8Γ̟16 e1 u
−540R11Γ ̟14 e1 + 405R6Γ̟18 e1 u
)
/R12Γ /̟
20, (C.28)
U (1) = −
(
− 14400R12Γ ̟10 e2 u2 − 270R6Γ̟16 e2 u2
−7200R10Γ ̟10 e2 u4 + 5040R12Γ ̟12 e2
−1440R9Γ̟10 e2 u5 − 14400R11Γ ̟10 e2 u3
−1440R9Γ̟12 e2 u3 + 8640R10Γ ̟12 e2 u2
−2160R8Γ̟12 e2 u4 + 12960R11Γ ̟12 e2 u
−1440R14Γ ̟10 e2 + 7200R10Γ ̟10 e1 u4
+1440R14Γ ̟
10 e1 + 21600R
11
Γ ̟
12 e1 u
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+7200R9Γ̟
12 e1 u
3 − 1440R9Γ̟10 e1 u5
+1080R7Γ̟
16 e2 u− 14400R11Γ ̟10 e1 u3
−21600R10Γ ̟12 e1 u2 − 5400R9Γ̟14 e1 u
−7200R13Γ ̟10 e1 u+ 14400R12Γ ̟10 e1 u2
+5400R10Γ ̟
14 e1 − 7200R12Γ ̟12 e1
+270R6Γ̟
16 e1 u
2 − 540R7Γ̟16 e1 u
−7200R13Γ ̟10 e2 u− 135R6Γ̟18 e1
−270R8Γ̟16 e2 + 4320R9Γ̟14 e2 u
−1080R7Γ̟14 e2 u3 + 3240R8Γ̟14 e2 u2
+270R8Γ̟
16 e1 + 135R
6
Γ̟
18 e2
)
×
2/15/R12Γ /̟
20, (C.29)
U (2) = −
(
− 3240R7Γ̟16 e1 + 12960R7Γ̟12 e2 u4
+86400R11Γ ̟
8 e2 u
4 − 108000R12Γ ̟10 e2 u
+115200R12Γ ̟
8 e2 u
3 − 43200R10Γ ̟10 e2 u3
−129600R11Γ ̟10 e2 u2 + 34560R10Γ ̟8 e2 u5
+12960R8Γ̟
10 e2 u
5 + 21600R9Γ̟
10 e2 u
4
+5760R9Γ̟
8 e2 u
6 + 21600R12Γ ̟
10 e1 u
−5400R6Γ̟14 e1 u3 + 4320R9Γ̟14 e2
+4320R7Γ̟
12 e1 u
4 − 38880R8Γ̟12 e1 u3
+1620R5Γ̟
16 e1 u
2 − 810R4Γ̟18 e1 u
+90720R9Γ̟
12 e1 u
2 − 82080R10Γ ̟12 e1 u
+4860R6Γ̟
16 e1 u+ 4320R
8
Γ̟
10 e1 u
5
+5760R15Γ ̟
8 e2 − 22680R7Γ̟14 e2 u2
−12960R8Γ̟14 e2 u− 23760R9Γ̟14 e1
+3240R7Γ̟
16 e2 + 34560R
14
Γ ̟
8 e2 u
+5400R6Γ̟
14 e2 u
3 + 86400R13Γ ̟
8 e2 u
2
−51840R9Γ̟12 e2 u2 − 12960R8Γ̟12 e2 u3
+810R4Γ̟
18 e2 u+ 1620R
5
Γ̟
16 e2 u
2
−4860R6Γ̟16 e2 u− 12960R10Γ ̟12 e2 u
+43200R10Γ ̟
10 e1 u
3 − 43200R11Γ ̟10 e1 u2
+3240R7Γ̟
14 e1 u
2 + 25920R8Γ̟
14 e1 u
−21600R9Γ̟10 e1 u4 + 12960R11Γ ̟12 e2
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+25920R11Γ ̟
12 e1 − 30240R13Γ ̟10 e2
−4320R13Γ ̟10 e1
)
× 2/15/R12Γ /̟20, (C.30)
U (3) = −
(
172800R7Γ̟
12 e2 u
3 − 86400R6Γ̟12 e2 u4
−43200R9Γ̟12 e2 u+ 259200R8Γ̟12 e2 u2
−32400R5Γ̟14 e2 u3 + 162000R6Γ̟14 e2 u2
+32400R7Γ̟
14 e2 u+ 32400R
5
Γ̟
16 e2 u
−161280R15Γ ̟6 e2 u− 8100R4Γ̟16 e2 u2
+4860R3Γ̟
18 e1 u+ 380160R
9
Γ̟
12 e1 u
+207360R7Γ̟
12 e1 u
3 − 172800R9Γ̟10 e1 u3
+172800R10Γ ̟
10 e1 u
2 − 17280R7Γ̟10 e1 u5
+86400R8Γ̟
10 e1 u
4 + 794880R13Γ ̟
8 e2 u
−483840R14Γ ̟6 e2 u2 + 432000R9Γ̟10 e2 u3
−4860R3Γ̟18 e2 u− 483840R11Γ ̟6 e2 u5
+1036800R11Γ ̟
8 e2 u
3 − 259200R11Γ ̟10 e2 u
−810R4Γ̟18 e2 + 17280R12Γ ̟10 e1
−116640R10Γ ̟12 e1 − 32400R8Γ̟14 e2
+24300R6Γ̟
16 e1 − 23040R16Γ ̟6 e2
+810R4Γ̟
18 e1 + 172800R
14
Γ ̟
8 e2
−190080R12Γ ̟10 e2 − 24300R6Γ̟16 e2
+116640R8Γ̟
14 e1 − 30240R6Γ̟12 e1 u4
−440640R8Γ̟12 e1 u2 − 35640R5Γ̟16 e1 u
−11340R4Γ̟16 e1 u2 − 129600R7Γ̟14 e1 u
+38880R5Γ̟
14 e1 u
3 − 25920R6Γ̟14 e1 u2
−86400R11Γ ̟10 e1 u+ 172800R10Γ ̟8 e2 u4
−103680R7Γ̟10 e2 u5 − 161280R10Γ ̟6 e2 u6
−69120R8Γ̟8 e2 u6 − 23040R9Γ̟6 e2 u7
−806400R13Γ ̟6 e2 u3 − 172800R9Γ̟8 e2 u5
+259200R10Γ ̟
10 e2 u
2 − 806400R12Γ ̟6 e2 u4
+1382400R12Γ ̟
8 e2 u
2 − 43200R10Γ ̟12 e2
)
×
2/15/R12Γ /̟
20, (C.31)
U (4) = −
(
2580480R11Γ ̟
4 e2 u
6 + 5356800R12Γ ̟
8 e2 u
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+648000R8Γ̟
12 e2 u− 0.137088·108R12Γ ̟6 e2 u3
−86400R11Γ ̟10 e1 − 86400R11Γ ̟10 e2
+226800R7Γ̟
14 e2 − 5322240R14Γ ̟6 e2 u
+172800R9Γ̟
12 e2 − 29160R2Γ̟18 e1 u
−0.12096·108R13Γ ̟6 e2 u2 + 1900800R13Γ ̟8 e2
−667440R7Γ̟14 e1 + 6480R3Γ̟18 e2
+639360R9Γ̟
12 e1 + 92160R
17
Γ ̟
4 e2
−944640R15Γ ̟6 e2 − 864000R9Γ̟10 e1 u2
+207360R5Γ̟
12 e1 u
4 + 71280R3Γ̟
16 e1 u
2
−278640R4Γ̟14 e1 u3 + 732240R6Γ̟14 e1 u
+213840R5Γ̟
14 e1 u
2 − 2125440R8Γ̟12 e1 u
−1261440R6Γ̟12 e1 u3 + 2540160R7Γ̟12 e1 u2
+275400R4Γ̟
16 e1 u+ 86400R
6
Γ̟
10 e1 u
5
+737280R10Γ ̟
4 e2 u
7 + 32400R6Γ̟
14 e2 u
−1263600R5Γ̟14 e2 u2 − 1728000R6Γ̟12 e2 u3
+5160960R12Γ ̟
4 e2 u
5 + 2580480R15Γ ̟
4 e2 u
2
−1296000R7Γ̟12 e2 u2 − 7257600R11Γ ̟6 e2 u4
+226800R4Γ̟
14 e2 u
3 + 5160960R14Γ ̟
4 e2 u
3
+29160R2Γ̟
18 e2 u+ 45360R
3
Γ̟
16 e2 u
2
+737280R16Γ ̟
4 e2 u− 249480R4Γ̟16 e2 u
+864000R8Γ̟
10 e1 u
3 − 432000R7Γ̟10 e1 u4
+432000R10Γ ̟
10 e1 u+ 864000R
6
Γ̟
10 e2 u
5
+3110400R11Γ ̟
8 e2 u
2 + 345600R8Γ̟
6 e2 u
7
+518400R8Γ̟
8 e2 u
5 + 691200R7Γ̟
8 e2 u
6
−86400R9Γ̟10 e2 u2 − 483840R10Γ ̟6 e2 u5
−3024000R8Γ̟10 e2 u3 + 1123200R10Γ ̟10 e2 u
+648000R5Γ̟
12 e2 u
4 − 864000R7Γ̟10 e2 u4
+6451200R13Γ ̟
4 e2 u
4 − 2937600R9Γ̟8 e2 u4
+92160R9Γ̟
4 e2 u
8 − 3110400R10Γ ̟8 e2 u3
+1128960R9Γ̟
6 e2 u
6 + 191160R5Γ̟
16 e2
−191160R5Γ̟16 e1 − 6480R3Γ̟18 e1
)
×
2/15/R12Γ /̟
20, (C.32)
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U (5) = −
(
2203200R3Γ̟
14 e1 u
3 − 4665600R5Γ̟14 e1 u
−2332800R3Γ̟16 e1 u+ 194400RΓ̟18 e1 u
−486000R2Γ̟16 e1 u2 + 0.139968·108R7Γ̟12 e1 u
−1555200R4Γ̟12 e1 u4 + 8812800R5Γ̟12 e1 u3
−0.171072·108R6Γ̟12 e1 u2 − 518400R5Γ̟10 e1 u5
+2592000R6Γ̟
10 e1 u
4 − 5184000R7Γ̟10 e1 u3
+5184000R8Γ̟
10 e1 u
2 − 2592000R9Γ̟10 e1 u
−6220800R8Γ̟10 e2 u2 − 5702400R9Γ̟10 e2 u
+6220800R6Γ̟
12 e2 u
2 + 0.171072·108R5Γ̟12 e2 u3
−5443200R4Γ̟12 e2 u4 − 1658880R8Γ̟4 e2 u8
+2073600R11Γ ̟
8 e2 u− 0.1327104·108R11Γ ̟2 e2 u7
+0.4644864·108R11Γ ̟4 e2 u5 + 0.20736·108R7Γ̟10 e2 u3
−7776000R5Γ̟10 e2 u5 + 0.1296·108R6Γ̟10 e2 u4
−0.290304·108R11Γ ̟6 e2 u3 − 0.870912·108R12Γ ̟6 e2 u2
+0.1161216·109R12Γ ̟4 e2 u4 − 0.3096576·108R12Γ ̟2 e2 u6
−0.165888·108R10Γ ̟8 e2 u2 − 3317760R10Γ ̟2 e2 u8
−4147200R8Γ̟12 e1 − 777600R8Γ̟12 e2
+518400R10Γ ̟
10 e2 + 7603200R
12
Γ ̟
8 e2
+4976640R16Γ ̟
4 e2 + 1652400R
4
Γ̟
16 e1
+48600R2Γ̟
18 e1 + 4406400R
6
Γ̟
14 e1
+518400R10Γ ̟
10 e1 + 6912000R
9
Γ̟
8 e2 u
3
−368640R9Γ̟2 e2 u9 + 0.108864·108R4Γ̟14 e2 u2
+0.331776·108R15Γ ̟4 e2 u− 0.3096576·108R15Γ ̟2 e2 u3
−1652400R4Γ̟16 e2 − 0.6386688·108R13Γ ̟6 e2 u
−0.4644864·108R13Γ ̟2 e2 u5 + 2138400R3Γ̟16 e2 u
−194400RΓ̟18 e2 u− 291600R2Γ̟16 e2 u2
−3317760R17Γ ̟2 e2 u+ 0.1393459·109R13Γ ̟4 e2 u3
−48600R2Γ̟18 e2 − 1944000R5Γ̟14 e2 u
−0.1327104·108R16Γ ̟2 e2 u2 − 0.4644864·108R14Γ ̟2 e2 u4
−4147200R7Γ̟6 e2 u7 − 6912000R6Γ̟8 e2 u6
−6635520R9Γ̟4 e2 u7 + 0.9289728·108R14Γ ̟4 e2 u2
−5806080R8Γ̟6 e2 u6 − 368640R18Γ ̟2 e2
−0.1575936·108R14Γ ̟6 e2 + 0.269568·108R8Γ̟8 e2 u4
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+2073600R7Γ̟
8 e2 u
5 − 1814400R3Γ̟14 e2 u3
+0.1741824·108R9Γ̟6 e2 u5 + 0.290304·108R10Γ ̟6 e2 u4
−6220800R7Γ̟12 e2 u− 1944000R4Γ̟14 e1 u2
−1684800R6Γ̟14 e2
)
× 2/15/R12Γ /̟20, (C.33)
U (6) = −
(
− 0.1957478·109 e2R16Γ ̟2 u+ 0.36288·108̟10R6Γ e1 u3
+3628800̟10R4Γ e1 u
5 + 0.1296·108̟12R3Γ e1 u4
+0.132192·109̟12R5Γ e1 u2 − 0.106272·109̟12R6Γ e1 u
−0.69984·108̟12R4Γ e1 u3 − 0.36288·108̟10R7Γ e1 u2
−0.18144·108̟10R5Γ e1 u4 + 0.18144·108̟10R8Γ e1 u
−0.217728·108̟12 e2R5Γ u2 + 0.1207665·1010 e2R13Γ ̟4 u2
+0.508032·108̟12 e2R3Γ u4 − 0.290304·108 e2R11Γ u2̟6
+0.870912·108̟10 e2R7Γ u2 − 0.163296·109̟10 e2R5Γ u4
+0.3096576·109 e2R13Γ u6 + 0.326592·108̟10 e2R8Γ u
+0.580608·108̟12 e2R6Γ u+ 0.2322432·109 e2R11Γ u4̟4
−0.1778112·109̟12 e2R4Γ u3 − 0.1347011·1010 e2R13Γ ̟2 u4
−0.650281·109 e2R15Γ ̟2 u2 + 0.6038323·109 e2R14Γ ̟4 u
−0.1207665·1010 e2R14Γ ̟2 u3 + 0.163296·108̟14 e2R2Γ u3
+0.299376·108̟14 e2R4Γ u− 0.202176·108̟16 e2R2Γ u
+0.1354752·108 e2R7Γ u6̟6 − 0.145152·109 e2R6Γ̟10 u3
−0.2786918·109 e2R11Γ u6̟2 + 0.1327104·108 e2R10Γ u7̟2
+0.1068319·1010 e2R12Γ ̟4 u3 + 0.3649536·108 e2R9Γ u8̟2
+0.1016064·109̟8 e2R9Γ u2 − 0.9289728·108 e2R9Γ u6̟4
−0.1064448·109 e2R9Γ u4̟6 − 0.145152·108̟8 e2R10Γ u
+7741440 e2R
8
Γ u
9̟2 − 0.2322432·109 e2R10Γ u5̟4
+0.1838592·109 e2R10Γ u3̟6 − 0.1257984·109 e2R13Γ ̟6
+0.157464·108̟16 e2R3Γ + 3628800̟12 e2R7Γ
+0.13608·108̟14 e2R5Γ + 0.31104·108̟12R7Γ e1
+0.1161216·109 e2R15Γ ̟4 − 3628800̟10 e2R9Γ
+0.147456·108 e2R18Γ u− 388800̟18RΓ e1
−1458000̟18 e1 u− 0.8825242·109 e2R12Γ ̟2 u5
+1474560 e2R
9
Γ u
10 + 1458000̟18 e2 u
−0.157464·108̟16 e1R3Γ + 0.663552·108 e2R17Γ u2
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+0.1769472·109 e2R16Γ u3 + 388800̟18RΓ e2
−0.2543616·108 e2R17Γ ̟2 − 3628800̟10R9Γ e1
+0.3096576·109 e2R15Γ u4 + 0.147456·108 e2R10Γ u9
+0.3715891·109 e2R14Γ u5 + 3693600̟16 e1RΓ u2
+0.217728·108̟16 e1R2Γ u+ 0.1944·108̟14 e1R3Γ u2
−0.1944·108̟14 e1R2Γ u3 + 0.33048·108̟14 e1R4Γ u
+0.762048·108̟10R4Γ e2 u5 + 0.4644864·108 e2R8Γ u7̟4
+0.48384·108 e2R6Γ̟6 u7 − 0.2032128·109 e2R8Γ u5̟6
−0.72576·108̟8 e2R6Γ u5 + 0.290304·108̟8 e2R8Γ u3
−0.2322432·109̟8 e2R7Γ u4 + 0.72576·108̟8 e2R5Γ u6
+0.2322432·108 e2R7Γ u8̟4 − 0.2767565·109 e2R12Γ u̟6
+1474560 e2R
19
Γ − 0.33048·108̟14R5Γ e1
+2138400̟16 e2RΓ u
2 + 0.1769472·109 e2R12Γ u7
−0.1034208·109̟14 e2R3Γ u2 + 0.663552·108 e2R11Γ u8
)
×
2/15/R12Γ /̟
20. (C.34)
Finally, the expansion of W (u, λ, q, p) is given by
W = ε
(
6− 6P + P 2
P 2
)
×
[
W (0)(u) +
λ1
1!
W (1)(u) +
+ · · ·+ λ
6
6!
W (6)(u) +O(λ7)
]
+O(ε2), (C.35)
with
W (0) = −
(
1080R8Γ̟
12 e2 u
3 + 810R7Γ̟
14 e2 u
2
+4320R11Γ ̟
10 e2 u
2 − 1080R10Γ ̟12 e2 u
+270R7Γ̟
14 e1 u
2 + 720R9Γ̟
10 e2 u
4
+2880R12Γ ̟
10 e2 u+ 135R
7
Γ̟
16 e1
+270R6Γ̟
16 e2 u− 270R6Γ̟16 e1 u
+1080R9Γ̟
12 e2 u
2 − 540R8Γ̟14 e1 u
+2880R10Γ ̟
10 e2 u
3 + 720R13Γ ̟
10 e2
−1080R11Γ ̟12 e2 − 135R7Γ̟16 e2
−270R9Γ̟14 e2 + 270R9Γ̟14 e1
)
/̟18/R12Γ /15, (C.36)
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W (1) =
(
− 27R6Γ̟16 e1 + 48R8Γ̟10 e2 u4
−288R9Γ̟12 e2 u+ 288R10Γ ̟10 e2 u2
−144R8Γ̟12 e2 u2 − 18R6Γ̟14 e2 u2
−36R7Γ̟14 e2 u+ 192R11Γ ̟10 e2 u
+192R9Γ̟
10 e2 u
3 + 90R6Γ̟
14 e1 u
2
+144R7Γ̟
14 e1 u− 18R5Γ̟16 e1 u
−216R7Γ̟12 e1 u3 − 216R8Γ̟12 e1 u2
+1920R12Γ ̟
8 e1 u
2 − 192R9Γ̟8 e1 u5
+1728R11Γ ̟
10 e1 u+ 18R
5
Γ̟
16 e2 u
+288R8Γ̟
10 e1 u
4 + 960R10Γ ̟
8 e1 u
4
−960R13Γ ̟8 e1 u+ 360R9Γ̟12 e1 u
−1920R11Γ ̟8 e1 u3 − 192R9Γ̟10 e1 u3
−1152R10Γ ̟10 e1 u2 + 192R14Γ ̟8 e1
+72R10Γ ̟
12 e1 + 48R
12
Γ ̟
10 e2
−18R8Γ̟14 e1 + 27R6Γ̟16 e2
−672R12Γ ̟10 e1 + 18R8Γ̟14 e2
−144R10Γ ̟12 e2
)
/̟18/R12Γ , (C.37)
W (2) =
(
− 144R9Γ̟12 e1 + 36R7Γ̟14 e1
−1920R11Γ ̟8 e2 u2 + 1344R10Γ ̟10 e2 u
+576R9Γ̟
10 e2 u
2 + 720R7Γ̟
12 e2 u
2
−144R6Γ̟12 e2 u3 − 36R4Γ̟16 e2 u
−192R8Γ̟8 e2 u5 + 288R6Γ̟14 e2 u
−960R12Γ ̟8 e2 u+ 36R5Γ̟14 e2 u2
+1152R8Γ̟
12 e2 u− 1920R10Γ ̟8 e2 u3
+54R5Γ̟
16 e1 + 3456R
9
Γ̟
10 e1 u
2
+5760R10Γ ̟
8 e1 u
3 + 576R8Γ̟
10 e1 u
3
+36R4Γ̟
16 e1 u− 2880R9Γ̟8 e1 u4
−864R7Γ̟10 e1 u4 − 504R6Γ̟14 e1 u
−5184R10Γ ̟10 e1 u+ 576R6Γ̟12 e1 u3
+2880R12Γ ̟
8 e1 u− 5760R11Γ ̟8 e1 u2
−180R5Γ̟14 e1 u2 + 864R7Γ̟12 e1 u2
−1296R8Γ̟12 e1 u− 384R7Γ̟10 e2 u4
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+576R8Γ̟
8 e1 u
5 − 960R9Γ̟8 e2 u4
−576R8Γ̟10 e2 u3 − 192R13Γ ̟8 e2
+288R9Γ̟
12 e2 + 576R
11
Γ ̟
10 e2
+2016R11Γ ̟
10 e1 − 576R13Γ ̟8 e1
−36R7Γ̟14 e2 − 54R5Γ̟16 e2
)
/̟18/R12Γ , (C.38)
W (3) =
(
− 7776R10Γ ̟10 e1 − 288R8Γ̟12 e2
−324R6Γ̟14 e1 + 11520R8Γ̟8 e1 u4
−2448R5Γ̟12 e1 u3 + 6480R7Γ̟12 e1 u
−2304R7Γ̟8 e1 u5 − 23040R9Γ̟8 e1 u3
−108R3Γ̟16 e1 u+ 2592R5Γ̟14 e1 u
+540R4Γ̟
14 e1 u
2 − 11520R11Γ ̟8 e1 u
+3744R6Γ̟
10 e1 u
4 + 19584R9Γ̟
10 e1 u
−3456R7Γ̟10 e1 u3 − 3888R6Γ̟12 e1 u2
+1152R5Γ̟
12 e2 u
3 + 2880R6Γ̟
10 e2 u
4
−5184R6Γ̟12 e2 u2 − 8640R8Γ̟10 e2 u2
+11520R12Γ ̟
6 e2 u
2 + 2304R7Γ̟
8 e2 u
5
−12096R8Γ̟10 e1 u2 + 324R6Γ̟14 e2
−144R8Γ̟12 e1 + 162R4Γ̟16 e2
+5760R8Γ̟
8 e2 u
4 + 11520R10Γ ̟
6 e2 u
4
−11520R11Γ ̟8 e2 u− 11520R10Γ ̟8 e2 u2
+768R8Γ̟
6 e2 u
6 − 5760R9Γ̟10 e2 u
−1944R5Γ̟14 e2 u− 108R4Γ̟14 e2 u2
+4608R9Γ̟
6 e2 u
5 + 15360R11Γ ̟
6 e2 u
3
+23040R10Γ ̟
8 e1 u
2 − 5184R7Γ̟12 e2 u
+4608R13Γ ̟
6 e2 u+ 108R
3
Γ̟
16 e2 u
+768R14Γ ̟
6 e2 + 2304R
12
Γ ̟
8 e1
−3456R12Γ ̟8 e2 − 162R4Γ̟16 e1
)
/̟18/R12Γ , (C.39)
W (4) =
(
− 3168R7Γ̟12 e2 − 3072R15Γ ̟4 e2
−648R3Γ̟16 e2 − 432R2Γ̟16 e2 u
−16848R4Γ̟14 e1 u− 23040R7Γ̟8 e2 u4
+14256R4Γ̟
14 e2 u− 8928R4Γ̟12 e2 u3
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−64512R13Γ ̟4 e2 u2 − 23040R6Γ̟8 e2 u5
−107520R12Γ ̟4 e2 u3 + 87552R12Γ ̟6 e2 u
+42336R5Γ̟
12 e2 u
2 + 69120R7Γ̟
10 e2 u
2
−107520R11Γ ̟4 e2 u4 − 5760R9Γ̟10 e2
+138240R11Γ ̟
6 e2 u
2 + 4896R7Γ̟
12 e1
+25056R6Γ̟
12 e2 u− 21504R14Γ ̟4 e2 u
+432R3Γ̟
14 e2 u
2 + 17280R8Γ̟
10 e2 u
+648R3Γ̟
16 e1 − 11520R11Γ ̟8 e2
+19968R13Γ ̟
6 e2 − 3456R5Γ̟14 e2
−23040R5Γ̟10 e2 u4 − 12288R7Γ̟6 e2 u6
−21504R9Γ̟4 e2 u6 + 11520R10Γ ̟8 e2 u
−64512R10Γ ̟4 e2 u5 + 76800R10Γ ̟6 e2 u3
+23040R6Γ̟
10 e2 u
3 + 57600R8Γ̟
8 e2 u
3
−23040R9Γ̟6 e2 u4 + 80640R9Γ̟8 e2 u2
+57600R10Γ ̟
8 e1 u− 57600R7Γ̟8 e1 u4
+25344R6Γ̟
10 e1 u
3 − 41472R8Γ̟6 e2 u5
−3072R8Γ̟4 e2 u7 + 36864R9Γ̟10 e1
−11520R11Γ ̟8 e1 + 3456R5Γ̟14 e1
−20736R5Γ̟10 e1 u4 − 89856R8Γ̟10 e1 u
+432R2Γ̟
16 e1 u− 2160R3Γ̟14 e1 u2
+48384R7Γ̟
10 e1 u
2 − 38880R6Γ̟12 e1 u
+14112R4Γ̟
12 e1 u
3 + 19872R5Γ̟
12 e1 u
2
+11520R6Γ̟
8 e1 u
5 − 115200R9Γ̟8 e1 u2
+115200R8Γ̟
8 e1 u
3
)
/̟18/R12Γ , (C.40)
W (5) =
(
345600R6Γ̟
8 e1 u
4 + 10800R2Γ̟
14 e1 u
2
−2160RΓ̟16 e1 u+ 276480R11Γ ̟6 e2 u
+688128R11Γ ̟
2 e2 u
5 − 1290240R11Γ ̟4 e2 u3
−1290240R12Γ ̟4 e2 u2 − 100800R3Γ̟12 e1 u3
+860160R12Γ ̟
2 e2 u
4 − 345600R5Γ̟10 e2 u3
+267840R5Γ̟
12 e1 u− 69120R5Γ̟8 e1 u5
−380160R4Γ̟12 e2 u2 + 688128R13Γ ̟2 e2 u3
−430080R10Γ ̟4 e2 u4 + 344064R10Γ ̟2 e2 u6
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−276480R10Γ ̟6 e2 u2 − 798720R9Γ̟6 e2 u3
+92160R9Γ̟
8 e2 u+ 258048R
8
Γ̟
4 e2 u
6
−276480R8Γ̟6 e2 u4 − 691200R7Γ̟8 e2 u3
+230400R5Γ̟
8 e2 u
5 + 201600R4Γ̟
10 e2 u
4
+12288R8Γ̟
2 e2 u
8 − 518400R6Γ̟10 e2 u2
−414720R8Γ̟8 e2 u2 + 61440R7Γ̟4 e2 u7
+98304R9Γ̟
2 e2 u
7 + 258048R9Γ̟
4 e2 u
5
−120960R5Γ̟12 e2 u+ 2160RΓ̟16 e2 u
+74880R3Γ̟
12 e2 u
3 − 116640R3Γ̟14 e2 u
+344064R14Γ ̟
2 e2 u
2 + 98304R15Γ ̟
2 e2 u
−2160R2Γ̟14 e2 u2 − 602112R13Γ ̟4 e2 u
−110592R14Γ ̟4 e2 − 54720R6Γ̟12 e1
+3240R2Γ̟
16 e2 + 51840R
8
Γ̟
10 e2
+12288R16Γ ̟
2 e2 + 69120R
10
Γ ̟
8 e1
+46080R6Γ̟
12 e2 − 36720R4Γ̟14 e1
−207360R8Γ̟10 e1 + 36720R4Γ̟14 e2
−3240R2Γ̟16 e1 + 153600R12Γ ̟6 e2
+46080R10Γ ̟
8 e2 − 345600R9Γ̟8 e1 u
−207360R6Γ̟10 e1 u2 − 691200R7Γ̟8 e1 u3
+483840R7Γ̟
10 e1 u+ 691200R
8
Γ̟
8 e1 u
2
−112320R4Γ̟12 e1 u2 + 129600R3Γ̟14 e1 u
+276480R7Γ̟
6 e2 u
5 + 153600R6Γ̟
6 e2 u
6
+138240R4Γ̟
10 e1 u
4 − 207360R5Γ̟10 e1 u3
)
/̟18/R12Γ , (C.41)
W (6) =
(
− 12960̟16 e2 u+ 5253120 e2R7Γ u4̟6
+1728000̟8R5Γ e2 u
4 + 1658880̟8R7Γ e2 u
2
−2322432 e2R7Γ u6̟4 − 1843200̟6 e2R5Γ u6
−829440̟10R6Γ e2 u+ 3939840̟10R5Γ e2 u2
+774144 e2R
8
Γ u
5̟4 − 921600 e2R6Γ u7̟4
+5713920 e2R
8
Γ u
3̟6 − 49152 e2R17Γ
−2419200̟8R4Γ e2 u5 − 1474560 e2R8Γ̟2 u7
+6451200 e2R
9
Γ u
4̟4 − 552960 e2R9Γ u2̟6
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−1382400 e2R10Γ u̟6 − 1935360̟10R3Γ e2 u4
−2064384 e2R9Γ̟2 u6 + 4354560̟10R4Γ e2 u3
+2064384 e2R
10
Γ ̟
2 u5 + 3870720 e2R
10
Γ u
3̟4
+19440̟16RΓ e1 − 414720̟10R7Γ e2
+401760̟14R3Γ e1 + 12960̟
16 e1 u
−442368 e2R16Γ u+ 3732480̟12R3Γ e2 u2
+466560̟12R4Γ e2 u− 691200̟12R2Γ e2 u3
+3833856 e2R
14
Γ ̟
2 u+ 0.1032192·108 e2R11Γ ̟2 u4
−3870720 e2R11Γ ̟4 u2 + 0.1445069·108 e2R12Γ ̟2 u3
+12960̟14 e2RΓ u
2 + 1062720̟14R2Γ e2 u
−2419200̟8R5Γ e1 u4 − 64800̟14 e1RΓ u2
−1140480̟14R2Γ e1 u+ 2419200̟8R8Γ e1 u
+673920̟12R3Γ e1 u
2 + 829440̟10R5Γ e1 u
2
+1866240̟10R4Γ e1 u
3 − 2073600̟12R4Γ e1 u
−2972160̟10R6Γ e1 u− 1071360̟10R3Γ e1 u4
+4838400̟8R6Γ e1 u
3 + 483840̟8R4Γ e1 u
5
−4838400̟8R7Γ e1 u2 + 846720̟12R2Γ e1 u3
−4902912 e2R12Γ ̟4 u+ 0.1032192·108 e2R13Γ ̟2 u2
+6912000̟8R6Γ e2 u
3 − 1313280̟8R8Γ e2 u
−294912 e2R7Γ u8̟2 − 1382400 e2R6Γ u5̟6
−401760̟14R3Γ e2 − 483840̟8R9Γ e1
−1769472 e2R15Γ u2 − 49152 e2R8Γ u9
−4128768 e2R11Γ u6 − 6193152 e2R12Γ u5
−4128768 e2R14Γ u3 + 92160 e2R11Γ ̟6
−1437696 e2R13Γ ̟4 − 6193152 e2R13Γ u4
−501120̟12R5Γ e2 + 1347840̟10R7Γ e1
−442368 e2R9Γ u8 + 589824 e2R15Γ ̟2
−1769472 e2R10Γ u7 + 552960̟12R5Γ e1
−19440̟16RΓ e2 − 207360̟8R9Γ e2
)
/̟18/R12Γ . (C.42)
The symbols e1 and e2 are defined in Eqs. (A.1) - (A.2). The function
β is independent of λ and is already given in Section 5.3.2.
Evaluated at the extraction world-tube, the expressions for the Bondi
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metric and its λ-derivative were identical to what was obtained in Sec-
tion 5.3.2, using the algebraic procedure of the extraction module. This
is quite reassuring since the two sets of results were obtained in entirely
different ways.
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